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YOUNG WILD WEST 6-ATHERING GOLD
OR,

ARIETT A'S WONDERFUL FIND
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE STRANGER .

There are many wild spots in the Rocky Mountains, but cer·
tainly none could be more so than wh ere Young Wild West
halted late in the afternoon one day, a few years ago, when
civilization was not progressing very fast in the region known
as the Wild W est.
It was in the western part of Colorado. In many places rich
finds in the way of both gold and silver had been the luck of
prospectors, and a tew mining camps ha d sprung up, some of
t hem so isolated that it took days to convey to them the supplies that were n eeded. ·
The well-known boy hero and Champion Deadshot of the
West happened to be on one of . his horseback trips, in search
of adve nture and fortune, and for two days h e had been riding
through the . vast wilderness with his t wo partners, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart. and the girls a nd (,he two Chinamen,
who .were e mployed as servants.
Right here we- may as well state that th<> " girls," as they
were always spoke n of. by Young Wild W es t and his ·partners,
were Arie tta Murdock, t he go lden-haired sweetheart of our
hero; Anna, t h(' wife of CheyPnne Charlie. and Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of ,Tim Dart. The two Chinamen were
brothers, named Hop· Wah and ·w ing \Va.h, the former being
an all-around helper , and th<' latter th e cook for the party.
As has been stat ed, it was lat e in th e afternoon, so it behooved our friends to find a suitable camping J;\lace, so they
might be comfortable during the night.
Th<'Y bad not come upon anything th at looked like a trail
since the morning of the daY, before. Ins tead of following the
one th ey discover ed at that time, they set out in a southwesterly direction, through the wilds, a nd eveR if tb py fail ed to
find anything like civilization in a whole week it would not
have mattered greatl y, since they always made it a point to
carry a good stock of provisions, and game was plentiful.
As tho party came t o a hal t at tho mouth of the deep ravine
it certainly looked as if. they had been engaged In hunting, for
the fresh skin of a bear and a <'ouple of hams ,wer e tied behind
ChPyenne Charlie-, while Young Wild West had 'the carcass of
a young buck s wung over t he back of his horse in front of
him.
•
In addition to U1is, Jim Dart had a string of partridges and
quail.
"What do you think about it, boys?" the young deadshot
said, as he turned and nodded to hi~ two par tners, and then
pointed below them. " Looks all right down ther e, don't it?"
"I reckon it does, Wild, " the scout answered, quickly.
"There's water and plenty of grass, an' that dead tree which
b as fell down right across the brook will make it handy for

us to git all the help we want. I don't see as -there's anY use
of lookin' any further to,day."
" I am of the same opinion, Wild," J im Dart, the Wyoming
boy, added, as he no dded appr ovingly. "We might travel for
two or three m iles before we would fi nd a place better suited
for camping t han this one."
"All right, t hen," a nd Wild nodded his head and smiled.
"There's no need of asking the girls their opinion. They
would simply tell us that we should do as we like about it,
anyhow, so it's settled that we'll ride down t he slope and
camp alongside the brook."
'l'here was a ripple of laughter fr om Arietta, Anna and
Eloise, and then the horses were quickly put in motion, and
down the slope they went, riding two a breast, with the two
Chinamen bringing up the rear and leading the well-laden
pack-horses that carried the camping outfit and supplies.
It was but a few yards they had to go, and once they got to
the brook all hands dismounted.
·
Then Wild glanced about for a second or two, and pointing
to the spot that suited him best, said:
"There you are, heathen. Get a m ove on you."
~ Allee light, Misler Wild," came from Hop and Wing simultaneously.
There was no n eed of t elling th em a.l)Ythiug furth er, for (,bpy
wer e wP!I up to their business, having erected the t ents and
taken them down so many times that it had really become
systematic with th em.
The young deadshot and his vartners were not long In unsaddling the horses, and then they proceeded t o tie them·
where they would get the full benefit of the luxuri ant grass
that grew along the bank of the brook.
Hop and Wing lost no time in unloading the pack-horses,
and the moment this had been accomplished they set about
erecting the two tents that were occupied as a sleeping quarters.
The young deads hot and his partners saw to it tha t all the
horses, including those that had carried the bur dens, were
taken care of, and then as they r eturned they found one of
the tents already erected.
"Wing," the young deadshot said, nodding to the cook, " I
reckon you ca n go ahead a nd see about getting supper ready.
It is not five o'clock yet, but our supply of potatoes stm seem
to hang out pretty well, and I reckon some of them will go
pretty well If they are baked properly, That w ill t ake a little
time. We'll help Hop put up the other tent."
" Allee light, Misler W ild. Me hully uppee velly muchee
quickee," and the cook nodded and hastened to do the boy's
bidding.
·
It took but a very few minutes to put up tho other tent, and
th en the three assisted the girls in carrying iu the blankets.
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etc., so that everything would be in readiness when the time warbled. "Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee
came for them to retire for the night.
smartee, and me allee samee likee my uncle."
By this time the cook had a fire going, and sticking the iron l "I've heard that afore, I reckon," the scout retorted. "But
rod s with the rings attached to them to hold a cross-piece from · it's a lie, an' you know it is. vVing claims to be your own
which a ]i:et.tle might be hung in thr ground, he proceeded to brother, an' you're willin' to admit it.- He says that be ain't
sort over enough potatoes to satisfy the hungry party for their got no uncle livin', so how in thunder kin you have one? But
suppe1•.
I ain't goin' to argue with you, 'cause that's been done afore,
Having clone this, he filled a kettle with water and hung it an' there never was anything made out of it."
over the blaze.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me and you allee samee be
Then waiting until sufficient red-hot coals had formed for gleat fliends. When you eatee suppee me givee you nic~e
the purpose, he placed the potatoes where they could be cigar."
watched and prevented from burning.
"No, by thunder! I don't want none of your blamed cigars.
"Now len, Hop," he said to the other Chinaman, "Misler There ain't never any tellin' whether there's a gun-load of powCharlie say he wantee cookee buckee heart for supper. You der in 'em or not. You caught me that way a long time ago,
givee to me and me fixee."
but that settled it. I ain't smokin' none of your cigars." .
It seemed that Hop had been ·taking care of the heart that
Charlie must have decided to let the matter drop, for even
ha.d been removed from the buck Young Wild West had shot when Hop kept on with his nonsense he paid no ~ttention to
only a couple of hours before.
it, but proceeded to take advantage of the water in the brook
~ promptly handed it over, saying as he did so:
and clean himsel,f up a bit.
"Takee um heart, my fool blothe-r, and fixee uppee. Misler
The rest took advantage of this, too, and in about twenty
Charlie eatee evely bit, so be. He velly muchee likee pigee." minutes they were all feeling much better, and waiting for tl:le
"What's that you're sayin', heathen?" the scout demanded, supper to be ready.
for he was ever ready to take up anything the Chinaman said
The odor of the boiling coffee floated upon the breeze now,
in the way of a joke. "I'm iike a pig, eh? Jest cause it hap- and already the bacon and buclc's heart were sizzling in -the
pens that nobody else in the crowd cares much about eatin' a frying-pan.
·
buck's heart when it's fried up nice with bacon grease don't
There were venison steaks ready to be. broiled, tou, but as it
me.an that I'm a hog 'cause I do happen to like it."
would not take long to do this, Wing was waiting until every"Me no say hog, Misler Charlie. Me say pigee. You havee I thing else was about ready.
be um pigee before you be a hog. Me knowee lat. Ley t ellee
Twenty minutes later the meal was cooked, and then all
rue allee 'J,outee in um Sunday-school in 'Flisco."
I hands sat down along the edge of a flat rocl{ that raised itself
There was a ripple of laughter at this, and instead of taking a couple of feet from the ground and proceeded to eat:
it good-naturedly the scout became more angry.
I They had barely started in when hoof-beats sounded not far
'"See here, Hop," he said, shaking his finger. at the fun- ·.away.
.
..,
loving Chinaman, "if you don't stop tryin' to make a fool of j Since they had met no one since the day before, they were
me, the first thi.ng you know I'll l~urt you. I've made all kinds not only slightly surprised, but interested as well, and all
?f thre~.ts,_ 'b ut ~ am't nev;er earned al!-Y of 'e,m o~t ye~. You : quickly arose to the~r feet.
.
.
Jest wait till I git _go?d, an ma~. some time, an you 11 wish you ! There was but one horse approaching, that was certain.
had never kept p1ckm at me.
Half a minute later a horse and rider appeared.
" "EF;sy, Charlie," Young Wild ~Vest spoke up, s1;1!lingly.
"Hello!" the rider called out, as he rode up to them at a
You re always ready to take notice of the least thmg Hop ; sharp trot. "Seen the smoke from your fire, an' reckoned
says. I should think _by this ~im?, you would be so you wouldn't there must be some.body here. Mighty glad to strike .a camp,
P!.l;( the, lea.st a_ttent10D: to l11m.
,
.
too, 'cause I got lost from my party two or three hours ago,
Thats all nght, Wild. He don t talk that way to nobody , an' ain't been able to find 'em. Seen anythinoof four men
0
else. It's always me he's tryin' to git mad."
I 1atelv?"
" "Ve_ry easil~ accounted f?r, Ch3;1·1ie, '' Anna said, smilin~Iy. :I "You are the first man we have seen to-day," Young Wild
Ht -~?.ws you are the only one ~ho would pay any attention . West a.nswered , as he looked him over with a critical eye and
to .. 1. · .
·~
· ,, r
.
\ came to the quick conclusion that there was something doubt·
_L,at l!ght, Mi~s~e _An~a, E~p said, t~rnlng t~ her a.nd ful about him being a strictly honest and straightforward man.
s~1lmg ,blandly." M1sle1 Cha.rhe velly mce€: Mellcan ~an,
"That's- mi.ghtyi funny. I stopped a little more than two
but vh11g,~ee _alle-;, samee mad velly m_-uchee qu1clrne. Me llkee hours ago to fix my saddle, an' the four what was with me
la,t e Y uchee.
went on. When I come on a few minutes later I must have
Wing, the cook, paid no attentioi:i to what was being said at lost the trail" somehow, 'cause I ain't seen 'em since. But as I
all, but kept ~n at ,wh~t he was (10mg. .
. said jest now, I was mighty glad when I seen t!ie smoke from
H€; was eu~1rely_ unlike lus_ brother, smce he always ?lade it , your fire. Don't mind givin' me a bite to eat, do you? I'm
a pomt to mmd lus own affall's, and when !1e ha_d "\10th1'.1g else : putty sure that my friends will come along putty soon, 'cause
to do h~ would take a nap ;vhen the O!)cas:on aff~rtled 1t. .
I they'll see the smoke, too, more than likely."
But I-io:t_> was always 01~ che move. Active, _qmck to thmk,
"I reckon you're welcome to a bite to eat, all right," the
and _as bng~t as a new silver dollar, he certamly was an ex- young deadshot answered, in his cool a1id easy way. "But it
1
cept1on to his rn.ce.
, seems mighty strange how you could get lost. You look to be
But that w:i.s not all .. Besides his fun-loving propensities, ' a man wllo is well used to things in this part of the country."
he was a very clever sleight-of-hand perfor:mer, and the tricks . "I am, too, but there's sich a thing as losin' a trail some•
that he Qould do, that were both funny and mystifying seemed : times, ·ain't there, young feller?"
to be alU?-ost enuless.
.
I "Oh, yes. But there's such a thing as going back to the
For this_ reason h~ h'.1-d been mclmamed Young Wild West's place where you lost it and finding. it again, especially_ if it's
Clever qhmee, and 1t 1s safe to say that he was very · proud : only a few minutes' old."
of the title.
"Ain't thinkin' that I'm lyin', are you?" and the man's brow
He had bad points about him, but enough good ones to more darkened as he hesitated about dismounting.
than offset them.
,
·• I didn't say anything like that, did I, stranger?"
What might have been termed his bad points were that he
"No, not exactly. But I'm tellin' you straight that what
had an over-fondness for whisky, which he always called tan- ! I've told you is right. If I ain't welcome to 1a little .supper,
glefoot, and would rather play draw poker than eat.
i when I kin see that yOu have got more than you kin eat, all
He kept on saying thin.gs that were irritable to the scout, ' right. I'H go on about my business."
until finally Charlie made a rush for him.
I vVild did not like the miin's ·manner at all. Really, he was
Then ensued a lively chase for two or three minutes, the ! satisfied that he was lying when he said he had lost his comChinaman taking care to get among some rocks that were a panions so easily.
short distance away.
i Still, he was not going to show himself disagreeable.
He was clever at dodging, and when C)larlie found that the I "You are somewhat nettled; my friend," he said, nodding his
rest of the party were laughing heartily, be suddenly realized , head and smiling. "Just tie your horse and sit down. I
that he was making a fool of himself. .
I reckon there is enough here for you."
'.
"Pshaw!" he exclaimed, and then he forced a laugh and I "Oh!" and appearing satisfied, the stranger quickly disstarted quickly from the rocks. " There ain't no use talkin', mounted and tied his horse.
but that heathen js about the slickest mortal being· that ever
Then without taking tll.e trouble to even wash his hands in
drifted over here from 'realand. I ain't goin' to pay no more ·1 the brook, which was close by, he hastened to the rock, and
attention to him, blamed if I am."
i was soon devouring the good things the Chinese cook set be"Me velly smartee Chinee, M1sl.er Charlie," the Chinaman fore bim.
·
j'

I

I
1·

I
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"Take it easy, everybofly," Wild said, in his cool and easy
way. "It's a pretty sure thing that Horace Judd is coming
back, and that he has found his friends, and they are with
him. We'll soon find out what he wants. If he demands that
THE SCHEM~, THAT FAILED.
his companions should be given their supper, we'll certainly
The stranger had not taken the trouble to give his name, refuse, ror the chances are that they have food with them."
There was no chance for much spe~ulation, for a few secand Young Wild West and his partners had not asked him
onds later Judd showed up from behind a clump of trees, ridfor it.
But the young deadshot thought it about time now, so after ing straight toward the camp.
Be.hind him came three horsemen, all looking rather rough
watching the hungry man put away the food for a couple of
in appearance.
minutes, he said:
One of them was leading a pack-mule, and he se<'med to have
"Se.y,_ str.anger, what is your name?"
"My name? Oh, I forgot to tell you. El(cuse me. My name no little difficulty in keeping the animal going. ·
"T found 'em!" Judd cailed oi:t, and then he rode up and
Is Horace Judd. I'm a prospector. Say, this grub tastes fine.
I'm awful much obliged to you for givin' me a chance to eat. r eined in his horse, promptly dismounting.
"I was mighty glad of it, too," he went on, "since you peoI'm willin' to pay you for it, too."
'"I'hat·s all right, Mr. Judd. You needn't bother about pay- ple robbed me when I was here."
The other three men rode up ·and promptly drew their reing for anything you cat here. A stranger is always welcome
volvers.
to anything we can supp'jy him with."
This was entirely unexpected, ancl for a moment Young
The man nqdded and went on eating.
He finished the meal about the same time the r est did, and Wild West stood locking at them in silence.
Then his eyes flashed in a dangerous way, and, stepping
then, rising to his feet, he looked around as if expecting his
straight up to the man who made the accusation of them robcompanions to show up ::,t any minute, and said:
"Well, I don't know what to do now, without I stay right bing him, he said :
here till they come along. It may be they didn't see the smoke
"See here, my friend, I rf'ckon you must be out of your
from yo-u r fire, an' have kept on gain'. If that's the case, I head. - ·what do you mean by saying that you were robbed
s'pose I'd bett er strike out for Rocky ll'lat."
when you were here a little while ag6?"
""Rocky Flat, ch?" and the young deadshot became inter"Jest what I say, kid. Thtre ain't no use in you tryin' to
ested. "Do you mean to say that there's a mining camp any- deny it. I knowed when you done it. You're the one as took
where close by?"
a bag of dust from my coat pocket when I was eatin'. I was
"There's one jest about twelve miles from here. It's right goin' to pull my gun an' shoot you at the time, but I knowed
off that way," and he pointed to the southeast. '"I'hat's where I wouldn't have no chance, so I made uv my mind to wait
me an' my pards was headin' for. / We/ didn't have no luck at until I found my pards, an' then come back an' make you give
prospectin' any more than to piclt up a few ounces of putty up the gold dust. Don't think you kin fool me, kid, 'cause
&ooq stuff, .so we thought we had better hit the trail for Rocky you can't. I'm a bad man when I git sta.rt.ed, an' I r eckon my
pards is about the same. Now then, you jest produce that bag
Flat. "
So saying, Horace Judd, as he chose to call himself, pro- of gold dust, or the first thing you know you'll be layin' on
your back with a few holes through you."
ceeded to fill his pipe, preparatory to having a smoke.
At that moment Arietta's rifle flew to her shoulder.
He lighted it, a.nd then putting his hands In his pockets,
She covered Judd in a twinkling, and then called out:
walke_d B.bout the camp, taking much interest In all there was
"If those· three men don't put away their guns instantly
to be seen.
1
Presently he began examining the saddles that had been I'll' shoot you dead in your tracks."
Evidently the men had not expected any interference from
thrown upon the ground close together.
No one though t anything of this, but they must have all the girl.
They started violently, and lowered theii· weapons.
taken it for granted that their guest was somewhat inquisi'!'his gave Charlie and Jim the opportunity they wanted,
tive.
, But it proved that he did not intend to remain there very and up went their hands, each holding a long-barreled relong, for suddenly he glanced toward the setting sun, and then volver:
'
exclaimed:
"I r eckon you fellows have made a little mistal,e," Young
. "I'm goin' to leave you. I may as well strike right out for Wild West said, nodding to the three men who l:iad not yet
Rocky Flat. They must have gone on. Good-by. I'm much dismounted, and not paying any further attention to Judd.
obliged to you. May see you later on. Maybe putty soon, an' "Put up a job to clean us out. I suppose. But that's .all right.
maybe p.ot."
We arn not ln the habit of Jetting things go that way. Now
Then he went to his horse and, quickly mounting, waved his then, I am going to make an example of the four of you. Get
down ofl' your horses."
hand and rode away,
"Hold on a minute, young feller!" one of them called out.
: "vVhat do you make out of that fellow, Wild?" Jim Dart
asked, turning to the young deadshot and looking at him "You can't blame us if our pard met us an' told us you stole
a bag of dust from him, From what he said, you're the one
rather closely.
"A peculiar sort of fellow, I should say," was the reply. "I as done it. He was eatin' the grub you give him, he told us,
an' you sneaked up alongside of him an'· took the bag from
have an idea that h e's a rascal."
"The same here, Jim. Yet he didn't say much after we gave his pocket, ah' then went an' hid it under one of the saddles
that's layin' over there."
him to understand that he had better go a little easy."
.
"He said that, did he?"
"I th'nk .he's a spy, Wild," Arietta spoke up , as she looked
"Of course he did. You don't s'pose we would come here to
in the direction Horace Judd had taken: and shook her head.
"That might be, little girl. But never mind. I reckon we'll help him out If he didn't, do you?"
"Oh, you didn't come here to help him out at anything like
be able to take care of him aud the rest of his gang, too, if
they' happen to show up here and prove themselves to be at that. If there's a bag of gold dust near one of the saddles, he
'put it there. I remember that he was examining our saddles,
all annoying."
The boy had scarcely spoken the words when the sounds of and I thought at the time that he was rather fresh. We'll see
if the gold dust Is there, and if it is we'll mighty soon find out
hoof-beats came to their ears.
What they heard were not the sounds made by the horse of who put it there. Hop!"
"Allee light, Misler Wild;" the clever Chinee answered,
..
their , late visitor,
quickly, as he hurried forward, not showing the least bit of
There' were a number of horses coming.
fear of the strangers.
This was plain enough to the ears of all.
"Go over there and see if you can find a bag of gold dust
"I reckon the measly coyote has found his gang, an' is
fetchin' 'em back here, so they kih git their supper," Cheyenne among the saddles."
The Chinaman nodded and quickly hastened to the spot.
Charlie remarked, as a gri:m smile showed upon his tanned
He found a bag there right away, and It certainly was well
and weather-beaten face.
Then. he ' began stroking the ends of his long, black mus- filled with gold dust and was quite heavy.
tache, somethin~ that h e always did 'when he was deeply in- . "Me fin dee lis, Misler Wilq," he called ou;, as he held it up
so all might see it.
terested.
"All right, fetch it here."
Arietta stepped over to the smaller of the two tents and
The boy took. it from the Chinaman, and then turne<i to his
picked up her rifle.
1
·
This seemed to be the · signal for all h4nds · to make them- accuser and said:
"Is that the bag of gold dust you _referred to, Ml-. Judd?"
5elves ready for an -attack, ,.
CHAPTER II.
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"Of course it is,'' came the quick reply, and then the villain
looked µneasily at the girl who was covering him so steadily
with her rifle.
"Who put it there?"
"You did."
"Hold on, my friend. You had better take that back. You
know ver:; well that I didn't put that bag of gold dust under
the saddle over .there. You also know that I nevei: saw it
until just now. Now then, I am going to give you just one
minute to tell wl10 put it there. lr you don't do it in that
timt• you' JI die just as sure as you're standing there now."
.Judd looked a.round at his three companions.
But they had put away their guns by this time and were
holding up their hands, for the scout and Jim Dart certainly
had them dead to rights.
Then he turned and looked at Arietta, who now stepped fo~
ward, still keeping her rifle pointed dil·ectly at his breast.
"\\'ho put It there?" Young Wild West again asked, and he
pulled a gun from his belt and turned it upon the man.
·· I suppose I may as welt say that I did,·• came the rather
reluctant reply.
"All right. 'l.'hat sounds a little better. I suppose yo u put it
there so you could come back and accuse us of robbing you."
There was no reply to this.
''That's the way of it, I suppose,·• and the boy turned and
nodded to the three men.
They failed to make a reply, but satisfied that lie was entirely correct, the boy proceeded to show them the big mistake
they had made.
"I told you to get down Qff your horses," he said, nodding to
the three. "You failed to do that, though you did put your
guns a.way and held up your hands. Now then, just see how
quickly you can dismount."
··We're goin' away," one of them answered, and then he lowered his hands and seized the bridle-rein of his horse.
"You're going to get off that horse mighty quick, and it may
be that you'll fall off and be dead when you strike the ground."
"All right, kid. You have got the drop on us, so I reckon
I'll have to do as you say.·•
Then the man dismounted and tried to make It appear that
he was very cool.
The others quickly followed suit.
"Line up there," the boy said, pointing to the left, where
there was a bl'g rock. "Back up against that rock and stand
mighty still."
'l'here was nothing to do but to obey, so the four · rascals
quickly lined themselves up as they were told.
"Now, Horace Judd,., ' Wild said, stepping up and touching
the man upon the end of his nose with the muzzle of his revolver, "I am going to ask you a couple of questions, and I
want you to be sure to tell the trutb in answering. You. and
your companions discovered us here and you put up a job to
rob us. Js that right or wrong?"
'·There ain't no use of me sayin' anything. You'll have it
your own way, anyhow," came the reply.
"Hold on a minute. You hacl better answer truthfully, Is
that right or wrong?"
"It's right, I s'pose."
"And in order to get a good chance to catch us napping, you
put your bag of 'gold dust here and then got them to come
over and accuse us of stealing it. That's the idea, isn't it?"
'· I s'pose it is."
'·It didn't work, though, 'did it?"
'· Sorter seems not," and Judcl shrugged his shoulders.
'· Don't you think it was rather a queer way of getting at it?"
"I don't know what you mean by that."
"Well, I mean that you could have come at it different!~
You could have waited until after dark, and then crept upon
us and surpr'lsed us. That woulcl have been a much better
·
way, wouldn't it? "
"vVe clidn't want to do nothin' like that. Since you have
got us all corneroo, I s·pose I may as well tell you jest what
we thought. After we seen that you had camped here, we fig.
ured it that if we could make It appear that you had stolen
the bag of gold dust we could make you give us some money
to keep from arrestin' you. That wouldn't be robbin' anybody,
so it wouldn't make no difference what you said when you got
to Rock Flat, or some other place."
Wild laughed h~a.rtily, at this.
''Quite a scheme, I must say," he said, nodding to his companions. "They wanted to clean us out, but at the same time
make it appear that they were taking it honestly from us.
Well, all sorts of schemes a.re continually being worked, but I
think this is a.bout the greatest one we have been up against In

some time. But see here, .Judd,'' and the boy turned quickly
to him again, "I reckon you don't know who we aFe, do you?"
"None of us never seen you afore," came the reply.
"I suppose none of you ever heard· of Young Wild \Vest?"
'·I have," came from one of them, quickly. "By thunder,
boys! ~o wonder things didn't go right. It's that kid what's
got the name of clea.nin' out evel·ything he starts at doin'.
It's Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot Qf the West.·•
.. Right you are, you measly coyote," Cheyenne Charlie declared. ''lt's Young Wild Wes(, jest as sure as guns, an· I
happen to be Cheyenne Charlie. what was born in old Cheyenne. l'm one of his pards, an' mighty proud of it. . I'm all
wool an' a ya.rd wide, an' when I let myself loose, somethin'
always happens. I feel jest like shootln' your ears from
your head, an' blamed if I kin hardly help doin' it."
Then he fired a shot from his revolver, and the bullet went
so close to the man's head that he became frightened, and
he dropped upon his knees and began begging for mercy.
'·Easy, Charli<•," Wild said, as he saw that the scout was
apt to fire another shot. ·'There's no usl' in doing that. Just
let me trim this bunch in proper shape. 'rhere's nothing like
keeping my hand in. Since almost everybody calls me the
Champion Deadshot -of the West, 1 may as well try and keep
up my reputation."
"All right, Wild. I won't do anything more. It's your
game, anyhow. You was the one what was accused of stealin'
the measly coyote's gold dust."
'rile y.oung deadshot nodded, and then picking up the bag
of gold dust; which he had dropped to the ground, hi> stepped
over and with his own hand placed it in the pocket or the
owner.
"There you are, Judd,'' he said. "I don't want anything that
belongs to you, and I certainly am not going to let you have
anything that belongs to us. But 1 am just going to show you
how well I can shoot. What did you do with that pipe you
lighted just bf•fore you left the camp'?"
"lt's in my pocket," was the reply.
Wild felt in the pocket and quiclrly found the pipe.
•· Put that between your teeth," he said, thrusting it in the
villain's mouth.
Tremblingly the man closed his teeth upon t!H' pipe.
'· Now then, step out here."
'rile boy had not taken the precaution to disarm any of the
villa.ins.
But that ma.de no difference. He knew that his own partners and Aric>tta were watchini; t~em too closely to permit
them to do any damage.
Two of .Judd's companions were tall men. The other was
rather short.
\Vild selected the two taller ones and stood tbern side by
side.
Then be took the shorter one by the arm and placed him behind them.
"Yon stand right there and look between the necks of these
two fellows,·• he said. '·Do as I say." '
They were all very pale now , and shnw,•cl no .Jittll' fear.
Having got the three in the proper position, the young deadshot pulled Judd behind the litlle man and then stood him
sideways.
"I want you to stand there so I can see the pipe between the
necks of the two big fellows, and over the head of the little
one," the boy explained. '· r reckon you know what I mean.
You just hold your teeth tight on the stE•m, too. • l l <'f'P, Hop,
ma}'!ie you ha.cl better come and put them in p!'oper po ition. ·•
.. Mc undelstandee, Misler Wild,·• the clever Cbinee answered, and then smiling blandly, he stepped forward and,
just as if It was merely a rehearsal they were going through,
he placed them in position.
Wild stepped before the bunch .
He could now sec the pipe in .Judd's mouth, showing ovf'r
the top of the man's head and through the opening between
the necks of the two men in front.
It certainly was not a wonderful shot to make, but It would
seem extra.ordinary to any one not used to that sort of fancy
shooting.
If the boy was able to hit' the pipe when the man was standing alone with it. he certainly could do it now, for he could
see it just as well.
The only thing about it was that If he should happen to
'
make a miss somebody might be hurt or probably killed.
But Young Wild West never made a miss when doing anything of that sort.
He stepped ten paces back, and then after Hop had rearranged the group, he nodded and called out:
"Now then, stand steady. Don't one of you moye the fr:10-
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stillness of the night but the occasional cry of a night-bird or
the yelling of a catamount in the distance.
Wild took the last watch, and the night passed without interruption.
This made it appear that the four villains had really gone
on to the mining camp, so -after a rather earl'y breakfast they
broke camp, and as soon as the pack-horses could be loadc>d,
all hands mounted and they set out to follow the trail the
villains had taken the night before.
They did not have to go more than half a mile before they
struck what seemed to be a well-traveled road, for not only
hoof-prints could be seen in it, but also the ruts made by
wagon wheels.
"WUd, if he had kept on going a 1ittle further to the right
before we struck our camping place, we would have come upon
this trail," Arietta remarked. as she rode at the side of the
handsome young deadshot, who was mounted upon his sorrel
stallion, Spitfire, and certainly looked to be all that was
claimed for him by admiring friends-a genuine boy hero of
the Wild West.
But if he looked anything like that, the girl besidl' him
riding the cream-white broncho surely made a fitting mate for
him, for she was a genuine girl of the West, fearless and far
more daring than the average of her sex, evf:'n those born and
raised in the Wild West.
"We certainly would have struclr this trail, Et," th.e boy
said, in answer to her remark. 1But I don't know as that
would have made me feel like following it any further. We
wouldn't have known how far we must go before we got to
CHAPTER III.
a mining camp or some settlement."
"_Yes, that's ~ruf¼ But we were expecting to run upon a
AR!ETTA'S "'0:XDEllFUL F!:XI).
trail all day long, you know."
"Yes, I know that. But it's all right. We're on a trail now,
Arletln. broke •into a laugh as she saw the antics of the and if what that fellow Judd told us is true, there's a mining
frighten ed mule.
camp that is called Rocky Flat not more than twelve miles
'·WeH, of all things!" she exclaimed, running over to the away. We'll take it along, easy, and when we strike it wl''ll
young deadshot and seizing him by the arm.. ·' Whoever heard make it our business to 1>itch our camp somewhere and remain
of such a thing as that. The idea of those four men trying to until to-morrow. It is seldom indeed that we don't find something in the way of excitement when we strike a mining camp,
do a thing like that."
•· Sc1m-thing new is turning up every now and then, little and since we have four enemies that we know of to find there,
girl,'' vVild answ0recl, smilingly. "No doubt they thought they I see no reason why it won't be that way this Ume."
It was rather overcast, though the sun had shone itself like
had figured it out nicely. Judd proba.b\y volunteered to come
here and fix things so they would have a1'l easy time of it. By a great red ball of fire just -as they sat down to breakfast.
But now it was getting cloudy, and the wind was springing
jingo: 'rhey did rather catch us napping at that. If it hadn't
been for yon the chances are we would have had a little more up, c~using a moaning iri the pines.
As the party rode on the clouds became thicker and thicker,
trouble In getting the best of them."
'·. ot much, though,·• Arietta answered, with a shake of her and Clwyenne Charlie declared. that it would be advisable for
hf:'ad. ·· You could have done lt ,yourself. Certainly you would them to hurry a little, since he was . pretty certain that It
have figured it out quickly enough. The three of them had would not be very long before a storm -would. be upon them.
All knew this pretty well, even to the girls, for they had exrevol\·ers in tlu;ir hands, but I could tell pretty ·well that they
were not exactly ready to shoot; that is, to shoot with any puit>nced all sorts of storms in the mountains, and very often
.
uegree of accuracy. But l did just what came in my head, had been put to considerable discomfort from them.
"D.cn't lhink ' we can make the mining camp, eh, Charlie?"
and l am glad it helped ma ters along. But what a funny
shot you made. I won', rorget very soon how frighten ed those Wild said, as he brought his sorrel stall!on to a halt and
four men loolted as they were grouped in such a funny way. turned questioningly to the scout.
.. Hardly, Wild. r reckon it will oe rainin' in less than
I suppost• none or them will forget it soon, either. •·
" They wc!l't forget it. but that won't keep them from trying twenty minutes. W<' ain"t half way there yet, so maybe it
to get square wi t h us, ·· the boy answered. '· Probably they'll would be a good idea if we look around for somethin' to git
.
go right on to lhl' mining camp .Judd was telling us about, under, an' stay there till the storm is over."
The boy ri>mained at a halt and took a survey of the threatfor I have no doubt that he spoke the truth in regard to it.
·
We'll go there, too, to-morrow rooming, and th e chances are ening sky.
.
we C'an put in a Ii vely day of it."
Tile wind was increasing, and the soughing of the bi:anches
·' You kin bet your life we'll put in a liYcly day of it if them of the great t rees that reared themselves on every side made it
measly coyotes is ther<:- , ·• th e scout spoke up. .. It might be appear that the storm was very close at hand.
·· All right,., he said. ·' I reckon we'll do as you say, Charlie.
that th <>y 'IJ ta1rn a notion to come bade herf- between now an'
Come on. We'll ride .down to the foot of thJ,11 descent and get
mornin'. ·•
'·Suppose they uon't go 0:1 to the mining camp," Jim Dart under that cliff over there. I have an idea that we'll find
something in the way of a projecting ledge to get under.
ventul'Ccl.
··That wi!L be all righ t. We'll fix up things so we'll ne able Come on ."
Do'wn the rock tra.il thfa)Y made their way, and, reaching the
to receive them in the prope1· shape," ·wild answered.
to, they turned into it
As they had all fini'lhed supper, ancl darkness had not come. spot the young deadshot had referredwhat
they were looking
yet, they now set themse1Ye3 a t work, and by pulling a couple and were lucky enough to find just
of fallen tre<'s over, and rolling up some boulders that could for.
From the base of the cl'iff a ledge jutted out something like
be handled ei:.sily, they managed to make quite a barricade, so
if they were attacked they would have something to lie behind eight or ten feet not more than the same distance above the
ground.
and save themselYes from being made targets of.
It ran along quite a distanc<i, too, varying in the width of
'fhis took a little more than half an ilour, and thc>n there
was nothing for them to do but to take things rnsy and wait t.!lc projection.
It happened that it was on the lee sid~, as it might be called,
for what might happen.
But darkness came, and the evening drifted on, and pres- so it shut off th€' wind, and should it begin hining they would
be well protected, indeed.
ently it came time for th1•m to go to sleep.
They barely got there and dismounted when the first drops
As u.sual, Jim Dart took tl!e first watch .
He put in his allotted time without anything happening, and came down.
Then the wind came with a rush and a roar, and soon It was
then It came the scout's turn.
lie, too, had a silent time· of it, for nothin,g disturbed the raining almost as hard a.s they had ever seen it in their lives.

lion of an Inch. .Tudd, you hold your teeth tight upon that
pipe stem.··
They moved a little, but quickly subsided, and then up went
the long-barreled reYolver, a.nd Young Wild West toolc a quiclc
aim and pulled the trigger.
Crack!
As the report rang out the bowl o[ the pipe was shattered,
)Paving the stem clenched between Judd's teeth.
All four of the men dr0pped to th e ground, though, for it
seemed that each of th em thought he had been shot.
That waf. enough.
Young Wild \Vest did not propose to do anything further.
.. Now then, you sneaking coyotes!·• he shouted, wavip.g his
revolver and rushing up to them, '· get on your horses In a
jiffy, and see how fast you can get away froII\ here."
They scrambled to their feet in amazement, for evidently
they had not expPcted to get of'f so easily.
Judd was th e first to move for his horse, and mounting
quickly. he Wf:'nt galloping away.
Then the other three followed, leaving the pack-mule standing there.
But Hop vVah quickly picked up a stone and started the animal at a gallop r.:ter them .
.. Hip hi, hoolay ! ·• he shouted, as he made a last successful
swing with th e stone and caused th t, mule, to giYe a bray as it
_
leaped forward.
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They stood well back against the rock wall, but even then her head, and when she had looked up at them and marveled
gusts of wind drove the rain upon them occasionally.
, at the awful power of the storm, she turned her gaze dcwn"Boys," said Young Wild West, nodding to his two partners, · ward where they had rested securely imbedded in the earth
"I reckon we had better put up some of the canvas. There's · but a short time before.
no telUug just how long this is going to keep up.''
I Then it was that she gave a violent start.
"Right you are, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie answered, whi:e I Surely she saw something in the hole that looked to be of
Jim Dart gave a nod and promptly ran to the spot where the . value.
paek-horse:a had been led.
Down upon her knees she _d roppea and, reaching in, pulled
The two Chinamen lent their assistance, and ln a -very short out a shining nugget of almost pure geld.
time the loads were removi;d from their ba.cks, and then the J· There was plenty · more of it there, too. It showed almost
larger of the two tents was brought into play,
i entirely around the edges of the opening, while at the bottom
It was necessary for somelJody to go out into the rain and . there appeared to be a deep layei· of it.
cut a couple of supports, for they always depended upon get- ' The , girl. leaped to her feet and turned and looked toward
ting what they needed in that line at the pla'.ce they camped. Wild and Charlie.
Cheyen ne Charlie was equal to the occasion.
) "Gold! Gold!" shouted Arietta, as she h eld up a big chunk
"I reckon I ain't made out of sugar, so I won't melt," he of the Il,l'ecious yellow metal. "See what the terrible storm did
said, with a laugh.
, for us, Wild."
'l'hen he· seized an ax, and in five minutes had secured what j' The young deadshot and his partner ran swiftly for the spot.
they needed.
"Great gimlets!" the scout exclaimed, as he got near enough
Then the cai,vas was stretched and fastened so it ceuld not ' to see what it was the girl was holding in h er hand. "She's
be easily blown down by the wind.
! dead right, Wild. It's sartinly gold. Where did you git it,
'ThiJ, ~fforded an excellent shelter, and once behind it they ' gal?"
all felt more easy.
I For an answer Arietta nolnted into the excavation that had
. Charlie was not long In putting on scme dry clothing, tmd · been caused when the tree was uprooted.
then he ci:lmly lighted his pipe and sat down near the two : ·Being the first to reai;h the spot, the scout had the satisChinamen.
. faction of looking upon .a sight that was startling as well as
"You al!ee samee gittee plenty wet, Misler Charlie," Hop '. JJleasing to him.
ventured, a broad grin on his yellow face .
I But the young deadshot was there a second later, anu then
"Did I? Well, if we'd waited for you to offer to go out there · the two gazed Into the hole in silence for the space of a second
:::n' cut them poles, we would all be putty wet afore lt hap- or two.
pened. 'cause you ain 't one of the kind wh11,t likes to git wet." ! ""What do you think of my wonderful :find, Wlld?" .Arietta
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You velly smartee Melican askeu, for she was now • quite calm, though her cheeks were
man. You cuttee 1,1m poles velly muchee quickee."
i glowing and her eyes were filled with a flash of excitement.
"Huh!" and the scout began to grow a little angry right j "Wonderful find, eh, Et? Well, I should rather say it was,"
away, for it struck him that the clever Chlnee was trying to the young deadshot retorted, in his cool and easy way. ·' A
have some fun with him.
i gold mine right under a tree. That is something rather new. "
But if such was the intention of Hop, he changed his mind,
''What is all the excitement about?" Jim Dart called out,
for he moved a little further away and then lighted a big, and then he was seen running toward them, followed by Anna
black-look ing cigar.
.
; and Eloise.
'I'he wind continued to blow, and the rain came down in tor- : "A gold mine," Wild answered, "and Arletta has been very
ren ts.
•
! lucky again. It seems that she generally is the one to find
Occasionally there was a lull, and then they would look out, gold if there's any about to be found. This tirr.e it was enonly to see that thf•re was no signs of a Jet-up.
! tirely unexpected, though I will say that it has happened the
1f anything, it lcolred more threatening, and presently when : same way a few times before. But who would have d!'eamed
a gust mud1 stronger than any that had preceded it came , ' of such a thing as a gold mine being right under a big tree like
there was a loud crash a short distance away, and they looked that?"
·
and saw a giant forest tree falling.
The three were amazed.
''R!ght up by the ro<;1ts!" Jim Dart exclaimed. "Gracious! : But when they saw the quantity of th e gold that had bee n
The full f?rce of the wmd must have been centered upon that ' exposed to view in such a v, onderful way, they ali wanted to
one tree Just then."
get down into the hole and take it out.
Tllc tree lay upon the ground shivering like a stricken thing , Wild was -rather more cool than a.ny of the rest.
of life kss than a hundred feet from the storm-driven party. ! But he had been born to be that way, it seemed, for he never
But other sounds were heard from time to time that indi- l grew excited no ma.tter what h:;,,ppencd, and was always ready
cated lilrn things happening.
' to act or make a suggestion.
What had been a little broolli near by was now a raging J "I reclron it's safe enough there so long a,s nobody else sees
torrent, and waterfalls could be heard tumbling from the high it," he said, smilingly. '·We'll let it alone for a while, and
places almost in e,,ery direction.
then we' ll see about getting fJ0me of it out. I recl~on we won' t
·when an hour had passed it seemed that the storm had get to the mining camp as quickly as I thought we would now.
about spent ils fury, for it grndually began to abate.
i This will keep us here the best part of the day, and ma.7rbe a
'l'he sky grew a little lighter, and soon the wind subsided. little longer, for we don't know just how far the lode might
"She's over with," ChEyenne Charlie declared. "I'm mighty extend. Thill may be but one end of it, or possibly the tree
glad of it. too. Not that we ain't putty comfortable here, but might have r ested over the middle of it."
it ain't what you lrin call exa.ctly pleasant."
· "lt don't make no difference whether this is one enc! or the
It was still raining a little when he stepped outside the i other," Cheyenne Charlie answered, with a shrug of the shoulcanvas and took a look around him.
ders. "Arietta fourid it, an' it's what I call a wonderful find,
It was near the mouth of a rather wide gorge where they an' no mistake. It's hers, by rights, though of courne she'll
had found prote!!tion from the storm.
· see to it that everybody has a share, same as all the rest of us
Both trees that were alive and those that were dead had does wh en we strike anything. ·we're ail partners, as far as
succumbed to the fury of the tempest, though the one that had that goes. .Ain't that right, Arietta?"
,
fallen near them seemed to be larger than all the rest.
1
"It certainly is right, Charlie," the girl am;-ivered . "You
High in the air the roo.ts projected, and there was quite an - can call it my wonderiul find if you like, but the gold bC>lcugs
eii:cav?.tion showing that the roots must have extended some , to all of us, not to me alone. Bven Hop and Wing shall have
distance in the ground.
: a c,;rtaln share of it."
Charlie walked toward the end of the tree, which had fallen
"Me likee gold, so be," spoke up the clever Chinee, who had
almost directly toward them.
, ventured to the spot and stood looking somewhat amazed at
Then Arletta stepped out, and though it was yet raining, . the unexpected sight.
she did not seem to mind it in the least.
.
: "You like geld a whole lot, tl:at's r\ght, heathen," the scout
HI am going to see how ·deep that hole is," she said, and off declared. "But I never sc6n ycu like it enough to make you
sh§ started.
: do a.ny work to git it. You would muth rather set in a. gime
No one tried to stop her, though probably they might have · of poker an' win gold that's been coined into money. As [at·
thought she was exposing herself a little too much to the as diggin' for it goes, you woulcln·t turn your band to it ."
moisture.
"Lat light, Misler CharliP. Plrnty fcolee Chinese and MeliThe girl ran on until she reached the butt-end of the giant can men digee for gold. Smartee Chinese and smartee Melican
tree.
men gittee um gold after scmebouy else digee it. l\le vG!Jy
· The roots sticking up in the air towered several feet above smartee Chinee, Mislcr Ch:nlie."
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_The rain h?.<l. now about reased, hut as all hands were cons,dnably moistened, ~li1<1 suggested that a fire be started, so
they might g-()t their clothing thoroughly dry.
This wa3 carrkd out immediately, and a few minutes later
all W''TC' standing abont a sputtering fire. wbirh gradually increased as tho wood became dry from the heat.

CHAPTER IV.
THE FOUR VILLAINS GO TO THE :1nNrnG CA:liP,

7
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up the job, al\' since it went a little wrong. I'll be the one to
Rtraighten it out. All yon have got to do is to swear that I'm
te-llin' thP truth, an' that you thought they had robbed rne, or
you wouldn't have gone to the camp an' pulled your guns on
'em."
"Are you goin' to tell bow Young Wild West ~-hot the pipe
out of your mouth?" Rubber asked, just the vestige of a smile
showing on his face.
"Yes, why not? ·we might as well t,,ll 'em the whole thing.
There ain't nothin' like tellin' a, story straight, especially when
you're flxln' It up ahead of somebody else."
j u;;e]~\n'fa1r_story s.traight, eh?" and Rubber laughed this

1:hat s what I said. I mean tell it the way I was jest
The four men 'l'·ho had been driven from Young Wild West's
talkm'
,,
.
·
"~bout"
..
camp ln such a hurry after he had given them an exhibition of
.
"I know wl.1.a_,,t you 1_!1~an, Horace. Let it go at that.
his wonderful shooting, proceed('d straight for the mining
Well, all. n,,ht.. L ~t s _get over to, the Flat b~fore dark. 1f
,
camp that was called Rocky Flat.
Th" chances are that they would 'have kept on going and we ki~ . I aoubt if we lnn, t~oug_h, causE_' that_ ol:1med pack, pl~le ~s abo~,t the laziest thmg lil the !me of horse-flt'sh l
left their pack-mule behind.
But when they found the mule was running along after them ever did see.
I "_A mule ain't horsP-fles~," one of the othGr two declared,
they waited and caught it.
All felt that they had had enough to do with the young as if he was bent upon havmg an argument.
deadshot ' and his friends for the present, and their one desire . "Putty nigh the same thing, Sam,'· and R?~ber nodded as
was to get back to the place they had left a few days before if he did not care what the man thought abour 1t.
I _The fact was that the supplies the four men had set out
to go on a prospecting trip.
While they were not exactly what might be called outlaws with were pretty well exhausted, and when Judd sat down
' : to supper at Young Wild ,vest's camp he was really a very
these men were certainly anything but honPst.
Probably they might not have made a hold-up o, robbed a hungry man.
_He had filled ~n. and with a ~ull stomach felt quite a little
traveler, but if they could manage to gt:'t their hands upon
anything of value, and have the opportunity to give a good ex- different from his three companions.
The fellow called Sam happened to thin 1, about this when
1
cuse for so doinr,;, they would certainly do it.
Such men, of course, will go deeper into crime after once' they had covered about five miles, and he promptly reined ln
his horse and came to a halt.
started.
WhatPver they may have don<> before In that par ticular line I "What's the matter now?" Judd asked, showing Rurprise.
"H's about time I had somethin' to ~at, I reckon. We've
cannot Le said, but they had arranged to get money from those
got some putty stale crackers an' a piece o[ salt pork yet.
they saw in the camp, and the plan had failed to work.
Now they felt they must make themselves solid with their But I'm hungry enough to eat anything about now."
acquaintanres at Rocky Flat so they would bfl ablP to offset · "Wait till you git over to the Flat, Beers."
''That's all right for you to say. You have had your supper,
tbc f'har"'es that Youn" Wild West and his friends would
' an' a mighty good one, at that. But we ain't."
surely m;ke upon their ~rrival there.
i "Rjght you are, BeeTS," Rubber declared, and he promptly
Horace Judd was the recognized leader of the quartet.
He did most of the talking after they had become satisfied ; dismounted.
Sam did likewise, so the leader was forced to r<>main there
that they were safe and were riding along as fast as the packI until they had appeased their hunge!·.
mulo could be kept going.
•· There's onr, thing sure, boys," he said, after they had I There was a running brook close at hand, so while the three
talk-::d considerably about what had so recently taken place. eagerly devoured about all they had left in the way of cat"WP made an awfnl big mistake in tryin' to git money out of , ables and washed it down with cups of water they got from
'em ln that way. I'll admit that it was my scheme what failed the brook, Horace Judd impatiently waited.
Some of the fat pork and the rind was there yet, and then
to work. Ent you all sartinly acted a& lf you thought it was
i the villains mounted their horses and were ready to proceed.
bound to worK"
"lt would have worked all right if it had been on anybody I "I ho.ie you feel a Jot better now," Judd declared, someelse but that kid," the man who had been first to say anything what tartly. "It will be dark Jong afore we git to the Flat
about the young deadshot, after hearing his name mfntioned, now, an' jest ·<'a use you couldn't wait."
"See here, Horac2!" Rubber exclaimed, somewhat angrily.
observed. '·You fellers don't know as much about Young
,v11t1 West as I do. I mean by that that you ain't heard as "You kin talk that way 'cause you filled in on a lot ef good
much l.'.bout him as I have. I never seen him afore, but two things at Young Wild West's camp. Now you hadn't oughter
or three men have told me in the past year or two abQut the begrudge us for makin' you wait a litlle while. A hungry
great things that kid has been doin'. Why, they say ti never stomach has got a right to be fed, an' when there's anything
Jets an enemy git away from him when he once starts after to feed it, a man's a fool not to do it. If you hadn't acted the
him. He'll comr, over to the Flat to-morrow, an' most likely way you did when we went to that camp, maybe they might
he'll start in tellin' everybody how we tried to git money out have given us somethin' good to eat, too. But you tolrl us to
of 'em. 'rhat will make it look as if we're nothin' more than go right ahead an' accuse 'em of robbin' you, an' that's what
we done. ,ve pulled our guns an' caught 'em nappin', too.
common •:1ieves."
"I know that as well as you do, Rubber," Judd retorted, with But blamed if a yaller-haired gal there didn't git the best of
a shrug of the shoulders. ''Didn't I jest say a minute ago· us in a jifi'y, It was done so sudden that I can't tell jest how
that we must git ever there an' tell a story what sounds rea- it did happen. But I know we sartinly got it rubbed in on us
good an' hard. When that boy shot the pipe from your mouth
sonable. ''
•· How are you goin' to tell a story that sounds reasonable?" I thought I was dead, an' I fell to the ground so quick that I
rnme th e query from Rubber, while the others remained silent. reckon I must have got there ahead of the rest of you, though
"You have got to make everybody believe that Young Wild when I looketl around I seen you was all there.''
Then he l*'ughed lightly, and Judd, probably satisfied to Jet
·wost or one of the rest of 'em took the bag of gold dust out of
your pocket. If you kin do that th<,n it will be allowed that it go at that, made no further remark concerning the delay.
It was quite some time after darkness fell when the fom·
we had good grounds to go there an' kick up a row about it."
"All right,,. and the leader nodded his head as if he had reached the mining camp,
convinced himself that it " 'ould be all right. ·'I kin say that I Rocky Flat was just about like the rest of the mining can::.p3
1hc bag of dust must have dropped out of my pocket an' that that are scattered about here and there in that section of the
I thought some one took it from me. That will do, won't it'!" Rocky Mountains.
. The population might have numbered fifty, or probably a few
"Sartin it will," one of the other two exclaimed.
"Well, it might do,'' .Rubber answered, after thinking a mo-1 more, but there were few shanties there, most of the men
mcnt. ·•nut how about it gittin' under one of them saddles?" working the claims living in tents.
·· r kin say that it must have [ell out of mr pocket when J , Of course, there was a place there where whisky was sold.
was lookin' at them saddles. They·rn mighty fine ones what I At the time of which we write it would have been a queer
all of 'pm's got, an' I sartinly was tbinkin' that I'd like to have thing, indc-ed. for a mining camp to exist without at least one
one myself, when I was lookln' at 'em. But J want you fellers saloon.
But really It might have been necessary for such places to ,
to stick to everything I say. I'm goin' to tell the story. I put
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exist, for the men, honest or otherwise, who br~ved the dangers of the wilderness to seek gold, must have something in
tb P way of r ecr eation.
To work all day and then sit down at night without anything to take their minds from tho grind would .have been
hard, indeed.
Consequently they found pleasure in drinking and gambling,
and no doubt many a good man went to the bad because of it.
But that is uot for us to dwell upon at all.
Such places as mining camps existed then, and exist now,
and it is the same in regard to the saloons, or taverns, hotels,
Inns, or whatever they may be called.
It was quite a decent looking shanty that a speculative man
named O'Lean' had opened as a saloon.
A rather gorgeous sign stretched across the on.Ure front of
It, which told every one who was able to read that It was
O'Leary's Saloon.
A big blaz ing oil lamp hung in front of this particular
shanty, while here and there a few lights made by lanterns
could be se<>n as the four rascally m en rode down upon the
level stretch that constituted the Flat.
":Might jest as well have stayed here, for all the good it
done. us to go away. I reckon we ain't picked up more than
two bQndred dollars' worth of dust on the trip," remarked
Rubber, as ho looked <>xpectant~y at the big oil lamp. "We
·went into partnership an' figured that we would do a whole lot
better than we was doin' here. since our claims wasn't turnin'
out enough to kt>ep us playin' poker three nights a week . I
s'pose we'll be fools enough to git rid of what dust we have
got as soon as possible. That's the way it always is."
The others laughed at this, for it seemed that ,they took
it as a joke .
"It ain't been divided yet, though," Beers spoke up. "Horace
has got it all."
"I know I have. But you dou't think I'm goin' to keep it
an' say it's mine, do you?" came from the leader, somewhat
tartl y. •·we put it in the one bag so I could carry out my
scheme, didn't we?"
"That great scheme of yours," came the sneering reply.
"S'pose we whack up afore we go into O'Leary's place."
'·Not here in the dark. We'll go in there an' have the stuff
weighed up, an' then we'll divide it into four parts. I'm the
boss of this here expedition, as one of you c~lled it, when we
st .."rted out, an' I reckon I'll have my way about it."
"'I'hat's right, Beers," called out Sam. '· Horace knows his
business.
''Oh, I ain't goin' to make no kick about it. So long as it's
divided as soon as we git into O'Leary's, I'll be satisfied. I'm
in for a little spree !'.low, so I kin sorter take the good of the
long trip we·ve had on the mountainside."
They rodP up befor e the saloon, and as they dismounted a
numb er of men came out and looked at th em curiously.
'· Back. eh, Horace? " one of the men said, with a chuckle.
"l thought you would be back mighty quick. Struck it rich, I
s'posE', somewhere, an' have com!' in to buy stores."
"No. we didn't strik<' it rich no whe r e. an' l don·t mind tollin'
yc11 that we're mighty glad to git back." th e leader r etorted,
and then he pushed his way into the s hanty saloon.
Thcrr• was quite a crowd present, and it seemed that every
man there knew the four who had returned from their prospf'cting trip pretty well.
'
Some jeered at them for coming back so soon, while others
flfikf'fl all manner of questions con~erulng the luck they had
met with.
nut none of tho rascals were 'lnclined to say diuch.
Judd kept hill word and promptly had the gold dust W<'ighod
and divided into four equal parts.
Then each man got his, and they started in drinking.
It was during this process that Judd related their experiCU('C with those they had m et in the camp twelvP miles away.
He told his story just as ho had planned it while riding to
tlrn Flat, and it seemed that nearly every one there thought
thPr !iad a perfect right to demand redress from those at tho
camp, even though Judd only thought some one had stolen the
bag oe gold dust.
So far no mention had been made of the name of the boy
who had so easily proven himself a master of theqi.
But when Judd went on to tell how this boy had shot the
pipe from his mouth under such peculiar as well as dangerous
circumstances, a grizzled old man who had been listening
closely to all that was said gave a start and exclaimea:
·'Say, l'JJ bet I know who that boy was. Wasn't it Young
Wild West?"
"Come to think of 'it," Judd answered, as if he had nol been

exactly sure before, "I believe that is the name he said was
his."
"That's who it was, Perry," Rubber hastt>ned to say. "It
was Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot of the West,
tho boy what's always doin' things that nobody else can't seem
to do."
"All right, then," and the old miner shrugged his shoulders
and turned away. "You kin bet that Young Wild West
wouldn't have done nothln' l!ke that to you unless he had
mighty good cause for doin' It. Walt . till he gits here, an'
we' ll know all about it. I don't believe you have been tell!n'
tho exact truth, Judd."
"You don't, eh?'' and Judd turned angrily upon him and
made a move as if he was about to pull his gun.
But a number of others quickly interfered, and a quarrel
was avoided.
But It was evident that Perry, the · old miner, was satisfied
that he had made no mistake in saying what he did, for be
went and sat down at a table, and now and then he would give
a chuckle and look at the four villains who were making their
gold dust fly as they put away the vile liquor that was sold
under the name of whisky.

C~APTER V.
WILD, CHARLIE AND HOP VISIT ROOKY FLAT.

If what they had heard from the villain called ,Judd was
true, Young Wild West and his friends figured that the mining
camp that was called Rocky Flat must be just about seven
miles distant from the spot where they had sought refuge
fron1 the storm and Arietta had made her wonderful find.
None of them ha.d the least idea. of leaving tho place very
soon.
.
,They always carried picks and shovels with them, as well as
pans to wash out gold dust, for experience ha.cl taught them
that they were likely to find gold almost anywhere.
During their travels In search of excitement -and adventure
fortune had been kind to them indeed.
Several times they' had accidentally come upon rich veins or
gold, and on one ot two occasions they had actually staked out
claims, working them for a day or two until they could find
some one to buy them out.
'l'he bed of gold that had been exposed to their view through
the storm blowin'g down the big tree might .be worth thousands of dollars, or it might not pan out much, after all.
No matter how well fixed they were in tho way of money, it
would be foolish for them to leave the spot until the gold had
been taken out or perhaps the claim sold to some one at a fair
price.
After drying themselves before the fire, the young doadshot
and his partners proceeded at once to stake out ·a claim.
They knew quite well tJ1at it was a government property,
and having a tape-measure with them, it was easy. to m easure
out the exact space that was; r<'ady.
Charl,i<' bei ng tho only one of tlw thren who was of age, it
was de d<'d that if a claim W"re filed, it should be in bis nam e.
'l'hen all hands got at work, f'Y<'n to the girls, and whc>n
noon came they had taken out at least tbr"e or four thousand
dollars' worth of gold.
Examination had shown them that the vdn ran in a dirPc·
tion that was almost paralle l with the tree as it lay upon the
ground.
It branched tlut a. little to the right and continued on.
But the further tlH'Y dug into It tho smaller it became. so
It was quite likely that it ended altogether a few feet from
the original opening.
But what v>'as there was of tile fin c•st quality, almost pure, in
fact.
No doubt claims might be locat.e d anywhere in tho vicinity
and rich pay-dirt taken from them.
But this 1;pot seemed to be on e· that natur<' had proYidrd
with th e rral stuff, so to speak, even if it did not ('Xtend very
far.
'
'
,vhile they always carried plenty in tho way of pr0visions
with them, it was found that they wore running short. of a. few
needed articles.
Wing, tho cook, explained this to the young deadshot after
they had eaten the noonday meal, and after thinking for a moment. Wild decidt>d that it would be a good idea for some one
to ride over to the mining camp and get what was net>decl.
The tents had be.en erected a short distance from Arietta's
mine, as they had named it, so here the camp would be until
they went away from the place.
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The China'man grinned at this, but did not deign to say
anything just then.
Down the hill they went, and reaching the level below, rode
·
straight 1rp to O'Leary's saloon.
There happened to be no one there but the proprietor and
the man he had working for him at the time.
Both came out as the three horses came to a halt, in front of
the place, and looked questioningly at the strangers.
Though Wild never drank anything strong, it had become
a habit of his to always stop at a saloon or hotel.•
There was the place to hear all the latest news, since miners
were bound to congregate at such places.
~How are you, boys?" the young deadshot called out, in his
cool and easy way, as he quickly dismounted. "This camp is
called Rocky Flat, I suppose."
"Right you are, kid. Who was tellin' you about it?"
"Oh, we met four fellows yesterday afternoon who told us
about it."
"Say," and O'Leary, for it was he who was talking, stepped
a little closer and J ooked sharply at the boy, "are you Young
Wild West?"
"-Yes, that's who I am. How did you come to guess it?"
"When. you jest said that you met four fellers yisterday
afternoon an' they told you this camp was called Rocky Flat,
it struck me right away that you must be Young Wild West.
Had a little difficu1ty with the four villains, didn't you?"
"Not a great.,deal. They put up a job to rob us, but it didn't
work, that's all."
"I reckon you're a little mistaken about that part of it,
Young Wild West. They was tellin' us all about it last night.
A feller named Judd thought yon robbed him, didn't he?"
"No, he never thought anything of the kind."
"That's· what he says, an' so does the three what was with
I
.
him."
"Can't help that, sir. Horace Judd never had the least idea
that any of us had robbed him. I'll tell you all about lt, if
·
you want me to.·•
·
't ruth."
"Sartin. Come on in."
.- '· Oh, r don't know as I've got any objections to his goln'.
Wild followed him insid.e the shanty, and Cllatlie and Hop
But it he goes over to that carol;) with us he's got to behave
,
were not long 111 doing the same.
himself."
O'Leary's helper hurriedly got behind the bar, and looked
'·Lat n.llee light, Misler Charlie. Me velly goodee Chinee."
Then Hop, without waiting to hear anything further from at the 1,1ewcomers expectantly.
"Me havee lil!ee tanglefoot, so be," Hop spoke up, rubbing
the young deadshot, ran to his horse and proceeded to put a
his hands and smiling in a bland fashion at the bartender..
saddle upon its back.
you havee, Misler Charlie?"
Knowing that he would easily overtake them, the young "Wbattee
"I reckon I'll take a little of the same," the scout answered.
deadshot and the scout told Jim and the girls that they woul!l
"I don't know as I need it, but one drink won't hurt me much
be back as soon n.s possible, and then rode away.
in tha.t howlin' old storm this mornin'."
They had not bet>n gone more than a couple of minutes be- after bein'
"Got caught in the storm, eh?" O'Leary asked, becoming infore the clev{•r Chinee rode after them, his piebald broncho at terested.
·
a swinging gallop.
"Yes, but we didn't get so very wet, at that," Wi d retorted,
Along the mountain tra!l he rode, and in a very few minutes
in his cool and easy way. "We happened to find a convenient
he overtook the two.
.. Hip hi, hoolay!" he shouted, as he rode up, waving his ledge to get 1\nder, and stood it all right."
'·,vasn't there more than· you three in the party?"
head. "Me allee same!.' velly smartee Chinee. Me go to um
"Oh, yes. We left the rest about seven miles out here. We
mining camp and gittee cllluk of tanglefOot. Len maybe me
decided to camp there foT a day or two and do a little hunthavee lillee fun."
.. Shet up, heathen!" the scout called out. "I s'pose you.-re ing."
"Oh!" and O'Leary appeared to be satisfied.
·only talkin' that way jest to git me mad."
"You wantee cigar, Misler Wild?" Hop spoke up, for he haci.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. You glttee mad allee samee velly
decided that there was nothing in the way of soft drinks to, be
·
mucbiie easy, so be."
Tl'il.' n he laughed lightly, and Charlie, realizing that it ,\!as had in the place.
"Since you want to stand treat, I'll take a cigar, though I
useless for him to continue the argument, shrugged his shouldon't feel much like smoking just now," was the reply.
ders and paid no further attention to him.
The bartender put out a box of cigars, and the young dead·
N_ow that Hop w_a s ·with them, Wild l,e t Spitfire out a little,
shot took one and put it in his pocket.
for the sorrel stallion needed a little exercise.
Then Charlie and Hop had their drinks, after which O'LearY:
· The steed quickly showed that he could easily leave Charlie
·
and Hop behind, but Wild did not permit him to do this, and motioned to a chair, and said:
"Set down, Young Wild West. I don't mind hearin' your
·brought him down to a settled pace, ·so his companions might
story of what happened yisterday. We heard what Horace
keep up with him.
Just about seven foi!es from tp.e camp they suddenly came Judd had to say about it. But from what a man named Pe.rry
sa_id afterwards, I sorter got to thinkin' that maybe th_e y
in full view of Rocky Flat as they rounded a cliff.
· "Huh!" exclaimed the scout, shrugging his shoulders dis- hadn't told it jest the way it was."
"I don't know how they told it, but I'll tell it to you just as
gustedly. "Ain't much of a 11lace, is It, Wild?"
"Comparatively new, I should say, Charlie," was the reply. it happened."
"But all places have to have a start, you know. Maybe this
O'Leary and his hire,d man listened intently, and when the
might continue to grow. It all depends upon what there is boy had concluded, O'Leary nodded his head and said:
here."
"That sounds a little more reasonable. Thunder! But you
"I'll bet there's a blamed sight more up where our camp is sartinly did give 'em a roastin'. They was tellin' about that
than there is on the whole Flat. Don't seem to be doin' much. wonderful shot of yours. Smashed the pipe right from Judd's
There's a few, ,,:orkin', but they act jeM- as though it's a lot mouth when the bullet had to go between two of the other
agiJl their :will. But never mind. There's a store over there, fellers' necks an' over the top of another man's head. Some·an' there's the whisky-;mi!l. I reckon we kin 'git what we want· th!n' !Ike smart shootin', I should say. But they say you're
·
at the store, an' most likely Hop kin find more than he wants tho Champion Deadshot of the West, anyhow."
"They say a whole lot abo-qt me," ~ y~ung dea.dshot anat the whisky-mill."

. "Misler Wild," Hop said, after listening to what the young
deadshot was doing in regard to the needed supplies, "me
likee go to um mining camp to buy glub."
"' An' buy whisky, too, I s'pose," the scout spoke UJ>. "That's
what you're itchln' for. Ain't got no more left, eh?"
'· :.lfo no gottee some tangfefoot, Misle.r Charlie. Me velly
solly. Me· likee givee you dllnk velly muchee. But me no
gottee."
"Who said I wanted a drink?" cried the scout, angrily.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie; Me 'knowee pletty well lat
you wantee dllnkee tanglefoot, so be. Maybe you go with me
to ·um mining cam)). Len we -allee samee glttee plenty."
"I'll tell you what we'll do, boys," the Young deadshot said,
nodding to Charlie and Jim, "I'll be one to go, of course. But
I want one of you to go with me. We'll toss up a coin to see
·
who it is."
. "For my part I would just as leave stay here with the girls,"
.
Jim answered, quickly.
. "A!I right. If that is the case we'll let it go at that. Charlie
will go with me, then. It's h'ardly likely the four rascals wm
come out this way, so that means that the. camp will not be
disturbed. Come on, Cha,r!ie. We may as well set out at once.
We'll soon find out how far it is to Rocky Flat.''
The clever Chinee looked at them, but did not say a word
,
until they had saddled their horses.
Then he stepped up to the young deadsh9t, and touching him
·
on the arm, said:
.
- '• Mlsler ·w1_1a, me .wan tee go; too."
'' Dqp.'t le.t hirp. go, Wild," Charlie spoke up. "You know
blame well if he goes over there he'll only git full of tanglefoot an' make trouble."
·'Me likee go velly muchee, Misler Wild,'' Hop persisted, not
paying the least attention to what the scout said.
"Let bl;m go with you, Wild," Arletta advised. "Charlie
doesn't me~n what he says, I know. He would much rather
have Hop go with him than remain here if he were to tell the
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swerecl, with a laugh. "You mustn't believe all that you
hear."
"Well, I'm goin' to tell you one thing. I don't believe wliat
Judd and' his three pards said now. I'm takin' your word for
lt. They ain't none too good to put up a job like that. I can't
say as they've ever been known to do anything like stealin'
out an' out. But they ain't much for workin', an' are always
lool{in' for a chance to git somethin' for nothin'. That bag of
gold dust what started th .trouble was divided into four parts
here last night', an' I reckon I've got most of it now. You see,
I take gold dust jc'St the same as r do money. I do my own
we:r;bin' , know in' a little about the worth of the stuff, an' I'm
mighly carefal neve'l· to allow jest what I think the dust is
worth. In that way I'm bound to come out ahead, though now
an' then I've made somewhat of a mistake."
"I recko!1 you'll come out ahead every time, Mr. O'Leary,"
and tJ1e young deadshot nodded smilingly, for he could readily
guess that the proprietor of the saloon was a pretty shrewd
sort of an individual.
"Oh, a man's got to fignre on comin' out ahead these days.
Whars the use of bein' in business if yoti can't make somethin' out of it '!"
Just then there was a commotion at the bar.
Hop had remained standing there, and Wild was sitting on a
chair near the proprietor, and Charlie was amusing himself
by looking at some lithographs that adorned the walls of the
bar-room.
All eyes turned toward the bar.
The elc>ver Chinee, with his face distorted and his feet twisting and his hands flyi!1g wildly ever his head, seemed to have
sudd€nly been taken with a .fit.
'l'!J.e bartender was struck with amazement.
Hop began to gasp as if he was choking, and then he sud·
denly dropped upon his hands and turne<.l completely over,
coming down upon his feet as squarely as a wc~ll trained acrobat could have done it.
"Great Jupiter!" exclaimed O'Leary, springing to his feet.
"What's the matter with the heathen?"
"He's got a fit, I reckon !" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, but
the grin on his face should have informed the proprietor right
away that thel'e was nothing serious about it even if he had
been so taken.
But O'Leary hnd not noticed tl.Jis.
He promptly ran over to assist the Chinaman.
Meanwhile, Hop was rolling about the floor as if in agony.
As O'Leary ran up to him to lift him to a chair, the clever
Chinee suddenly made a grab from his mouth, and then to all
appearances he pulled a Jive, wriggling snake from it.
"Hoolay!" he cried, waving the reptile in a joyful way.
"Evelythling allee light now. Me takee dlink of water lls
morning, jlld um snake allee samee go down my thloat. Me
feelce velly muchec sickee ever since. Hoolay! Me gottee um
snake now."
Then he leaped to his feet and began dancing about in an
ecstasy of joy, while O'Leary an(l his bartender leaped back
out of the way ancl looked astonis'hed.
Wild could not help smiling, .of cbiurse, but Cheyenne Charlie did more, than that. He fairly roared with laughter, for
evel'!,i.f he was always having a wordy warfare with the clever
Chinee, he enjoyed it every time Hop cut up his antics.
"Say, Young Wild West," O'Leary said, becoming somewhat
relieved ail of a sudden, "is this here a laughin' matter? Look
what the hGathen pulled out of his mouth?"
1
"He didn't pull that snake from his mouth, Mr. O'Leary,"
was the reply, "It isn't even a snake, so don't be at all
alarmed. 'l'hat fellow is Hop Wah, who is sometimes called
our clever Chinec. He is just doing something to · amuse himself, that's all. The snake is nothing but a rubber ·one."
·Hop promptly ceased his funny business, and shaking his
head sorrowfully as he looked at the young deadshot, he said:
"Allee, light, Misler Wild. You no wantee 1ne havee lillee
fun, so be."
"I reckon yo u have had enough fun with tlj.at old imitation
of a snake, Hop. I thought you had got rid of it, for I haven't
seen it in two or three months."
"Do you mean to say that thing ls made out of rubber?"
the bartender aslred, rather timidly, ' as he came from behind
the bar.
·"That's jest what it is, my friend," the young deadshot retorLC'd. ,
"You lookee and you flnd ee outtee velly muchee quickee,"
Hop spoke up, and then he tossed it to him.
But the bartender jumped out of the way and permitted the
thin ~ to fall upon the floor.
·
o ·Lr:ary, howeyer, quickly piclz:ed it up.

Then a broad grin came over his face.
.
1'By thunder!" he exclaimed.
"That beats anything I've
seen in a good -while. Say, but the feller what made that was
putty smart, too. It looks a whole lot like a real live rattler ."
"Hop is the fellow who made it," Wild assured him.
"He did, ch? Well, heathen," and he turned to the gr ;nning
Chinaman, "how much do you want for that thing? r'll give
you twenty-five dollars for it, 'cat.se I know I kin have no
end of fun with it."
\
"Me no. wautee sellee."
Footsteps w,ire heard outside just then, and a moment later
who should enter but Horace Judd and the three men who
hRd put up the job to rob our friends the day before.

CHAPTER VI.
THE !'OUR VILLAINS AP.E SOi\fEWHA'f MEER.

Horace Judd and his rascally pards got rid of nearly all
their gold dust that night, as O'Leary had told Young Wild
West.
Of ,course, they had imb ibed copious quantttiE's of fluid
lightning, or whisky, as it wa:;; sold for, and the r esnlt was
that they did not feel much like rising very early the next
morning.
The fact of the matter was that they did not rise at all tllat
morning, but waited until the afternoon.
They had all slept in the tent that was located close tq the
claim Judd had staked out some time previous, and when thGY
got up their h eads were aching and they did not feel like eating anything. ,
Th.i only sequence· was that they drifted over to the saloon
for some of the "hair of the dog that had bitten them" the
night before,
A drink or two of liquor would straighten them up, as they
well knew from experience.
.
While they had not forgotten what had happened the day
before, neither of the four thought anything about Young
Wild West just then.
What then was the ir surprise to see hi m standing in the
bar-room when they entered.
They started violently, and then suddenly became. conscious
of the fact that a Chinaman was standing there with what
seemed to be a live snake in his band.
Judd turned deathly pale, and acted as if he was going outside,
"Good-morning, Mr. Judd!" the young <leadshot called out,
in his cool and easy way, and then hr> stepped forward a!:d
held out his hand · as if he wanted to shake with the villah1.
Judd was more surprised than ever at this, but it is safe to
say that he felt a whole lot easier by thE!'manr.er of tile boy.
He nut out his hand. and Wild gave it such a hearty gr ip
that the man winced and bent at the knees .
"Awfully glad to meet you, Mr. Judd," -w ild went on, smilingly. "How are your friends? Shake, boys."
Then each of them received a powerful grip from his hand
in turn all of them feeling it keenly, for certainly Young
Wild West co uld catch a man's hand and give it a squeeze that
would ma:ke him r emember it.
At first he must have thought that Young Wild West wanted
to be on friendly terms with ·them.
But when he saw that he was gripping their ban ds so hard,
it struck him differently.
Cheyenne Charlie stood n ear. the bn.r frowning , and when
Judd turned to him and put out his hand, he exclaimed:
"Git out, :;iou measly coyote! I don't want to shake hands
with you. Wi.ld done it jest to show you how he could break
your fingers if he wanted to. What are you doin' around here,
anyhow? You look as though you have been pulled th rou gh .11
knot-hole. I'll bE':t you was so drunk last night that you
couldn't git up this morn in'."
''.Excuse me," the villain ans,v'ered, ~tepping ha ck hurriE'dly,
"I thought you wanted to be a friend like Young Wild West
has showed that he wants to be ..,
"Don't thi nk he's showed you that he wants to be yo ur
friend," the scout answered, quickly. " You don't s'poHe that
Wild would call anything like you arc his friend, do yon?"
''Never mind, Charlie," the young deadshot spoke up, at the
same time winkin§ at him. "Horace .Judd is certainly a fine
man. He made quite a bad mistake yesterday, but any of us
are liabic to ma'ke mistalres, you know. No doubt h•J's very
sony that it happened."
'
"~You have got that dcacl r:ght, Youn; Wlld \Vest,'' Jucld
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hastened to say, while his eyes lit up with pleasure. "I'm work, an' that's all there is to it. Got brought down putty
mighty i;orry the thing happe,ned. I had no right to say that hard, too. Serves you right. I didn't think you was that
kind of a man. But now I know you putty well, so I ain't
you stole the bag of gold dust."
goin' to believe a thing you say."
Wild now winked at the proprietor of the saloon.
"That ain't no way to talk to a good customer like I am,"
"Mr. O'Leary has-told me that you related just how it happ,med," he went on, in his cool and easy way. "Funny that snapped the villain, his eyes flashing.
"It ain't, eh? Well, I reckon I kin talk to you all right.
you didn't thlnk about telling him that you put the bag of gold
under the saddle yourself, after you had been given a good Now don't go to gittin' mad, 'cause if you do there wlll be
trouble right here. I've got a way of runnin' my place i>Jl
meal. Forgot that, I suppose, didn't you?"
"I don't know as I did," and the villain backed away a little, right, an' you know it. I ain't lettin' nobody come here an'
at the same time showing signs of uneasiness. "The story I tryin' to boss me. When you have got money an· want to
told '€m was that I dropp€d the bag in your camp, an' that I spend it, here's the place to come. But that don't mean that
thought somebody had stole it from me. That's right, ain't you're goin' to bulldoze me any, 'cause I wasn't cut out to
have that done to me."
it?"
Judd was a coward at the most, and when he found that it
'·Why, no. That isn't at all right. You told tls right at the
camp that you put it there for the purpose of making it ap- was useless for him to try and frighten the proprietor of the
pear that we had stolen it so you could come and demand it, saloon, he quickly subsided,
Hop took everything in attentively, and when he found
and then make us give you some money to keep you !rom
1 that the leader of the quartet was inclined to remain peacehaving us arrested. Wasn't that the way it was?"
Judd made no answer to this, and again turned as if to abk, he proceeded to have some fun with the bunch.
He brought forth the rubber snake again, and went through
leave tho place.
the performance of swallowing it and then pulling it from his
But Charlie quickly barred his way.
"Don't be in a hurry, you measly coyote!" he said, warn- mouth.
This was followed by an exhibition with the small Japanese
1ngly. "I reckon the boss of this here shack would like to
hear it from your own lips jest how the thing was done. Turn parasol, which he usually had upon his person.
What be did was rea-lly mystifying, and as they had never
around an' tell him tha.t you put up a job to rob us."
"He don't have to tell me that," O'Leary spoke up, hastily. seen anything like it before, the six spectators he had were
"I reckon I know that well enough. I'm a little bit surprised amazed.
No one else came In, so the Chinaman had to content himat Judd doing a thing like that, though I alwayll did know
that he wasn't none too good to do most anything. But it's all self with the small audience.
Finally he showed a pack of cards and, taking his place at
right. You kin bet he won't try sich a thing ag'in, not on you
a table, began shuffling them.
people, anyhow."
"Maybe somebody wantee play dlaw pokee," he remarked,
,
·
Judd nodded and looked relieved.
"All right, we'll let it go at that," Wild decl:A-ed. "These looking around invitingly.
But it happened that no one did, so he went on to show a
four fellows don't amount to a great deal, anyway. Vlhy,
three of them had us covered at the camp yesterday afternoon, few sleight-of-hand tricks wlth the cords.
After performing several tricks that nearly all the men h~d
and they coul(!n't do a thing. One of our girls no sooner
turned a rifl e upon them than they became so. frightened that seen before, he laid the pack upon the table and said:
"Now !en, me bettee ten dollee lat me cuttee um cards and
they gave up right away."
turnee uppee um ace of spades."
"Don't pile it on us too hard, Young W!ld West."
"Huh!" exclaimed Rubber, who seemed to be more interIt was the villain called Uubber who said this, and he
ested than any of the rest. "That's ea.sy enough. You know
looked really penitent as he spoke.
"Jest 'cause a man makes a mistake now an' then don't jest where it is. Let me shuffle the deck first, an' then I'll bet
mean that he's an out-an'-out scoundrel," he went on. "I you. I've got jest about ten dollars' worth of dust left, I
reckon."
ain't one, an' I don't want to be one, either."
Hop picked up the cards, and remained thoughtful for a
"Your looks deceive you, then," came the reply. "What is
moment.
your name, please?"
Then he cleverly changed them for another, which he took
"Rubber is what they call me."
"Rubber, eh? Probably you are some relation to that snake unseen from under his packet.
"Allee light, •1 he said. "You shuffle um cards. Me lookee
our clever Chiuee Is holding in his hand."
Hop had put the snake aside, but as the young deadshot some other way, so me no see you. Len me bettee you ten dolspoke he quickly exposed it to view, ca.using it to wriggle in a lee me cuttee um ace of spades."
Rubber took the cards and, winking at those present, he be··
really threatening fashion.
" Allee samee lubber," he said, grinning broadly. "You likee gan shuffling them.
But when Hop turned his back and looked the other way, he
havee?"
When he started forward as ir to hand the snake to him, cleverly found the ace of spades and removed it from the
deck, putting it under his shirt-front.
Rul.Jber ,;;ave a frightened cry and made a dive for the door.
"There you are, heathen," he said, as he gave them another
·'What are you afraid of?" the bartender called out, for by
shuffle and laid the pack on the table. "Now then, I'll put up
this time he had become very bold.
"Didn't the heathen jest tell you that the snake was 'a rul>- spades the first time you try."
"All right," and the clever Chinee turned suddenly and
ber one? It can't bite you, 'cause it ain't alive."
The other threl' rascals were as much frightened as Rubber, picked up the cards.
"Mc shuffle, too, so be," he said.
though they had not exactly tried to get out of the building.
"All right," Rubber answered, a broad grin on his face. "I
The snake looked so real that they could hardly believe that
1t was not alive, however, and it was not until the bartender don't care how much you shuffle 'em, as long as you don't look
came from behind the bar and took it from Hop that they at 'em. Go ahead."
Hop proceeded with his shuffling, and easily managed to
became somewbat relieved.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop declared, nodding his head change the pack for the one he had shown just before that.
It happened that the backs of the cards were the same, and
and moving to the bar. "Me likee chuckee dlcee, so be. Len
his sleight-of-hand enabled him to do it unnoticed·.
me eatee uppee um snakee."
"Now len," he said, "if me cuttee um cards and um ace of
But. neither of the four seemed inclined to throw dice with
him, and seeing there was no chance of it, Hop put away the spades turnee uppee, me win ten dollee."
"That's right, but you had better put up your money first."
snake, and then began telllng them a little story about his
"Allee llght," and the Chinaman quickly produced a tenwonderful uncle in China.
This grew somewhat tiresome, so Wild nodded to the scout dollar gold-piece.
Rubber took fro_m hie pocket the bag that contained a small
and suggested that they go to the Jtore and purchase what
amount of gold in the rough.
was needed at the camp.
"Is that worth ten dollars, O'Leary?" he said, handing it to
They had left Hop there, and once they had taken their
departure, Horace .Judd showed signs of being greatly relieved. the proprietor.
"I reckon so," was the reply, after it had been weighed In
He started in to explain matters to O'Leary, but It did no
his hand. "Jest. about, I should say." ·
good.
"All right, then. Up she goes agin the heathen's ten dollars,
"That's all right, Horace," O'Leary said, raising his hand.
"There a!n't no use in you tryin' to tell mP anything about it. Now then, proceed, heathen. Let me see you cut the ace of
Young Wild West told the story of jest what happened yis- spades. I don't mind givln' you three chances."
"Me only wantee one chance, BO be," came the re:ply.
terday, an' that settles it. You put up a job which didn't
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Then Hop· reached ou·t in an off-handed way and cut the
pack in about the center.
As :he turned the cards over the ace of spades showed.
·'Me win!" he exc:aimed, and he quickly grabbed both the
bag and the coin and slipped them under his jacket. ·
Rubber · opened w-ide his mouth as well as bis eyes.
1
"Thunder!" Ile gasped, as he- looked at those standLng about.
"How did that happen, I wonder? That heathen is a regular
witch."
·
''Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop ' cleclared, blandly, as he put
the cards together and consigned them to ·one of bis pockets.
"Hold on. Don't be i1t a hurry with· them cards. I want to
look at 'em."
"Allee light," and then out ca.me the pa.ck from which the
villain had stolen the card.
Hop handed it over, and thinking it to be the same one,
Rubber began looking it over.
He counted the cards, and soon discovered that the ace of
spades was not there.
Yet before that Hop had cut that very card.
'·Boys," he said, turning to his three companions, ·' I reck1m
t11ere ain't no use in bettin' agin a man's tricks. I heard that
said a tong time ago, but I never took a lot of stock in it 'until
now."
"Your dtist is gone all right, Rubber," Judd said, shaking
his head. "You're what I call a fool. You wouldn't git me to
bet with the heathen, after what he's been doin' since we·ve
been in here."
Hop now took the cards, and after- looking them over quickly
fixed his, eyes upon the face of Rubbei·, and said:
"Where ,um ace of spades?"
"How do I know, heathen? You cut the cards a couple of
minutes ago an' turned up the ace of spades. You oughter
know more about it than I do."
"Allee light. Me no care. You gottee µm card. You keepee,
so b<.>. Me gottee you gold dust. Evelythling allee light."
No doubt the four men would have started trouble with the
heathen if it had not been that Young Wild West and one of
his pa1·tn·ers was close at hand, and that the proprietor of the
saloon was against them.
·
,
.
But as it was they let the matter drop, an.cl qu'ickly took
seats about a table and ordered a round of dri11ks.
/

"All right, then. I won't say no more. But that heathen
is goin' from bad to worse, an' I know it."
Hop laugh ed lightly when he found that Wild was not going
to prevent him fro.m taking the whisky to the ca.mp.
· He started for the door, but before reaooing it he paused,
and then looking at the four men at the table at the further
encl of the room, he placed a hand in one of his pockets and
drew forth some cigars.
,
".Me wantee tleat um nicee Melican men, so be, ~lisler Wild,"
he said . "Me allee samee gottee lillee gold dust, and · me
wantee makee evelythling allee· light."
·"He won Rubber's gold dust by a card trick," O'Leary spoke
up, explaining. "The greatest thing I ever seen done with
cards."
"Don·t think anything is strange that the Chinaman does,"
Wild advised . '·He's a sleight-of-hand performer , Mr. O'Leary,
and that means a vrhole lot, if you stop to think."
"Yes, I r eckon so."
I·Iop walked over ancl handed each of the [our villains a
cigar.
They accepted tht>m 1vith sometlling like undisguised pleasure, for they certainly had not expected anything- of the man.
But Hop did more than that. He handed them each a
match, and then bowing in' Oriental fashion, he bade them
good-by and t\lrned to the door.
/
Charlie would like to have lingered, for he felt sure that
at least one of the cigars contained a charge of powder, for
Hop was in tile habit of atways ·carrylng them.
But Wild was anxious to get back to the camp, so that wh ~t
gold there was to be obtained in tbc excavation that had been
made by the storm blowing the tree down coulcj be taken out
without delaj·.
'
The three wounted their horses and rode off, and as soon as
they/ did so •ubber scratched a match and lighted the cigar
that had been given- him by Hop.
"I don 't know as I'm begrudgin' losin' tha.t bet,'' he declared, as he got a good li.ght and started to puff away.
"It was worth that much gold to see the Chinee do a thing
like that," 0'!1eary observed, as he came over an<l sat down
near them.
"Maybe it was," Judd observed, as he struck a match and
lighted his cigar. "But I'd jest like to git a chance at that
heathen once. I'd show liim that he wasn't as smart as he
thinks he is."
"What would you do, knocl, him on the he:i.d an' rob him?"
o·Leary asked, looking at hini sharply.
CHAPTER VII.
"No. Now don't go to thinkin' anything like that," was the
Ql;lick reply. " J est 'cause I was foolish enough _to think I
THE FOUR '?LLU.:\"S DECIDE TO STEAL T:f{E GOLD,
could make a little money ou t of them strangers don' t mean
that I'm auything like a thief. Wbat I meant was that ['d
You.ng Wild v.rest and Che;Yenne Charli~ .got what they like to git a· good chance to beat tbe heathen at his own game.·•
wanted at the store, a.nd in a little whi-le returned to the sa"You would wait about a hundred years, then, so don't think
loon.
·
nothin' like that, Horace."
,
.
Hop had just stocked up with a half gallon of whisky, and
The other two lighted their cigars, and soon all four '\\'ere
was stowing the bottle that contained it under his coat when puffing away so that the room showed signs of soon becoming
they entered.
pretty well filled with smoke.
"Come on, heathen,'' the scout said. "I reckon you have got
It happened that Hop had one cigar that was loaded with
to take charge of some of the thii;igs we've been buyin'. • rt powder in t h e four, and in his hurry he did not know to which
will make it all the easier ·for us to git 'em back to the camp." of the viJlains he gave it.
'·You go so velly soonee, Misler Charlie?" Hop asked, as if
As luck would have it, Judd got that cigar.
);Je ma, not -like the idea or leaving the mining camp right
The othflr three were very good cigars, as cigar;; sold in that
away.
section of the country went, and they were being eujoyed
"That's what Wild says, an' I reckon if he says so it set- thoroughly, when suddenly without the least warning Judd's
ties it."
cigar exploded with a muffled report, sending a shower of
"Allee light. Me go, len."
sparks in every di'rection and causing him to fall over back·
"What have you got under your jacket that makes it stick ward from the surprise it gave him.
out on both sides that way?"
·
·
O'Leary and his bartender wer~ as much amazed as the"Me gottee some cigars and plenty tobacco, so bet Misler four villai.ns.
Charlie."
They ran excitedly to the table, where Rubber, Sam and
"Two bottles of whisky, that's what ·you have got. Don't Beers were jumping about like three wild men.
think we didn't see you when you was puttln' 'em away."
Judd sat upon th~ floor, temporarily paralyzed and unable
"Allee light, Misler Cha.rile. Maybe me glttee sickee, so be. , to rise to his feet.
'
Me likee havee lillee ta.nglefoot when me gittee slckee."
"What was it?" demanded O' Lear y, somewhat augril?, for
"Never mind, Charlie,'' Wild spoke up. ;<,!'here's no need in-1 he actually believed that one cf tbc men v.•as responsible for
trying to keep him from it. He's bound to drink whisky 1 the explosion.
· •
whenever he can get it, and as long as he don' t go it too
"What was it!" echoed Rubber. "Why, it v.•as Horace's cigar
strong, I see no use in finding fault with him. We discovered 1that exploded. I seen it jest as it V.'ent. He was jest takin' a
long agb that it was usel~ss to try and reform Hop."
I good puff at it when it went all to pieces, an' that's all I kno'I\'.
"There ain't notbin' like keepin' on tryin', though, Wild,'' 1' Like to blinded me, 'cause r was putty close to him. I hope
the scouf insisted. "What's the use ·of lettin' him take a lot . it didn't burn his whiskers."
oi' whisky back to camp?" _ .
.
·
1.'Jien he laughed a little, for the comical side of it ·appealec;l
''Well, if we' stop him from doing · it the chances· are he'll . to him at tbat. moment.
slip _·away and ·come back ·-again. · It's only seven miles; you I "So that was what it wa.'l?" came from .Judd , as he came to
ltno"w, foci" Roi> <101i"t tiii:µk a1i:~'thil~g ·of a · li"ttJe dist~uc~ like j himself suddenly an·d scramb~ed to hi~ feet. ''I sorter thou·g h_t
that."
' ·
·
somebody had throwcd a bol1lb·shell Ill my face, or somethln'
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like that. It seemed as if somethin' hit me, an' then there was
nothin' but a red light afore my eyes."
"It was the cigar, I tell you," Rubber explained, anq he
took care to hold his own, which he had managed to keep in
his fingers, as far away from him as possible.
Sam and Beers had dropped theirs.
But they did not seem inclined to pick them up.
'l'he smoke blew away, and then as he gradually realized
wbat had happened, O'Leary broke into a laugh.
"Another trick of tl1e heathen's, boys," he said, shaking
his head. "Too bad he couldn't j!tay around here until tonight. I reckon there would be no end of fun."
·• I was sorter surprised when I found they wasn't goin' to
stay here,·· Rubber said, as he walked over to the door and
lookPd in the direction our three friends had gone."
"Camped some distance away from here," the bartender explained.
'"Wonder what they done that for?" and Rubber became
greatly puzzled. "I thought as how they would come here an'
stay a day or two."
"Young "Wild ·west most like ly knows his own business,·•
O'Leary remarked.
But Rubber had set himself to thinking.
He could not understand why it was that the young deadshot
and his companions had not come to the mining camp to re·
main there a while.
The fact that only the boy and Olli' of his partners and the
heathen had come there, and that they had bought some sup .
plies and gone away so quickly, told him that they must in·
t<>nd . to remain wh<>re tb,ey had camped a little while, or else
turn jn some 9ther direction.
·
He said nothing just then, but after Judd had been calmed
and had treated his face· to a wash to remove the effects of the
burnt powder. be brought up the matter and they had quite
a talk about it.
"I always was a curious galoot,·• he remarked, after they
had conversed on the subject for a few minutes. "Blamed if
I wouldn't like to know what they intend to <J.o, The bartender says they're camped a few miles away from here. I
wonder if they're goin' to stay there, or if they're goin' on
somewhere else."
"If you·re wondNin' about it so much, why don't you go
an' find out?" O'Leary asked, sarcastically.
"Oh, I don't know as I care enough about it to do tbat."
But he did care enough about it to do that, as the sequel
proYed, for half an hour later when he was walking back to
.Tudd's t011t with his companions b.e declared that he was going
to mount his horse and ride out upon the trail and find out
what Young Wild West was up to.
"All right," .Tudd said. with a shrug of the shoulders. "If
you w;:int to · take all that trouole, go_ahea.cl and do It. But as
far as rm concerned, I don't care nothin' about 'em. I'm
mighty glad they didn't come here to stay a day or two.
Things is bad enough as they are. I've got a bad name now,
an' so have you fC'llers, an' it's all through that mistake we
made yisterday."
·
Doth Sam and Beers declared that they did not care, either,
but Rubber was obdurate, and a little' later he mounted his
horse, and, leaving the mining camp by a roundabout way,
struck the trail and rode away.
Luckily for him he heard the sounds of laughter before he
came in sight of the camp, and quickly dismounting, he led
his horse behind some bushes, and then crept forward until
he was able to Sef' our friends near the fallen tree.
Rubber saw that they were engaged in something that was
in,t en•sting to them, though occasionally some one would
laugh.
•
The Chinaman, who had won his bag of gold dust, was responsible for that part of it, for he was joking with Cheyenne
Charll.e, who, as usual, became angry.
The villain crept up a little closer, and then as Young Wild
West stopped the trouble that was likely to 'happen between
Charli<' and the Chinaman, and gave orders to go ahead and
get the gold out of the hole, he became somewhat excited.
"Gold, eh!" he exclaimed, under his breath . "What in
thunder does it mean? That big tree must have bl owed down
in the storm. But where in thunder did the gold come from?
Kin -it be that it was in the hole an' come to light when the
tref' went over?"
JIP took 1lie risk of creeping up a little_closer, and then in
leFs than ten minutes he satisfied himself that a genuine mine
har\ been 'discovered Uwre.
!IC' ~ulcl SP<' tho <-hunks, of nuggets as they wne taken out
and placed in leather bags,. wllich our friends had for the purpose.
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Rubber lingered long enough to satisfy himself that Young
Wild West had struck it rich, and then the reason why they
had not come to the mining camp became plain to him.
He slipped away from the spot, and reaching his horse,
mounted and rode swiftly back to the Flat.
It did not take him long to find his three companions, and
then, his eyes dancing with satisfaction and joy, he told them
of the result of his ride out over the trail.
At first they could not believe him.
But after he had told all he had seen and heard in detail,
they decided that Rubber really was a very clever man after
all.
"The tree blowed down an' there was a gold mine undC'r it,
eh?'' Horace Judd said, shaking his head and speaking slowly.
"Yes, an' they've got the claim staked out, too," Rubber
assured him.
"Somethin' funny about it. I don't know jest what to malce
of it."
'
"I know what to make of it, though," Rubber declared, and
his face became very hard, and he acted as if he had become
dete·r mined upon doing a certain thing.
"What do you know about it?'' the leader of the quartet
i:.sked, sharply.
"Well. I think we might as well be hung for a sheep as a
lamb. We'll be branded as thieves, anyhow, by everybody in
the camp, so we might as well steal the gold from Young Wild
West an' his crowd."
'·By jingo!" Beers exclail,Iled, jubilantly. "That's what I
call a putty wise remark. Horace, Rubber is right In everything he says. I'm game if the rest of you are. We'll go out
there to-night an' git hold of that gold one way or the other.
I was thinkln' that we would have to light out from here putty
soon, anyhow. 'cause everybody will be sore on us for wha.t we
done yisterday afternoon. We kin make a good clean·up an'
then light out. What do you say?''
''I'm agreed," came from the leader, after thinking a moment.
"How about you, Sam?"
"I'll stick,"' was the reply. "I ain't got much faith in beln'
able to do this here thing, but I think if we go at it mighty
careful, it's worth tryin'. But, mind you, I don't want to run
no chance of bein' shot at by Young Wild West. whether ifs
done in fun or for fair. i'le don't want to give hlm or any of
the rest of 'em a chance to shoot at us. What we want to do
is to sneak up there a little after midnight an' git bold of that
gold. I reckon we oughter do it all right, 'cause it ain't likely
that more than one of 'em will be awake at a time, an' we kih
watch him sharp enough to fool 'em. No,w then, we won·t stay
much together the rest of the day, an' to-night we'll jest have
to take everything that's said to us an' laugh It off. Then
when the time comes we'll slip away, one at a time, an' hit
the trail for Young Wild West's camp. That tree blowed down
an' showed 'em a gold mine, but we're the ones as must have
the gold what was found there."

CHAPTER VIII.
WILD MAKES A MISTAKE.

, Wild, Charlie and Hop got back to the camp in due season.
When they told how they had met the four rascals, and how
meek they were, Jim and the girls could not help smiling.
"J hardly think we'll have any further trouble from them,
Wild," Arietta declared. "It is evident that they are the sort
of men who would not take any great chances, even if they
were after money or gold."
"You can't tell anything about them, Et," the young deadshot replied. "It's pretty certain that they are bitter against
us for whitt has happened. But we'll be prepared for them 1!
they happen to come sneaking around this wa:,."
During the absence of the three the others had been busy at
what Arietta termed gathering gold.
The streaks of the precious metal seemed to run between
layers of very soft rock, and It was not at all difficult to break
the rock loose and separate that which was of value from the
worthless.
Wild and Charlie lent a hand, and Wing occasionally helped,
too, and In .this way the afternoon slipped by and night came.
They now had accumulated a pile that must be worth at
least as much as five thousand dollars.
·'That's what I call gatherin' gold.for fair!'' Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he looked at the heap which had been placed
in tbo larger of the two tents. "How many ever took as muc;h
out of the ground as that in one day, I wonder?•
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"No doubt more than that has been taken in a day, Charlie.
But it seldom happens,'' the young deadshot answered. "But,"
he went on, "you must remember that we can't do as well as
that many days. I have an idea from the looks of things in
the hole that .there won't be much left by to-morrow noon,
provided we keep on working. Of course, there are streaks
of it all through here, and I think that we had better file our
claim, and then find a customer for it."
"That's right, Wild. That's jest what we'll do," and the
scout showed that he was heartily in accord with the boy.
After supper that night they all sat about the glowing camp:fire.
All hands, even to the girls, had done more or less work during the dv,y, and it was..but natural that they should feel
rather tired.
The relaxation was somewhat soothing to them, and they
chatted and talked over what ha'B. happened, and what was
likely to be the result of .Arietta's wonderful find, until it grew
darlr.
"Now then, boys," the young deadshot said, nodding to bis
two partners, "I reckon it would be advisable for us to take
a walk around on the quiet. Probably Judd and his pards may
. not come back here to interfere with us. But there may be
others who will be attracted here by our camp-fire, and should
they happen to discover that we have a gold mine here, we
can't tell just what might happen. We'll start out in three
different directions, and when vte get about a hundred yards
away from the camp, we'll walk around in a circle until we
meet..,
"Right you are, Wild!" the scout exclaimed, with a nod of
approval. "Come on. Jim."
"I'm right with you," Dart retorted, as he stepped· forward.
Neither of them took a rifle with them, for they knew if
they should happen to come upon an enemy in the dark there
would be littie chance of using It.
A revolver is the thing in such cases, and all three lmew
how to use that particuiar weapon quite well,
Still neither of them thought they were going to find any
prowlers about the camp.
Wild struck out straight away from the camp, while Jim
'
went to the right and the scout to the left.
The young deadshot judged the distance · pretty well, and
when he had covered a distance of probably three hundred
yards by climbing over rocks and dodging the places that were
impassable, he ca.me to a stop.
Before him arose a cliff that was almost perpendicular.
He could not see the glimmer of the camp-fire, since it was
hidden from view by a.n intervening hill.
But he knew exactly where it was just the sam~.
He had not told his partners which way he would turn, but
that made little difference, so a.fter thinking for a moment, he\
started to the left.
'l'he boy walked in a circle as well as he could judge, and
when he had gone a couple of hundred feet he heard a footfall
not far to the right.
It was followed by ap.other, and then the S-Ound of a stone
rolling down a declivity reached hi.s ears.
As Wild had bPen walki11.g along cautiously, he had scarcely
made any sounds whatever, and when he became aware of the
fact that some one was very close to him, he at first tp.ougb,t it
must be one of his partners.
But he lmew that they were not in the habit of making such
a noise as that.
Loose stones were seldom dislod_ged when they were doing
'
sco"ut duty.
The boy listened for a moment, but could hear nothing further.
Thf'n he decided to investigate, so he started in the direction
the sound had come from, stepping along noiselessly.
When he thought he must be very close to the spot, he
paused and dropped upon his knee and listened.'
What was his surprise when he heard some one talking
in a very low tone of voice.
'l'he boy pricked up his ears, and listened more attentively.
Then he heard some one answer in a whisper.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "I reckon it was a
good idea to come out and look around a bit. Somebody is
here, l).nd the chances are they are after us. I'll mighty soon
find out."
'fhen the young deadshpt began creeping softly for the spot
the voices came from.
He soon discovered that those holding the conversation were
behind a big rock.
Reaching this, he listened again, a.nd was able to hear much
plainer,

But more than that. He recognized the voicrs as belonging
to at•least two of the men who had put up the job on them the
day before.'
Certainly it was Horace Judd who doing the talldng in the
low tone of voice, while the one who chose to whisper was the
fellow called Rubber.
There was no mistake about this.
Young Wild West's ears were too well trained for him to be
mistaken.
"I reckon Et 1m:de a mistake In thinking that we would not
be bothered again by the villains," he thought, and then if
any one had been there and it had been light enough, they
would have seen a smile upon the boy's face.
Wild was sometimes reckless, and knowing the caliber of
the four men, he quickly decided to appear before them and
give them a surprise.
While he had no intention of shooting them, or even harming them to any great extent, he thought they should be
routed,
Revolver in hand, he crept along the rock, and then turning
at the end, came In . sight of the· four men. .
They were all sitting down close together, and apparently
waiting for something.
"I told you there wasn't no use In com!n' out here so early,"
the fellow named Rubber remarked, in a hoarse whisper. ,
"First you say you was goin' to stay at the Flat until after
midnight. Then you make up ·your mind to come out almost
afore it got dark. What kin -we do while they're all awake,
anyhow?"
"Never mind about that," Judd answered. "When I thought
It over I made up my mind that there wasn't no use of us
stayin' at the Flat an' bavin' it piled on us by the men there.
You know as well as I do that nine out of ten of 'em will believe the story Young Wild West told O'Leary. That means
that we would be put in a mighty bad light, an' we would
have to keep answerin' questions •an' mak!n' excuses all the
time we was there. It struck me that the best way to do was
to light out, an' here we are. We've got our belongin's with
us, an' jest as soon as we git hold of that pile of gold we'll
hit the trail for unknown parts, an' we won't never be seen
ag'in at Rocky Flat. Now then, If you can't wait till the time
comes when it will be all right for us to go ahead with our
game, why, you'll have to do the other thing."
"Meanin' by the other thing that I kin go back to the Flat
'
·
if I want to?"
"I s'pose you kin take .it that way, Rubber."
"Well, do.n't think I'd be fool enough to do anything like
that. I'm here now, so I'm goin' to stay here. But I would
have been satisfied not to come till about twelve o'clock tonight. I reckon we could have stood all what was said to us."
· "I was thinkin' that same thing," Beers declared. "But
we've got to have a leader, an' Horace is the one what's holdin'
that position now, so what's the use of goln' agin anything
he wants done? He thought it best to come away at dusk, an'
as we had everything all ready, maybe it's jest as well that we
·
·
did."
"I think it's all right. I kin wait," Sam, the fourth man
of the party, spoke up. "I'm goin' to take a little snooze, anyhow. It ain't exactly warm here, 'cause as soon as the sun
goes down in these here mountains the air gits cooler. I'll jest
unstrap a blanket from my horse an' lay down. If anything
happens, jest wake me up, that's all."
The young deadshot took in all this, and watched the men
as they were talking.
When he saw Sam go and get the blanket and throw it upon
the ground and then roll himself in it, he decided that he must
ne as cool as any of them, if not more so.
The fact was that the others appeared to be some nervous.
Thinking that he would have an easy thing of it, Wild made
ready to spring before the villa ins.
, Judd was ligl:\ting his pipe when the boy stepped from behind the rock. '
"Hands up, you scoundrels!"
The command rang out sharp and clear.
"Wow!" cried the leader of the gang. "It's Young Wild
West."
'fhen as quick as a flash he hurled the lighted pipe sqllarely
into the face of the boy who stood before him with the leveled
revolver.
This move was entirely unexpected, and when the hot ashes
· fell upon his face and came in contact with his eyes, Wild was
temporarily" blinded.
Involuntarily he lowered his revolver, while with tha_other
hand he made a move to brush the a.shes and tobacco. from his
•
face.
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This gave Judd the opportunity of his life, and though he
was somewhat slow to accept it, he was in time to pounce upon
the boy and'upset him.
"Hurry 'up! Help me!" he exclaimed, hoarsely. "We've got
the kid dead to rights."
Sam was trying to extricate himself from the blanket he had
rolled about him, and in his hurry he became tangled somewhat.
By the time he got free and upon his feet he found tlu~t his
three companions had overpowered Young Wild West and
silenced him by one of them. holding a hand over his mouth.
'"ralkin' about your luck!" exclaimed Horace Judd, de-·
lightedly. "That was the smartest thing I ever done in my
life, an' I ain't afraid to say It right now. I don't know what
made me do it, but when I seen Young Wild West standin'
right iii front of ·me, I jest let my pipe go at him, an' it hit
him plumb between the eyes. I'll bet neither of you would
have thought of doin' a thing like that. Hold him tight, boys.
Jest git that gun away from him an' tie his hands an' gag him.
Maybe his pards is somewhere about, so don't make too much
noise."
Wild felt more mortified than he was afraid.
Really, he was not afraid at all, for such a thing as fear
was almost unknown to him.
Bl!t' to think that he had permitted himself to be captured
by sueh ari ignorant, cowardly lot was somewhat galling to
him.
Though he struggled desperately, he was one against three,
and when Sam lent his assistance, that completed the job;
and in a very short time he was relieved of his weapons and
se,curely bound and gagged.
"Now then, boys," Judd said, this time in a low whisper, "I
reckon we had better git a little further away from here. It
may be that the kid's two pards was near enough to hear him
when he told us to hold up our hands. There ain't no use in
runnin' any chances. If we kin git to a good place where we
kin bide an' keep the' kid a prisoner, you kin bet your life
there will be the finest chance in the world to git that gold.
They'll all start out to look for him, if they don't know what's
happened to him already, an' while ·they're doin' that we kin
pounce upon the camp an' mighty easy git what we're after.
There won't be no one there but them gals, an' maybe the two
heathens. But what will they arhount to?"
.:fhis all sounded good to his three companions, so without
d~ay they seized the helpless young deadshot and started off
among the rocks with him.
. They had their horses as well as the mule that carried their
outfit.
But none of them chose to ride just then.
Two men hustled Wild along, after· untying the rope that
had been placed about his ·ankles, while the others came along
with the animals.
· Up an ascent they made their way, and they did not stop
until they were at least a quarter of a mile distant from the
spot where they had made the unexpected capture.
"Jest what we want, I reckon," the leader said, as he paused
before the black mouth of a cave. "Light a match an' go in
there, one of you, an' see what kind of a place it is."
Sam was the one to reapond.
He found that while it was not a very deep cave, it was
about the place they were looking for.
"Hustle him in there, an' then tie his legs so there won't be
no chance of him git tin' loose," came the command.
Wild was dragged into the cave, and with a big cotton ha.ndke1·chief stuffed in his mouth and another one tied about his
head, so it could not come out, he was hardly able to do anything more than breathe, and this had to be done through his
nostrils.
He made no struggle, however, for he knew it would be simply wasting his strength, which he might need later on.
In a very few minutes the villains had completed their ar·
rangements, and then leaving their horses close to the spot,
tied to some trees, they moved a short distance away and held
a consultation.
"They ain't found out that he's missin' yet, I reckon, 'cause
sartinly nobody followed us. If they had they would have
caught up to us afore this," Judd said, shaking his head. "I
s'pose the best thing to do would . be to go straight back an'
then git somewhere so we kin watch the camp. When we
see there ain't no one there but the gals an' the Chinamen,
we'll jest sneak down an' do the job we come here to do."
They were all satisfied to this, so not taking the trouble to
go back tq the cave to see whether the boy was safe from es·
cape, they set out in the direction of the camp. ·

/
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CHAPTER IX.
THE VILLAINS iliAKE A RANK FAILURE.

While Young Wild West was not a great distance away from
his two partners, or even the camp, the place whrre he came
upon the villains was at the other side of quite a ridge, so
when he appeared before them and commanded them to hold
up their hands, his voice was not heard· by any one save those
he addressed.
Ignorant of what had happened to the dashing young dea.dshot, Charlie and Jim proceeded to do as they had been directed, and the result was that they soon met.
"Where's Wild?" was tne question the scout put to Dart the
first thing.
"I haven't seen him, Charlie."
"That's funny. Sorter seems to me that one of us oughter
struck him afore this."
"Well, it happens that Wild never makes much noise when
he's out scouting, " Jim remarked, after a pause. "It may be
that he passed one of us and is still looking for us. Suppose
we each go back the way we came. The chances are we'll find
him at the camp."
"Right you are, Jim," and the scout nodded assent.
Then they parted, and went their way.
But in a very few minutes they came to the camp and found
that Wild had not turned up.
The moment she heard that the young deadshot was missing, Arietta became somewhat alarmed.
"He must have gone further away than he expected," she
said. "Come on. We'll go and look for him."
"If he's done that he'll come back putty soon," Charlie answered, with a shrug of the shoulders. "It ain't likely he's
goin' to git lost, an' it's a putty sure thing that there ain't
no one hangin' around, anyhow. Another thing, if he was to
find any one you would hear a shot. That's a putty sure
thing."

·

But the girl shook her head to this.
Somehow, it hau flashed upon her that her boy lover was in
trouble.
"r am going to look for him," she declai·ed, resolutely.
"Stay right where you are, Arietta," Jim Dart said, raising
his hand and motioning for her to obey. "We'll go and look
for him. If it happens that we can't find him. then it will be
time enough for you to have a try. I know that when you
make up your mind to do a thing, there is no need of any one
trying to advise you differently. But just let us take a look
around. If we don't find Wild in a few minutes I'll be much
mistaken."
"All right," and the girl nodded assent.
Neither Charlie nor Jim had the least thought that the
young deadshot had got into any danger.
Thev went out to make the 1 eearch more to satisfy his sweetheart than for any other r eason.
This time they started . directly from the camp, taking the
same route Wild had taken when he left it at the start.
The girls remain~d in silence until t1'.ey had disappeared In
the darkness.
Then Anna stepped over to Arietta, and laying her hand
upon the girl's arm, said:
""What makes you think that anything has happened to
Wild? I can tell by the way you're acting that you really do
think that way."
"I can't help thinking that way, Anna," was the reply. "You
know as well as I do that I am in the habit of having what is
called a presentiment. It flashed upon me the moment that
Charlie and Jim came back that Wild had got into trouble, and
nothing can shake me from the feeling. I really think they
will not find him, and just as soon as they come back here
without him I'll undertake the task. If I don't find him it
wiU be the first time I ever went on such a mission and
failed."

~

Anna remained silent, and as Eloise did not venture to say a
word, nothing more was said for a period of fully five minutes.
Then it was Hop Wah who spoke.
"Me go lookee for Misler Wild," he said, stepping up to
Arietta.
"All right, Hop," the girl answered, readily. "Yo'u are one
of the lucky ones, too. See if you can find him."
The clever Chinee nodded, and then promptly left the camp,
going exactly in the direction that Charlie and Jim had taken
a few minutes before.
'!'his left only the girls and Wing, the cook, at the ca.Dll).
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'iVing, at that moment, was dozing a short distance from the
The villains turned over everything in the tent, and quickly
fire.
found just what they wanted.
Leaving Sam to not only guard the three girls and the
A silence of fully five min\i.tes followed, and then Arietta
arose to her feet and began pacing back and forth somewhat Chinaman, but to keep a wat.ch for the approach of any one,
. they ·turned their attention to the pile of gold and began
nervously.
Ten minutes passed by, and she still kept upon her feet, dumping it into _the bags they had discovered.
But there was more there than the four could carry away
while Auna and Eloise chose to remain seated within the
light of tho fire.
handily, and after they _had four bags filled tbey quickly awoke
to the fact.
Suddenly a footstep sounde.d near .them.
Then there was a rustling in the bushes from another di'"rh.under! " cried Judd, half in disgust. '"l'his won't do. We
·
reetion.
can't git away with it, an' that settles it."
Anna and Eloise sprang to their feet and joined Arietta in
"Chuck some of it out, then," suggested Beers, hurriedly,
.
looking about excite11ly.
and then he ran outside the tent and looked around.
''Hello!" Young Wild West's sweetheart called out.
But there were no signs of any one apnroachlng, and he
There was no reply.
could see Sam standing near the prisoners he was guarding.
The girl drew her revolver.
He turned to go into the tent, and just then a revolver
'· Get back here," she whispered to her two companions. cracked.
"'i'anger threatens, I am sure."
"Look Olit!" he cried, excitedly. "I r eclron somethiu's
They made a move to get back behind a rock, and just then wrong."
four dark forms sprang from behind t he rocks and bushes and
'l'hen out he dashed, followed by Judd and Rubber.
ran toward them.
Crack!
·crack!
Another shot was fired, and Sa.m threw 11p his hands and
Arietta fired quickly, and a sharp cry of pain was the result. fell to the ground.
"Whoopee, whoopee!" came a shout,. and then seeing two
But before she could fire again the weapon was struck from
her hand, and she was struggling in a pail; of bra,wny arms. forms hastening that way, Judd made a bolt and succeeded in
'·Co_n found !tall!" a hoarse voice exclaimed. "The she-fiend reaching the shelte'r of some bushes close at hand. ·
Rubber and Beers started to follow hlm, but two moTe shots
grazed my shoulder with a bullet. r hope· it ain't bad, boys."
The speaker was Horace Judd, as the brave girl recognized sounded and they fell to the ground.
bis voice Instantly,
Judd ran on.
Anna and Eloise fell quite easy victims, and almost in a jiffy
He was completely terrified now, for he realized that- it was
the three were overpowe"l'ed and disarmed.
all up with them, and that the gold they had tried so hard
Wing had been awakened from his nap, but he could do to get would never be his.
nothing, for he did not take time to understand what was
He stumbled on through the darkness for a short distance,
going on before he was confronted by a man with a revolver and then turned to go to the horses, which had been left a
in his hand.
short distance from the camp.
Ent in his hurry he missed the way, and got on the wrong
"Keep them gals up agin that rock there, boys," Judd said,
as ht> held his hand upon bis wounded shoulder, which was side of a pile of earth and rock , and the first thing he knew
bleeding slightly. "I'm mighty sorry I got touched with a he found himself ascending the slope where be had been with
l.mllet. But it ain't nothing more than a scratch. Sam, you his companions when Young Wild Wf's t fell such an easy prey
kin take care of them gals an' the heathen, an' Rupber an' to them.
Beers will git that gold out. ' It. must be somewbere around
None the less frightened at falling to find the horses,-the vilhere; most likely In the tents."
lain ran on, making straight for the cave the young deadshot
Threatened by a revolver, tho girls were afraid to make an had been left in bo1ind and iagged.
.
outcry.
Jt seemed that Judd wanted to hide himself somewhere
True, they had screamed at the start, and Arietta liad fl.red more than anything else just then.
a shot.
But as he ran on he thought of the boy in the cave, and
This was quite enough to attract the attention of Charlie knowing quite well that bis three companions had beep shot,
it flashed upon him that the only means of saving fiJs life
and Jim, if Wild might not be anywhere near at hand.
·• Ir ·o ne of you gals dares to open your mouth I'll shoot would be to go to the boy and get him to promise to let him
you jest the same as I would if you was a dog," Sam said, go free if he would release him.
On he went, stumbling over obstructions and sometimes
threateningly, as he flourish ed the revolver in the faces of the
falling a~ full length , but finally, almost completely exhausted,
frightened trio.
They had been forced back against a rock in a sort of corner, he r eached the cave.
and there was no chance to get away.
His only hope Jay in getting the promise of the boy prisoner
Wing cowered upon the ground, acting as if he was stricken that his life might be spared and hp should go free.
with fear.
Jn he dashed, and th(c',n finding it was so dark there, lle
But it was not the first time be had been placed in such a po- paused ancl remained silent for a moment.
sition, so the fact wa& that he was not altogether badly frightA slight movement near l1im told him that the boy was still
ened, but simply waiting for the opportunity to do something there.
to turn the tables upon the villains.
"I've comf' back to let you go, Young Wild West,·, he said,
'rhe villains kne\v they must do their work quickly, for with a sort of gasp. "It's me, Horace Ju~.·•
Youug Wild West's two partners certainly must be close by.
Then he groped his way to the corner where the boy had
Judd took time enough to tear off his shirt and see that it been left.
was as he thought, nothing but a slight flesh wound that had
Wild was ·still there, for though he had tried over and over
been caused by the bullet from the girl's revolver, and then again to free himself, the knots were too sec/re, and he had
he darted into the tent that was used as a sleeping quarters by been unable to clo any more than roll a few feet, where he
the girls.
brought up between two boulders.
The words that. came from the lips of the villain put a ·new
Rubber and Beers went into the other, and while the leader
was turning thinfs over in a hurr)ed search for the gold he hope in him, however, ior it was easy for him to understand
knew must have been taken from the hole a snort distance that something disastr.ous had happened to Judd.
The moment he got his hands upon the helpless boy, Judd
away, an exultant cry ca.me from the others.
"Here it is, Horace," Rubber .shouted. "A mighty big pile felt along until he came to the handkerchief that was tied
of it, too. I reckon we've got a job on our hands if we want about his mouth.
This he quickly tore a.side, and then with a sigh of relief
to git away with it very soon. Vve've got to keep an eye on
things, 'cause · them fellers might git here in no time. Why Young Wild West raised his head.
"What's the trouble, Judd? " he asked, just as coolly as if
can't we hide an' wait till they come up, an' then pop 'em
over? We're in for it now, an' we might as well go the limit." not the least danger threatened him.
"I've come back here to let yo u go, I jest said," W::\S the
"I don't want t o shoot nobody," Jndd retorted. "My neck
was never made to be stretched, an' I ain't goin' to take no trembling reply.
'· Is that so? What caused you to change your mind?"
chances."
"I may as well tell you that my three pards got shot. We .
'· That's right, " Beers declared. "Stealin' is one thing, an'
doin' murder is another. Let's git away with this stuff right tried to gi,t your gold, but it didn't wor:k. Now then, I'm goln'
to let you go if you'll promise me that nothin' won't be done to
'
on the jump."
Our friends ::i.lways carried bags which must be used to put me, an' that I kin go on about my business."
"'fhat's a pretty tough thing to ask me, J11dd. Here you
gold dust in, or for any other purpose of a similar nature.
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Hop l s elated now, for he fe-lt certain that Charlie and
Jim had taken care of the other three villains.
He had found the missing boy, and that made him feel jubilant.
He listened until he found that Judd was not going to release the prisoner until he got the promise he demanded, and
then he suddenly darted into the cave, and, leveling the oldfashioned revolver he always carried with him in the dir.ectlon of the villain, he uttered the words already recorded. '
If a bomb had suddenly exploded near him, Horace Judd
could not have been more astounded.
. Hop's revolver was not loaded with bullets, but the villain
'
did not know it, so It was all right.
"Me gottee you dead to lights," the Chinaman repeated, as
he stepped softly toward the corner where the ma.n was standIng near the helpless form of Young Wild West.
It was so dark there that Hop could not see him, but wben
he got a little closer he was able to do It slightly,
Judd must have thought that he still had a chance in the
darkness, for suddenly he made a leap to overpower the Chinaman.
But Hop was too quick for him.
Bang!
He fired point-blank, and for an instant the cave was Illuminated by a flash of red fire, for besides thf' ordinary charge
of powder in the chamber there had been some or the chemical
that causes red fire when !igh_ted.
In that flash Hop saw just where Wild was,
Judd uttered a scream of mortal agony and dropped flat
1
upon his back,
He was not killed, or even wounded, though the flash of the
powder had surely singed his hair and beard.
Like a cat the clever Chinee sprang upon him and quickly
CHAPTER X.
seized his weapons.
Then feeling just where the man's head was, he brought the
TRF. GOLD IR GATHERED,
butt of his heavy revolver down with force enough to render
him unconscious.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had not continued straight
Evelythllng allee light, Misler Wild," he said, when he was
on in the direction Young Wild W<>st took when he first left
sure that no harm could be expected from the villain, "Me
the camp.
findee you velly muchee quickeo, so 1Je, Me velly sruartee
But Hop ·Wah had.
Chlnee."
While thP other two were searching the immediate vicinity,
"Cut me loose, Hop," came the Impatient reply.
he continued on, and went on to the top of the slope.
"Me do lat allee samee velly muchee qulckee, Misler Wild,"
Then he began searching about1 going to the right and left,
Out came the hunting-knife the Chinaman carried tn his
but with no success.
He did not call out the name of tho young deadshot, for he belt, and the next minute Young Wild West was free.
The boy quickly struck a matcl1, and making sure that Judd
knew that Charlle and Jim were searching on the quiet, and
he was not going to permit an enemy to locate him if there was unconscious he looked about for the weapons that ha.d
been taken fron him.
happened to be any about.
HP had been in possession of two revolvers when captured,
At the top of the small ridge he proceeded on until he ha.d
and when he looked at the two that Hop had taken from the
made a half circle about tho camp,
This took him considerable time, and just as he had come villain, he found that one of them was his.
'l'he other was not, which told plainly that it must have been
to a pause, undecided which way to go next, a revolver shot
rang out from the direction of the camp, followed by screams. appropriated by one of the other villains.
But he took the other revolver to make up for the tempoHop knew that something had happon<>d,
'fhe girls were in dangt'r, l'or it was their voices he heard. rary loss, and then bidding the Chinaman to help him drag
But he was quite a distance from the camp, however, and he the unconscious man outsid<'. he seized hold of an arm.
Hop toolc the other arm, and Judd was soon out into the
knew that It would take him at least five minutes to get there,
'
open air,
even If the way was clear for him.
'l'he blow had not broken in his skull, and the fresh alr
But notwithstanding this fact he set out as fast as he could.
Hls way was obstructed by rocks and boulders, and when revived him quickly.
"Ever.ything is all right, Mr, Judd," the young deadshot
within a hundred yards of the camp he was forced to go consaid, bending over him, "I am free without making the promsiderably to the left.
lt was a lucky thing for him that he did, for just then he lse you wanted, Now then, you come along with us."
At first Judd refused to walk.
heard more shooting, and the voice of Chey-,une Charlie raised
But when he had been prodded in the ribs two or three times
In an exultant shout.
Anxious to get to the camp as quickly as possible, the China- with the muzzle of a revolver, he decided that it was beat to
obey the command, so with the Chinaman on one side of him
man pressed on.
But before he got there the sound of hurried footsteps came and Wild on the other, he was forced to move along in the dito his ears, and he realized that unless he hid himself quickly rection of the camp.
Meanwhile, things had turned out very nicely,
he might be shot down, for he knew it must be one of the viiCheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had been no great distance
lains runni1'g from the camp,
He was right in this, for it was no other than Judd, the away when Arietta's shot sounded and the screams that immediately followed it.
only man to make his escape,
They lost no time in running back, and when they were
He ran so close to the Chinaman, who had dropped behind
close to the spot they became very cautious, and succeeded In
a hig stone, that he could easily be recognized.
getting up and taking in the situation.
At first Hop thought he had better try to capture him,
The girls and Wing Wah were at the mercy of one of the
But fearing that he might get the worst of it, he waited unvillains, while the others were rummaging about in the tents.
ti! tho man had passed, and then set out to follow him,
Charlie was too impatient to wait, so in spite of what Jim
lt was not a difficult thing to do this, though certainly Judd
was moving at a good pace, considering the roughness of the ·said, he rushed forward and promptly shot the men who was
guarding the girls and Wing.
mountainside.
Then he let go at the others, and succeeded in bringing down
Hop, however, kept right on after him, and had the satisfacall but Judd.
tlon of seeing him enter the dark cave.
But the fourth man got away, and the scout was angered
'!'hen the clever Chinee crept up and listened as the villain
over it.
was talking to the helpless young deadshot.

have admitted that you tried to rob us. But not only tbat.
You caught me and put me here in this cave, bound and
gagged. You don't suppose I can forgive you for that, do
'
you?"
"All right," and the man spoke in a way that told the young
deadshot plainly that he was becoming desperate. "If you
don't want to agree to what I say, I'll jest put an end to you
right now, an' that will settle the whole thing. I'll have to
take my chances. Maybe they'll git me, an' maybe they won't.
I hope they won't, though. But I did allow that I'd made a
deal with you, so I'd be sartin of gittln' away alive."
"Just cut me loose, Judd, and then I'll 1talk it over with
you."
.
"I won't cut you loose."
'l'he villain spoke In a determined tone of voice now, and
when the young deadshot thought he had risen to his feet he
changed his tactics somewhat.
.. All right, Judd. Just let me think it over a minute and
I'll let you know my decision. You want to go free eh?"
"Sartin I do. But hurry up. The first thing I kn~w your
pards wlll be here."
·• Did they follow you?"
"Not as I knows of. But they might flnd ' the way here,
though."
"Lat allee llght, Misler Wild. Me gottee um bad Mellcan
man allee samee dead to lights!"
The voice came from the mouth of the cave and, turning
wlth a violent start, Judd saw tho shadowy outllnes of a human form standing there.
It was Hop Wah.
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"Git after him, Jim. ·He went right among them rocks
over there!" he cried.
But Jim was just then trying, to assure his sweetheart that
the danger was over.
Charlie's wife was so excited that she ran to him and
caught him about ·the neck.
Then he, too, had no chance of giving pursuit for the moment.
But it did not take more than a minute or two to pacify
Anna and Eloise.
,
Arietta did not need a.nything like that, for she was very
,:iool now, and ready to go !n search of Wild.
"Didn't you find him. Charlie?" she asked, grasping the
scout by the arm when his wife permitted him to step away
fro m her for a moment.
'
"No, Arietta," was the reply. "We was lookin' mighty hard
for him when we heard the trouble here. Then we knowed the
quicker we got here the better it would be, so we come like
ahything."
"That was quite right. But where can Wild be?"
"He can't be far away, 'cause I'm mighty sure that them
galoots couldn't have hurt him, much less kill Iilm."
"Come on, then. We'll follow the fellow who got away.
Which one of the four was It, do you know?"
"I ain't !tad Wne to look. Fetch a lantern here, Wing."
"Allee light, l\Hsler Chariie," and the cook was not long in
doing it.
An examination was made of the three men who had given
np their lives so suddenly, and they discovered that it was
Judd. the leader, who had succeeded in making his escape.
'"I'he worst one of the lot got away, blame it!" Charlie exclaimed, disgustedly. "Well, I jest hope I git a shot at him.
I might as well have the name of cleanin' out the whole four
of 'em. The sneakin' thieves! Meant to rob us, eh? All right.
I r eckon they won't try it on anybody else. that's sartin."
But Arietta did not wait to hear the last of what he said.
Revolver In hand, for she had regained possession of it
slnce the villains had merely tossed the weapons they took
from the girls upon the ground near the tents, she pushed her
way through the bushes and undertook to follow the trail of
the villain who had made his escape.
.
~:tc~!
foastl:,~
l~~~f~!~~~-thing
to
do
in
the
dark, and she
80
In less than a minute she was overtaken by the scout, and
then the two pushed on and quickly came upon the horses and
mule that had belonged to the four villains.
The moment they saw them both became cautious, for they
expected to find Judd there.
But he was not, and after making sure of it, the scout
walked up to the horses and looked them over.
"All ready to cart away the gold, I reckon, Arletta," he
said, as he turned to the girl. "The measly coyote ain't here,
though, which shows that he must be hidin' somewhere."
"All right, Charlie. If we can't find him you must remember we have some one else to find. Let's go on up the hill."
"Right you are," and Charlie followed her until they had
covered a distance of about a couple of hundred yards.
Then they heard the unmistakable sound of footsteps a short
distance away.
More than one person was approaching, and one of them was
doing a little stumbling.
·
"Easy now, Arietta," he whispered. "We don't know but
that them fellers had others with 'em. There's more than
one comin', so be ready. I'm goin' to nail 'em jest as soon as
they git close enough."
'l'he two waited almost breathlessly, and a few seconds Jater
they caught sight of three forms walking abreast.
·
Charlie was just about to spring out in front of them and
order them to hold up their hands when they heard the voice
of Hop.
"Great gimlets! " came from the scout's lips. "Is that you,
Hop?"
"Lat me allee light, Misler Charlie," came the reply.
"Whattee you do lere?"
"What are you doln' here?"
"Me here with Misler Wild, and we allee samee gottee um
plisoner:, so be."
A1ietta now sprang forward, and the next minute was in
the embrace of her dashing young lover.
Charlie, not going to be left out entirely, seized the Chinaman and gave him a bear's hug, while Judd collapsed and fell
upon the ground, givlng vent to a groan of agony.
"Gittee uppee," Hop said, turning from the scout and kicking the prostrate man in the rlbs.
But Judd made no effort to obey.

'' Fainted from fright, I reckon." Wild said, as he dropped'
upon his knees and struck a match.
Certainly Judd was unconscious, though he was still breathing.

'I'here was no water a.t band to assist in reviving him, so
they set to rubbing his wrists.
But this availed th"'m nothing, and presently a long-drawn
sigh came from the man, and then his head fell baclr and he
was dead.
Wild realized this right away, but the scout did not.
"What's the matter wlth the measly coyote!" he exclaimed ,
as he made a move to give him a shake.
"Never mind, Charlie. He's dead," the young deadshot said,
as he arose to his feet. "Died from fright."
"Great gimlets! I never heard tell of sich a thing."
Arietta was somewhat awed, for it was far more of a shock
to have a man die that way than if lie were shot dead while he
was tr:,>ing to kill or rob them.
But there was no mistake about it, and when they had satisfied themselves that it would be useless to remain there any
longer, Wild took the handkerchief that had been used to gag
him and spread it over the face of the dead man, and then the
four hurried oi1 down the hill and soon reached the oamo.
Th.ere was much joy shown by Jim, Anna, Eloise and also
the cook when they arrived.
"Well, boys," the young df'adshot said, in his cool and easy
way, after they had tallred It over, "I reckon we have got a
little job on our ha.nds in the morning. The four bodies must
be taken to the mining camp. F'ortunately the horses are
here for the purpose. Charlie, you and Hop had better go and
get them, since you know just where they are."
"Right you are, Wild," and the scout promptly started off,
followed by the willing Chinaman.
In a few minutes they returned with the horses and packmulP, and after relieving them of their saddles and tying them
so they could not stray, there was nothing for them to do but
to sit down and resume the talk over the extraordinary happening of the night.
In less than an hour later all bands were feeling about as
well as they had before anything happened.
'l'he night passed quietly enough, and the next morning they
werP. up and stirring very early.
'
Wild decided that it would be a good idea If all hands got
busy and took the rest of the gold from the excavation.
Thrn thry could set out and take the four bodies with them
to ' Rocky Flat.
About the middle of the forenoon it was unanimously agreed
that the deposits of gol~ in the hole were exhausted.
Before one o'clock Young Wild West and his friends rode
into the mining camp, and as the miners had not yet gone to
work, they were met with a rousing reception.
But when it was discoter ed that they hacj, the dead bodies
of Horace Judd and his three pards with them, the excitement
became intense.
O'Leary, the proprietor of the saloon, rushed out, and to
him Wild briefly related what had happened.
Of course, it was quite an easy thing for the young deadshot and his partners to satisfactorily explain just what had
happened to the miners, and the result was that half an hour
later they were comfortably camped close to the shanty saloon, and the cook was preparing the dinner.
They remained at Rocky Flat until the following morning,
putting in a very pleasant time of it that evening, especially
Hop, for he was i:egarded as an extraordinary person by every
one, since he had shown his sleight-of-hand abilities to them
the day before.
O'Leary knew all about Arietta's wonderful find, and he offered Wild a fairly good price for the gold, which was ac•
cepted.
'I'hen he agreed to buy the claim and file it himself for the
price of a thousand dollars.
This might not have been anything like the worth of It, but
it was satisfactory to our hero and his friends, so the money
was paid and Cheyenne Charlie signed the proper receipt for
it, and that settled the business.
Young Wild West had certainly gathered gold after Arietta
had made her wonderful find.
/
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
SHOWING HIS SKILL; OR, THE SHOOT-UP AT 'SHOW
DOWN.'"
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CURRENT NEWS
/

The worst £amine in many years is reported m the
Cape Verde Islands. It ig, stated that many persons have
died of hunger, and herds of cattle have perished, Lack
of rain during July, August ancl September of last year
is given as foe ca use of the foocl shortage. Natives of
the isla.nds residing in New Bedford, Mass., are preparing
to send relief.

killed by Thompson's dog forty years ago. The Madisons
and Thompsons formerly lived on adjoining farms. One
day a young pig belonging to Madison wandered onto
'l'hompson's property. Thompson set a dog after the
pig, which fell dead from exhaustion. Madison died four
years ago. 'l'he episode of the pig was forgotten. The
other day the executor of Madison's estate received a letter inclosing a check and explaining the circumstances of '
A novel use has been found for one of the big locks of t1e pig's death. Thompson attended a mission recently
the Panama Canal at Gatun, which temporarily has -been and heard a sermon that caused him to repent. The check
converted into a regular drydock for the overhauling of was returned to Thompson, who is poor.
five of the naval submarines-C-1 to C-5-which have
been stationed at the Atlantic entrance of the canal since
A 3,000-mile walking tour faces Henry E. Roethe of
December 12 last. As the lock chambers are arranged in Fennimore, candidate for the Republican nomination fc,r
pairs it is possible thus to use one. of them as a drydock Governor of Wisconsin, who is running on a platform of
without interfering with the passage of vessels through economy and lower taxes. Mr. Roethe announced here he
the other.
proposes to open his pedestrian campaign about March 15.
His average walking rate is thirty miles a day, but he
Vacating the oldest house in the Hood River Valley, will slow down to twenty-five, so as to discuss lower taxes
Ore., Barney Flynn, an Irish hermit, who has occupi.ed at country stores and tack up placards. He has bought
the olLl fir board shack near the railway freight station, three pairs of cowhide shoes, which he thinks will last him
which was erected over fifty years ago by Dutch trappers, throughout his journey. He plans to visit every county
has moved away to new quarters designated by- City in the State before 4,.ugust 15. Mr. Roethe limited his
:M:.arshal ,J. K. Carson, who presented the old man with .a campaign expenses to $1,000. He figui;.es he can save
new suit of clothes ancl clean bedding. , Barney, who has $600 by walking.
bccom,1 a count:v charge, was made to take a shave and a
,
bath before enterrng his new home.
A skating rink made of salt was recently exhibited and
skated upon a_t , the Berlin "Zoo." It was produced by
When a large white owl discovered a stufl\,d and purely chemical means and without the employment of a
mounted member of his family in the large how window costly refrigerating process. It resembled ice in every
jn the Batesville, Ind., drug store, operated by Edward C. way, was odorless and proof against any heat below 86 deShultz, he flew against the plate glass with sufficient force grees Fahrenheit. This salt rink was made after a proto break the glass in many pieces. rrhe owl damaged near- cess invented and patented by Dr. Edward Arnold. It
ly ti,150 worth of goods and attacked the mounted bird, can be applied over wood, cement or asphalt, or boards can
nearly destroying it hefore Mr. Sclrnltz succeeded in kill- be coated with it and assembled to fonn floors. It is aping the bird with a stove poker. The mounted bird had plied in successive layers and the "snow" abraded by the
been sent to Mr. Schultz . a few we2ks ago by a friend in skaters can be collected and melted with fresh material.
northern Canada. 'l'he owl killetl by Mr. Schultz is the The quantity required for a single layer is about onefir-t of its species seen in this part of the colmtry in many fifth of a pound per square foot. A fresh layer applied
twice a week suffices to keep an ordinary rink in repair.
years, and its body will be mounted.
Two negro real estate dealers and a Tuskegee, Ala.,
banker have organized a company in Brooklyn to engage
in mining and manufacturing on the Gold Coast of Africa. It is called the African Union Company and is capitalized at $500,000. Its promoters are John T. Birch of
Brooklyn, Albert Frankel of Richmond Hill and Emmett
J. Scott of Tuskegee. "We intend to take advantage of
the valuab'le assets of the-Gold Coast," said Promoter Birch
the other day. "It has great possibilities, and we intend
to develop them. Our plans include the procuring of a
steamer in England to carry our goods back and forth.
'l'here is mining for gold on the Gold Coast and a great
chance also for manufacturing ana exporting." The comf.foirs of 'l'homas Madison, near Meadville, Pa.., have re- pr.11y also plans to colonize w·ith American negroes.
ceived a check for $21 from Harry Thompson for a pig Agents are now at wo·rk on that part of the sc~mo.

Thr, fly iihooter is a fish called Toxotcs jaculator, round,
prettily striped, with a wicle mouth and a projecting lower
jaw. It is able to squirt a jet of water with enough force
:rnd a,~c:uracy to knock a fly clown at the di;;tance of two_or
three feet. \Vhcn Mr. Fly strikes the water be is promptly er,ten. Unfortunately these Ya]uable fishes belong only
to the fresh wa.ters of Japan ancl the Asiatic coast, so
that they cannot be relied upon to exterminate our outdoor insect population, but they may be kGpt in an acquarium with the goldfish, when they will help to protect our houses from flies and at the same time afford
amur-cment by the accuracy of their shooting.
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TOM SMITH'S TROUBLES
I

-OR-

A GOOD BOY WITH A BAD NAME
I

•

By DICK ELLISON
,(A . SERIAL STORY)

pl ease, but "·hen a young man stands up and rocks a boat
CHAP'l'ER yn (Continued).
while
the laclies arc screaming and begging bim to stop,
"I don't care whether they do or not, but they ought to
aeal ·with that fellow Gurley. Such fools shouldn't be it is simply crimimil carelessness, and he ought to be dealt
allowed to live in the town. ·seeing him rocking the boat, with accordingly."
H\l was a mild-ma.nnerccl man, and such language c:omt wo others began it, aJ1d probabl? within five minutes
more they, too, would haYe upset their boats; but when ing from him made quite an impression upon those who
they saw Gurley's boat overturn it frightened ' them, and heard it.' It set people to talking, and the more they
talked the worse they made it.
they stopped."
'l'he five miles were quickl? passed over.
'l'he gentleman :waited at the Smith cottage to take
'l'om back to the picnic grounds.
CHAP'l'ER YllI.
"Don't wait for me, please," said 'l'om. "I don't care
to go out there again to-day for fear that I'll pitch ·into
Al<"rER THE PICNIC.
Gurley, smash him, and be arrested."
" Oh, come afong ! There won't be any trouble," the
When tl1€ °J'iic1iickers came home late rn the aite>rnoon
gentleman pleaded.
"No; rn just go out and work in the garden until Tom Smith ,l'>as running his newspaper r011le stri ctl,Y on
mother comes home, and, really, it is what I ought to do time.
to get up a good perspiration so I won't take cold."
SeYe ·al ladies stopped at the Smith cottage with the
"J don't th.ink you'll take cold. It is a warm day." · · . widow. Some of them had neycr visited her in their lives
l'h.e gentleman roturned to the rirnr, saying that Tom before, and others who had not been in the bonse since
wouldn't come back; that he· woulcl work in the garden her husband died; but she was kind ancl ladylike, and
and get up a perspiration in order to be sure of not taking. treated them as honored guests.
cold ."
They found that Tom had hung his wet clothes out on
" 0 11, what a pity that this da_v's pleasure should be the clothes line, and was at work on his newspaper route.
spoiled;' exclaimed one of the ladicE, who had been conTh e}' went out to admire the garden, and thcv saw
gratulating Mrs. Smith on 'l'om's exploit.
that he hacl done an immense amount of work since he
"It "'. as just t he right thing for Tom to do," said his retnrned from the picnic.
mother. "I'm sorr)' it happened. He was up by day:.Hrs. Smith took pleasure in showing them specimens
light t his morning, and worked two hours in the garden, of his handiwork and industry.
'l'hc cow stall was neat and clean. 'l'hc garden was
knowiiJg he would iosc_so much time during the day. He
is very fond of the garden, and we take pride. in ~aying like a flower yard, and the hennery ,ms kept as though
that it is the best in town ."
it belonged to a professional poulterer.
Of course the other people who were cast ihto the · While the ladies were admiring ercryt,ring they_ rnw,
water \rere sent back home as quickly as possible.
Mrs. Smith remarked:
Gurley made all sorts of' apologies, saying that nothing·
"AD:d yet they say that my Tom is the worst boy ,i n
was farther from his intention. t han upsetting the boat,' Arden> He takes care · of his mother, be neglects nothand · e,ien hinted that had Smith not attracted his atten- ing, and is always ready to risk- his life for others. It is
ion Uie accident' would riot have happened.
true he will. :fight, and 1 thank heaven the only protecSeveral citizens, though, mildly rebuked him, say1ng it tor I have in this world is one who is able to fight for me;
was a dangerous sport.
but I ~ever heard of his fighting except in self-clefen-se.·,
"Mrs. Smith," said one of the ladies, "I can't under" Oh, everybody knows that you didn't ini.cnd to do it,
and that it ,'rns an accident/' said another.
stand .- iL 1'Ye hear~l r;;o many people spr ak of him as a
The pastor of one of the cl1urches ·was stirndiug by, bail ho~· that T niturall y came to belieY<' that it was true."
and he remarked:
"'Ccs;, I know that. All my life 1\·o hear<l._thc ol cl
" Gilntlemen, you may __call it by· :whai.erer name you saying that 'lo gire a dog a baJ name is equiYalent to
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killing }1im,' but I know that my Tom is not a bad boy,
and among his sehoolmatcs he has friends who wo·u ld fight
for him at a11y time. 'l'hey all like him, but it's the men
in town wlio shake their heads and say he will come to a
bad end, and I belie,e that Mr. Brown is responsible for
it."
lt was about sunset ,rhen Tom came home, reeking
"'iLh pcr:::pirn.lion from the long tram}J 011 his paper route;
but his cheeks were glO\l"ing, and eyes sparkling.
"l\.fotber;' he asked, "clid you ha Ye a good time:"
"t es, I belicYe T dicl, 'J'om, but I was ,rorried about
you for fear you'd take cold."
"1Yell, I cl idn ·t. for just a.s soon as I got out of my wet
clothes I ,rent into the garclen and ,rnrked till I sweat like
a l1or,e, aucl after about ihree hours I cha.nged my clothes
again, ancl ran on my Jlaper route."
"1reIJ, it would haYe clone you good, Tom, to have heard
tl1e man~· ki11cl things the ladies said ;.bout you. Some of
lhe men, though, thought :vou spoke too harshl_,. to Gurley:
but ::\fr. Wilkinfl, the dominie, agreed with _vou, for he
,aid that Gurley·s conduct was simply" criminal carelessnrss, and that he ought to be punished for it."
"That's right. He ought to be run out of town for a
fool. 'fhe idea of a grown man like him standing up in
;:i boat rocking it i,, aml fro just to frighten the gi1·ls and
hear them scream is the height 0£ absurdity. I'm seen it
done 1 iany a time before, but ncYer any accident hap-.
Pcned. I · \Tas in a boat OJJ(·e where there were three of
us in ii, and we turned it owr just that wa:v a nd had to
;,,rim , out. 'l'hen ,re had to swim out after th e boat a nd
pull it in. J[is::: . li'a]lon had gone to th e bottom th e sec011d time 11·hcn I caught he:r. The o th er young lady was
lueh enough to cling to th e boat."

The boys knew him intimately, and while the girls had
known him all their lives, went to the same school with
him. 110 had n~ver paitl one of them any attention at all.
"'l:om," said Fannie Grayes, a very pretty, rosy-cheeked
miss. of eighteen, ''I saw :mu when you sprang into the
water. I i·as looking straight at you when. you disappearecl and dove down after Emily Fallon, and I wonuerecl if ~·ou, too, wou ldn ·t be drowned. lt was the most
clarin:s thing I eYer saw in my life, and I thought l1ow
yqu had saved Bmily's pet clog from being killed by the
wood hauler·s big brute.''
"Say," said one of the boys, "do you know, I haYe to
laugh erer.v time I think of that dog fight. It strikes me
as rery fanny tbat a man shonlcl take a dog by his hind
legs, make a club of him. and lam his owner with him.''
"Oh, that's nothing!" laughccl Tt,m. "You know, Samson beat that crowd w·ith a jawbone. They say he kuocke<l
out about a thousand men with it.''
"Well, they tell me that you used ~·our jawbone pretty
freely on Gurle~·,·' laughed. one oi them.
''Look here," laughed Tom, "you clou·t mean to say
that my jawbone ancl the one Samson used are any way
alike, do you?"
It was a merry party. and the Widow Smith had quite
a lot of cake left oYer from her picnic lunch basket, and
set it out before them. Healthy youngsters as they were,
they soon consumed every crumb.

Then they went home.
'l'bree of the girls, before lea,ing, hacl askccl Tom to
come to Eee them, and 1t was the :first time in J1is life he
had receiYed such an invitation from the other sex.
'The next morning there was a card in the paper from
young Gurley, who "as about twenty-three years of age,
011·, Tom,., caicl Ii is mother, "do1i't say anything addressed to the public.
about it nule~~ >·on nre spoken to, :rncl then don't say anyHe frankly admitted rocking the boat, and that it \fas
tl1i11g haf.'11 about amboclY."
Yery wrong to clo so, and as long as he lived he would
"\\"rll, I infoncl to ·s.tick to what 1 s.aicl to Gurle.)' ,· that ne,er be guilty of such carelessness again.
he ought to either go to an asylum or to States prison. I
It was a good thing for him, and it was evidently done
uou'i intend to take bark ;:i word of it."
at the dictation of his father who was a very level-headed
'
'·'l1herc, no,1·. ~·ou are going to have more trouble. Some old citizen.
of bis frienus are YCr1· o ngn with you for what you said. j It
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"\\'ell, what's the 11,e of repeating it? 'fhere were the rescue of their daughter.
scores of people wbo heard him say it, and repeating it
It was couched in beautiful language, and Mrs. Smith
,rnn't make it an_v moTe true, so don't say anything more
wa~ the happiest mother in Arden when she read it.
ahout it. l\Ir. antl :l\Irs. Fallon came to me, shook my
She cut it out and pasted it away inside the lid of her
hand, ancl congratulated me on being the mother of such
old family Bible as she did also the newspaper account
a braY(,l :voung ma11. :i\fn:. Fallon actually threw her arms
of the rescue. What a proud, happy mother she was,
aro1md my nerk and kissed me. I felt very happy over it, notwithstanding . the cloud under which her boy was livTom, for your sake, for I thought then that the people
iug.
who had been talking so meanly about you would think
Late in the day the Fallon carriage drove ,up in front
clitfrrclltly of you, and I want them to think so."
That cYening se\'eTa 1 ~-oung rouples Yi sited the cottage, of the cottage, and a servant got out with a bo:r in bis
hand and knocked at the door.
fiir11d~ of Tom'~, 11ncl tht.>>' ma<le quit,e· a liero of him.

'·X

!Ir laugh~<l nncl chatted with them in tlie gayest of
(To be continued)

spirits.
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rrEMS OF INTEREST
RUSSIAN WOMEN OUTWIT'l'ED.
While the men of a village named Borhoff, in the
Vitebsk Gbvernment, Russia, were holding a meeting the
doors of the room were suddenly flung open ancl the
women of the village entered in a body, demanding that
the ,ien should then and there abolish the local vodka
(spirit) shop, otherwise they would not lot the proceedings continue.
Above the din was heard a voice, "They are right! Let
those who are for the women's resolution come outside!"
1
'l'he women triumphantly ·trooped out-alone. '1 he door
was then securely locked and the meeting proceeded.
JAPAN PLANS 250 AIRSHIPS.
That Ja_p an is trying to place an order for 250 motors
for use in naval aeroplanes was the statement made at
the Walclorf recently by T. A. Ross and ,T. Stuart Burns
England, who are here to organize an American corporation to sell the Austro-Daimler motor in this , country.
Three Japanese naval officers came to the Daimler factory in Dumfries a few weeks ago, according to the Englishmen. They wore informed that the Daimler factory
could not turn out 250 motors of 250 horse-power each
in twelve months, the time limit set by the Japanese. They
were advised to try motor factories in Vienna.
England has bought some of these motors for $5,000
each, Mr. Ross said, out Japan was willing t ~ a larger
price to get delivery in the specified time.
Thomas Sopwith is building two aeroplanes for the
British navy, they said, each of which will carry three
passengers, two machine guns and half a ton of ammunition in addition to the fuel for the 250 horse-power
motor.

oi

DANGER SIGNS.
For the purpose of further safeguarding the public
hi.ghways to motorists, Mitchell May, Secretary of State,
is urging the various automobile association s and railway
officials to erect warning signs at all danger points similar
to those already displayed for direction.
'l'he Secretary believes that these signs should be posted
only after an inspection has been made of the locR.lity and
then only where _they are considered necess~ry to point ov.t
11nsuspected dangers, since needless multiplication of
them would diminish their effectiveness.
Secretary May would . limit the standard lettering of
such signs as follows: "Schools," "Crossroads," "Concealed •rurning," "Dangerous Bend,'' "Dangerous Corner." For "grade crossings" he favors an audible-visible
signal, placed at right angles to the crossroads, several
~·arcls from the track. This device, by both sight and
hearing, w·arns the motorist. of the approach of a train in
ample time. Such a system is believed to be the last word
rn safety for like dangerous points.

RUSSIAN BIPLANE 65 FEET LONG.
M. Sikorsky's giant biplane, Ilya Mouromets, makes
flights daily o_,ver the metropolis and its environs. 1t has
flown for one and a half hours carrying sixteen persons.
Seen from below, it seems to ride the air without any of
the roll or pitch tl1at is noticeable in the lesser machines.
The biplane is at present propelled by four motors of 100
horsepower each, placed on each side of the fuselage, two
in front and two behind. M. Sikorsky intends to fit on a
fifth 100 hor!:cpower motor, and thus increase his speed.
The llya l\fouromets, so named after a legendary hero,
has a wing area five times that of the ordinary Farman
biplane. The metal fuselage is 65 feet Jong. The forepart of the fuselage eontains a number of cabins extending over a length of 28 feet. The cabins have large windows on both sides, and also windows in the floor for obsersation and photographic purposes. At night the cabins
are lit by e1ectricity. On the roof oi the cabins there is
a platform.
The total weight of the aeroplane is 3½ tons. With
a total deYelopment of horsepower of 400 the Ilya Mouromets raises a total useful weight of little over 1 ton 1%
cwt., besides nearly 8 cwt. of fuel and oiL The mechanics
can move about freely to attend to the motors and other
parts of the machine without disturbing the equilibrium
of the aeroplan~while in flight.

a

WALLS OF NANKING TO GO.
Deep regret will be ox.cited by the news that the government has :1Ccoded to the petition of Feng Kno-Ohang,
the 'rutuh, and Han, the Civil Governor of Kiangsa,
for leave to demolish that. part of the beautiful old wa.lls of
Nanking which fronts the river. The petition has largely
been promptecl Ly the meTchants, who argue that while
the walls remain there is constant cJanger that the city
may be used as a rebel headquarters a~rl further that
commerce will benefit by their destruction.
Neither argument is conclueive, sine~ the obYious function of X anking is to serve as a strong government outpost to control the Yangtse Valley, while the commerce
of Nanking is so inconsiderable that it is not likely to be
affected whether the -ivalls are dismantled or not.
The walls, which were com1)leted in 1390 by Hungwn,
the founder of the .M:ing Dynasty, possibly the greatest
man China ever produced, form one of the noblest architectural features of China, ancl are not exceeded in dignity and massiveness even by the famous walls of Pekin,
which in exfont they far surpass. They are over twenty
miles in circumference and at _various points they rang~
from 60 feet to 80 feet in height, while for the larger part
of their vast perimeter two caniages can easily drive
abreast along the top. Once the work of destruction begins, there is no knowing where it will end. It is ea.rnestlv
to be hoped that when China. is already being stripped of
so many of the splendors of her antiquity these may yet
. be spared.
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The Enchanted Emerald
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TiiE MYSTERIES OF AN UNl( NOWN LAND
By "PAWNEE .JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY )
CHAPTER VII (Continued) .
Hal and .Jack macle it their business to get on good
terms with these fellows without delay .
' l'lie:v gave them tobacco and trinkets and learned that
their names were Jimbo and lam.
They appeared to be quite intelligent fo r men of their
race, and informed the boys that they had been up the
Congo and the Kassai RiYers more than once.
They even knew where the falls on the Kassai were located, bnt said there was nothing strange about them.
Tl:e voyage up the great African stream was full of incident and interest. but the dangers and difficult ies were
all overcome, thanks to Jimbo and Iam, and at length
i.he prow of the launch was turned into the waters of the
Ka~,,ai.
[t wa,:; a case of bucking the tide all the t ime, for th
water onl,v ran one way; but in due time the famous falls
wcrr reached.
·
X ow came the time t o test the truthfulness of the statement oi Jacob Newberry, M: . D ., if there real ly was or
ever had been sucli a man.
According to the document, there was a way to get beneaLh the falls and euter a s11bterranean stream .
This stream would lead them to the Unknown Land.
Yillain as he wn~, C'aptain Strange had a great bra in.
He concluded to send one of hi. men under the falls
with a rope tied ah011t his boclv, to sec if there really was
a stream that rau inland underground.

CHAPTER VIII.

Our fo11r friend,; from Connecticut were Yery much intcresi.ecl iu what was going to take place.
Captain Strange told them just what he was goiug to
do, sr.Ying that he was going to get 0110 of the me11 to clo
iL m1kEo,.-:ngly.
" .l 'il get him b tie a rope uroum1 him mir1 swim oYer
to that rod~ oYer there, and when he gets there we will
nm urouml and pul l him into the 1rnlcr so he will fall
dirnc-ily 1111c1cr the falls . If the rope tighte:1" we ll'ill lei.
out on it f-or a while, am1 then pull him in before he
clrO\rm. H e m1,9;lit to l.:e ahlc i.o give some informutiou
wb(..u Jw c0mc,; out."

" If he is alive he might," said Jack.
"You don't doubt but t hat .there is a subterranean
stream under there, do yqu ?" asked J;he capt ain, in surprjse.
"Well, I don't exactly doubt it, but I would not want
to be tlie man to go and look for it in t hat way."
"Well, if I don't find out by this man I'll take t he risk
myself. That _is the confidence I put in the doc ument
the emerald was wrapped in."
rrhere was no question but that the man meant j ust
wlmt he said, so the boys made up their minds that he wa11
anything but a coward .
It wa~ about this time that Hal concluded that he ought
to have the wonderful precious stone in his possession.
While tlte preparations were being made for t he test, lie
;:;ougl:t out Lottie and told her to get the E nchanted E merald for him as soon as posstble.
J nst as t.lie unsuspecting man was jerked into the water
hy the captain, who stood on the bank with a hitch of
the rope around a tree, she came and handed the little
lcathet' po11ch to Hal.
So interested was he in the proceedings that he kept it
in his ltand.
The rope tautened in the bands of Strange, and he began pnying out on it, much to the surprise of the men
in his employ.
H owe,cr, in less tlrn n thirty seconds he calleJ fo r some
011e to help him pull tlic man in shore.
All hands sprang to his assistance, except Hal, who
remained standi1,g on the deck of the launch with the
preti.y but nervous Lottie by his side.
Tl1e man wa;; hauled upon the bank more dead than
al1 ve, and it w!l-s seYeral minutes before he came to .
Strange gaye h im a big draught of whisky, and t hen
asked him how it was under the falls.
'"There is a regular cave under there, with a stream of
water almost as wide as the river, here, ru~hing through
it the other way,'' he .replied . "l could see things pretty
good, as the Jig-ht shines right thro11gh the falling water.
L w:1s jmt going to nav.-1 out to keep frnn1 being sucked
into the caYc when the rope began ·halll ing me ou t."
·'ELireka !'' cried Captsiin S(rar.ge, and then he became
~o elated that he fairly clancc,l a jig on the ri ver bank.
'l'licn lie lccl the way back aboard the launch.
"..\ ow J01 tac Enclia atcd E~nerulcl !" he exclaimed, moving rapidly :for Jus quarters, "'that will do -the rest of the
business"

I_,
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·'· H e had no soon er disap~eared when Hal called Jack
"Yon are mistaken, captain, 1 h:we not," rcpli~~l t he
to his side.
, .,...
bo v calml v. ·
· 'rhe launch was. ly~ng close · t o ' t he bank, ·tfed w1tp
ou li~ J ) ' ou_:_you-yo~-- " ,
1"S top !" cried Hal. " Don't call me hard names. I told
~ingle line.
f One of t he blacks was the last to get aboard, and When, j'Ol/ . qi~t I had not been in your pr}vate cabin; and I now
!JCdid so he 11nconsc io11sly kicked free the bitch that was add that you arf making a big mistake of ac·cnsing me of
around the tree. ·
.
: .- ,
such a., tl,ling."
.
. No on,e "nq~iced -this; but ~s ' the ;' b~at did nb{ ci.t ik~.y_ay,;i ': The: iwo 1·:Jooked_: at e'ach other in silence·· for a mofrom ihe bank there was no cause for any one to notice· rnent.
jit.
. It was abot1t four in the afternoon and the slanting rays
Jack stepped quickly to the side of ,H al, when he was .,of the African sun fell full upon their faces as it streamed
calltid.
thwugh a rent in the awning. 'l'he noise of the falling
"What is the matter?" h~ asked, as he noticed that water was almost drowned by the singing of wild birds
there was a qu~er . look on the face of J1is chum.in th e forest, and the rich perfume of the rare wilcl flowe rs
"I l;ia':e got the Encha~( ed , Emera!d.,'' w:~sJl!~ reply. was wa_ft~d_ to
nostrils of those on the launch as !;\
1'CJaptain Strange has gone in his cabin to
get it, as you gentl e breeze sprang up.
hearcl him say, and when he .finds it is missing tl1eie
H1it nci one noticed any of the~e things just now.
likelf to'' be trouBhi. '·I '\V!it f you to s!fantl riglit'i:f5"'uf1f·a:iid ,, 'L\'.fi eyenvefe cent.ered 011 Hal and the captain .'
keep an eye on the women folks, as he..is .liable to .stri~l;l , ..'l'he .hir~cl. man, haq. .110 .idea .whi,tt it all meant; b\1t the
them in his anger . . ~e ,js not the father..;- o,f'.tl~ose-.Jwo 'rest d-ic( _thou..gb 'l\Ii~n,ie apd -her mother had ~ot .been let
:S}rls. I intended .to tell y~u all-about what I -have. leamed. foto .,the ··secret.,·· ..
!,}efore this great crisi s came, but it camO' so quickly- that
B'llt they-could comprehend what the words cif the co.pl cannot go into detail s now. Just tell-Ver11e·- aud l\ferrit' tain '· imj:>lied; ·and i:hey really thought that ' llal had been
,vhat J have told you and ·advise them to hav'e th ei1' re~ in his 1hivate quarlei·s and stolen the Enchanted. Emvol vers ready for instant use."
erald.
,, 'l'hough much surprised at what Hal had told him,
"Captain St.range," Hal resumec1, still speaking in that
t')"at;k said not a word.
,
c,alin tone of }1i~, " you have been lo0king for the En.He simply hurried to do exacMy a'§ he . was told, and in
an Led Emera.k l, and you found it was gone. I have it.
!\. very few words he informed the two officers of: what was H ere it -is !" und ,,he opened i.h e. lit.tle pouch and drew the
hi the ·wind.
sparkling stone from it. ·
' .
' Meanwhile Captain Strange was in the ca.bin, hunting
"' 11t n e,' er belonged to you, and yon know it," he conh,igh and low for the mystic green stone.
.
.tinued.- "Jt -is my .-property, and if you will . just . calm
· . Hi s, wife a.11d daughters came out ancl Lottie led the way yo1m,elf for a momen _t J will \!SC it as I interpret ed the
t p, t he side of Hal.
· writing that came to m e with ·i t. Strike. a mafoh,. Jack! "
"He is raving at a fearful rate,'' she whispered in his
Hardly knowing what l1e· was cloing, .Tack obeyed; whil e
ear. "He does not realize that the stone has been stolen Hal began roiling the stone briskly in his hands.
as yet, Jmt he.,, no doubt, will, very quickly.''
Suudenl y he sei zed the blazing :rr!atch from tlie hand of
"And he will ·accuse me, the :first one," r eplied Hal , Jat k, and :ho+cliug tJ1 e emerald -:in · the p alm of his left
"because he knows ,that I mn tl1e tighHnJ owLier of it."
hand, li e t011clir.cl th e flam e. to it.
.-" What will :you do if he does?"
'J'h en somcihi ng ]foppenecl t ha L almost baffles cl escr.ip. · "Simply tell him ·that 1 haYc noth-ing ·in my posses~ion tion.
t,hat belongs· to him.
A ]mi d flam e shot upward. an1l a,rouncl the laun ch, and
. "And t hen?"
th en came a thunderous noise that seem ed to exud e fro m
.''If it comes to a. fight he will find that I can hold my th e very bowels of the eart h.
OWn."
. 'l'he .}iti]e Yessei was lifted high OD the crest Of a
''But there are only four of you against the six of them mighty wave an~ the next instant a sheet of falling water
and the twd blacks."
fell upon her!
·. "Don't worry about the blacks; if they take ,any ~ide it
will be ours:"
CHAPTER IX,
·''Y 011 are sure of that?"
I'ASS ING THROUGH TH.E GA'l'ES.
"Oh, yes, quite· sure.'' ·
Jack and the officers DOW came up, and our friends and
l'he fearful shock that followed threw out friends iu a
the ladies were then standing in a group in _the forward confused heap. T hey were drenched to the skin, too, and
·part M the launch, under the awnirig.
temporarily blinded.
Th'e crew stood o~. lounged idiy about, waiting for· orders
Strange as i t may seem, Hal Wharton found the em'horn the captain.
.
'
erald tightly clutched in his hand when he struggled to a
sitting posture after t he worst of the shock had ·passed.
·' Presently Strange appeired.
,
.
..
He saw that they were DO longer in the open daylight;
.' He ~as livid with rage, and he made_straight for Hal
everything
_seemed to be enveloped in a heal'y' fog.
Wharton!
'
·· _('l'o be continued)
·
"You have been in ~y p:,,:iva,te ca.bin 1'1 he . ~xcl_aimed.
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ing in 77 A; D., describes three different kinds of mustard and says the seeds were imported to Italy · from
Egypt 'originally. The Romans used it as a stimulant
after · a cold bath -;-· they mi..'Xed mustard oil and olive oil
in equal parts and used this as a liniment for stiffness ·of
the muscles. 'l'hey knew the virtues of mustard :poul:.
ti ces ancl of mustard as an emetic. As a remedy for the
Ftings 0£ sco11JiOn!- and serpents, they pounded it, mixed
it ,,ilh vinegar and applied it to the wound. They ·also
made a drink out of: it, fermentii1g the seed in a :fiery
spirit. The liquor thus _produced they called musttl.m
arc1ens, which means burning wine. The wor d mustard
'l'hcrn i~ a man in Paris who has a novel wa y of· eking is probably derfred from this .
out thri small saln.ry lie g-ot s· as a bank clerk. At night
For a number of years the Philippine government has
he sJ roll s t.hrougJt i he gu iet street.:=; of th e suburbs, carefoll y i nspr ct i ng the clo~Prl Yilln~ and honses. R;-ery now been · sending yom1g Filipino men and women to t.be
and then l1e irni.tales a dog's bark, yelping ancl growling United States to receive a collegiate education with a ~iew
in a renli~tic manner. H tlwrc is no caniJ1c response he to appointment to higher positions in the government
C'ontim1rs his w_alk, repeating his ;yelps in- front of othe1' ~crl"ic:ci. Up to elate 211 of these "pensionados," as tl1ey
hou~cF. . Whep an answrring bark replies to his he jots are rallecl, have been seno over, and a large n umber of
down the address of t be house in a note book. The n9xt these hri re beenl appointed to office on graduation. Hereday a city official calls at tbese houses reported_ by the after a different policy is to be .followed, as the islands
110\r ha.Ye a university of their own, where natives may
night strolleT to collect the probably unpaicl dog tax.
reccirc thorough training in all undergraduate subjects.
}\[ustarcl is one of the most ancient of medicines. ,:\crorcl ingl~-, pensionados will only be designated for postPythagoras, who flourished between fire• and six h1l)1drcd gracl unte study 111 the United 8tates. The Philippine legy~ar,, before Christ, mentions it. Hippocrates, . who· was islatui'c, at its last session, prodded fifteen fellowshi ps for 1
,
:born in ·460 B. C., employed it. Pliny the Elder, writ- ad ranccd work "at American i.nstitutiona.

Bones of men of a prehistoric race, 'found in the bank
of a ravine on the farm of Stephen Cullilingham, near
Rulo, Nebraska, haYe been sent t6 the· State University,
,1,here professors will examine them. L. C. Edwards, of
)calls · City,' exhumed several ·'skeletons and skulls on the
Cun11ingham fa-rm. 'l'hc skelctous were found with their
lJCads lo tho cast, embedJcd in ·a formation 01' day. A
string o[ white shells was around tho 1wck of eacl1. 'l'he
bonr::; are ~a id to ha.ni been those of tbe men who cxi.~ted
f:en1. u rirs ago ancl the university will endeavor to a.scerlai n thci r period.
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GOOD CUltUEN'I' NEWS AU'l l CLES
She-Uc declares he lovcR t he vrry ground I trrad 011 .
Without a guard, Al Fellows, a Cleveland burglar scn·- He-Ah ! J thought he had his eyes 011 the estate .
ing a three-year sentence in the Ohio l)cniteniiary, was
permitted by Warden P. E. 'l'homas to go to Galion to
Profc~so r-Don "l mu know what 'sophi,:try' is ~ Frr,,:ll
att.end the funeral of his father. llc returned to pn,:on - , -o; but [ expect to next year. r m on ly a frc. hrnan
that night.
now, :vou know.
1

'l'he canal system in China is the 11101,t cxtensi-re in the
Prrncher-Whrn you're tempted 1.o drink think of yo11 r
world with the possible exception of Ilollallfl . Whcrc,·cr wife at home. Henpeck-I do-and tliat's what drive!- me
the lay of the land permits, the thrifty Chinaman J1as to drink.
made a canal. 'l'hus he is enablecl to carry the products
of his labor to market wi th 1.hc minimum expense.
Yerrnihe-'J' i1cre llll!St° he hig monev in repairing antomol,ilrs. Brinkerhoff-T h ink so? Vcrmilye~Wcll , my
'l'hc oil-burn ing freighter Santa Cruz arriwcl at San plumber has gone into it.
Francisco recently from New York with what C'aptain A.
Watson said was a new record for the pas!'agc Yia the
Clarence-Clara, if I let you lnr, a new winter cont
Straits of Magellan. rl'he distance is approximately 13,- I'll hare to wear an old one. Clara-01-i, you dear,
000 miles and the time consumed was 4 "/ days and 4 sweet, lorniy, generous, old boy!
hours.
1Iistrc~s ( to crvant )-Be careful not to' spill anv so up
rrhe police of Jewcastle, Ind., will be provided with on the L.1clics' laps. Biclcly ( new i n servicc)-Yis, mum .
a camera and hereafter all Yagrants and Lrausient pris- Where shall [ spill it?
ou ers will be photographed and a record kept of their
visit to .Lrewcastle. l'be City Council has made an apl\Irs. Da ·hhead (visiting at the vicarngc)-What beaupropriati.on for the purchase of the photographer's out- tiful buttons ~·ou are sewing on your husband's waistfit. T he Chief of Police may ask the appointment of a coat! Do you know, my husl.Jancl once had some ju t like
photographer t o the department.
them? The Vicar's Wifc-Ycs; we found them each
Sunday in the collection bag.
J. Crabb, a saddler of Bridge street, Haverfordwest,
E ngla11d, has died from a mysterious and very rare form
"l\fother." called J o}mny, "these trousers that you ma<lc
of disease known as "wooden tongue." The disease has -me arc too tight." "Oh, no, they are 11ot, J olinny," an been known to occur occasionally among horses, but it is swered his mothei;.
"T hey a rc so, mother ; the/re
said that only one or two cases arc on record of a hum an tightcr'n my own skin ." "No w, ,Toh11ny, you know ihi1t
being having been affected. It i surmiHed that Mr. isn't so." " It is so, m othe r. I um sit clown in my ski11
Crabb had been handling some harness which had been and I can't si.t down in my trou 'ers."
11sed for a horse suffering from t he disease .
Iler solclicr son in I ndia had sent a cablegram, anu
In Sflnta Ro a, Cal., is a Baptist church building, the Mr~. Blundcrlcigh's voice rang with pr 'dc when speaking
prod uc of a single giant redwood t ree which grew in the 0£ it to her impressed neighbors. "Yes, they be wondern eighborhood of Guerncville, a few miles distant from ful things, them telegraphs," said she. "Just fancy, it's
where it now stands, says a writer in the Christian Her- come from I ndy- all them thousan ds o' miles." "Anrl so
ald. ~ot oniy is the main st ructure built from t he one quick, too," put in her best friend. "Quick ain't t1,e wonl
tree, but the interior fi nishings-except the floor, which is fo r it," put in lVfrs . Blunderleigh . " Why, -wh en I got it
of p ine-beams, pulpit and seatings are of the same wood, the gum on the envelope wasn't dry."
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"It is what might have happened to any of us," said the
firm who sent for rne to investigate the caae.
1'here were others who did not take the same view of the
By Col. Halph Fenton
affair.
My readers will remember how a, few years ago there
Among these was one o~ the gentlemen who had formed
seemed to be a regular epidemic of a certain kind of rolJ- the group near the restaurant entrance.
bery.
"'11 he story is all very fine-very fine iudeed," he said to
1
Ladies w~re stopped in open day aml their diamonds me. '"'But if I were Messrs. SilYering &-Golcloll, I sliould
torn from their ears; gentlemen were surprised in the look after having the keys turned on that young man, you
public streets by having their rnluables snatched from their know."
ha1.1 cls oT ·persons.
'
The gentleman spoke with a strong cockney accent, and
It was while these robberies were becoit.ing alarmingly I was not wrong in judging him to be a Londoner.
bold and frequent thnt I was called upon to .investigate
11'rom our conversation I inferred that he had not been
t he affair I am about to narrate.
long in the city; that he was something of a sporting man,
Richard Fairlane was the cashier of a manufacturing ancl that he was so~how conneetec1 with the English t urf.
establishment in one of the downtown business streets.
His name I did not learn until later.
He was not more than twenty-three or four, and looked
But I could glean from him no information which had
even younger. \
any important bearing on the cace.
Young Fairlane hai:1 been sent . to the bank .to draw
All I could obtain of the sliglite,;t consequence was a
money for the paying off of some of the hands.
letter which the young Fairlane himself had placed iu my
He drew the money, some nine hundred clollars, and hands.
started back to the building.
When be ha~ been whirled about with such abrupt and
The mou!:)y was in bank notes in separate rolls of clifier- unexpected violence he had struck out his right arm, part ly
e11t denominations, and these rolls were made into a tight in defense and partly to saYe himself .from failing headparcel whic:h he had himself re-wrapped in ordinary wrap- long.
ping paper.
His arm had been twisted bac:kward and his hand had
He was whistling softly to himself as he shouldered his come in contact with something silky, like a handkerchief
way through a Iitile crnwd gathered near the entrance of a protruding from a pocket.
popular rcsturant where a noticeably :fine horse Etood
Ancl as lie steadied himself, he saw that he held not only
ticketed for sale.
a hancJken:11ie£, but the letter also.
~udclenly some person 01., persons jostled ruclely past
'l'be former was a square of yellow Indian silk, specked
1
him.
with dots of crimson; the letter was an epistle written in
"Beg pardon," somebody said, politely.
the delicate, spiclery, hea ,·ily-shaded chirography' of a
He had no time to observe who had spoken, for at the lady.
instant 110 wa:; whirled violently to the oiher side.
Arnl on the next he stumbled, ancl would have fallen lrnd
"If you wish me to forgiYe past neglect-to please on
he not been as agile and wary as a trained athlete.
your part," the la<l.y had written--"bring me the gmy.
Some one had purposely tripped him.
Once on her back, knowing she· is your gift, I shall forget ·
And as he righted himself, he saw that his coat had you have seemed less like my ideal of devotion than fo rmerbeen torn open, ancl that tl1e parcel of money was gone.
ly. lf J . J . hopes to be still any chere ami he will not
It hucl nll ~appened in a twinkling; and the youllg fel- neglect the 1iet whim of his affianced.
low coulcl scarcely bclie1·e his senses when be realized Ile
"OouxTLESS OoRA."
had actually been robbed.
"Where is he ?-which way did he go?" he ejnculated,
I lia<l not studied over the letter very long before I aras he lookecl inquiringly at the knot of genfeir~en wl10 ri-recl at the conclusion that the loYcr of "Countless Cora"
were suneying the horse.
was the person who had robbed young Fairlane.
In one direction two lac1_ies, elderly, stout and richly
My next conclusion was that one of the knot of gentlellressed, \\:ere walking leisurely aw::iy; and in tlie oLlicr, men surrounding the noticeaLly fine beast on the afternoon
1·ececling at an equally unsuspicious pa.ce, were a couple of of the robbery must be an accomplished dissembler in the
business gentlemen whom he lrnew, a gray-haired woman way of knavery.
on crutches, a boy holding a newly bought bicycle, anu a
These conclusion were strengthened by discoveries .I
liarmless 01<1 feU-0w sauc1wichec1 between two ath·crti~jug made inside the restaurant.
boards.
In my tour of i.i1Yestigation I chanced to enter just as a
At hi;; excited ejaculaLion_, the group of gcntkrnen pile of s1rncpings was being transferred to the usual ash
glance<L at him, some inc1i fferently, others with 8kcptical receptacle.
w011dcr.
A flonrish of a broom and the breeze from the op~n door
They harl been absorbed with thci r cliseussion of ihe fine togctlier had sent fluttering to my feet an oblong piece of
animal before them, ancl tbcy had seen nothing.
thick, stoue-colored wrapping piper, with a bit of red
That was all Hichard Fairlane could tell of the matter.
sealing-wax clinging to one roughly-edged corner.
If his employers c.1 istrusted the story they did not say
I picked it up, a.ml saw the broken and mutilatetl stamp
so. On the contrary, they clirl not even censure him for of Silrnring & Golcloll upon the wax .
Lcing less cautious than jie should have been.
"Where did it come from?" I asked the white-aproned
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and white-wooled old negro ,rho, hroom in hand, stood
" .
)Jowing and grinning before me.
"Dunno, massa," he answered, " ·'specs the jockey man
huying the gray o-ut hea.h clroppecl it at the table where he
took de nip to gib him courage for cle big price, sal1."
"What did he look like-Uic mnn who bought the gray?"
"Dat's wla.'1·e you .Jtab got di:,; nig by de wool, sah. I
can' iell nuffin whatebet 'bout him."
But I knew I had struck the trail at last, and that sooner or later I should put my hands upon the criminal.
Silvew.ng & Goldoll had sent for me within an hour
after their loss had occurred; and the disco,eries just
mentioned I bad mac1e the sa111c afternoon.
Baffiing as the case had seemed in the beginning, I felt
that my progress was decidedly encouraging.
"Ancl there is a possibility of your recovering a portion
at least of the money," I remarked the next day to . one
oi the firm.
"We have changed our opinion about young Fairlane,
though., We have heard something of such a nature that
we have felt justi~ed in puttin~ him under arrest. We
,
had it from a gentleman on the spot."
Richard Fairlane under arrest !-and just at the moment
when I was ready to prove the truth of his story!
"\Vlio was. your informant?" I inquired. _
"His name is Jasper Jaxon."
Again I stari:Bd.
It seemed to me that Jasper Jax.on was not unlikely the
"J. J." of the letter, and the lover of the yet unidentified
"Countess Cora."
"He came in this morning with a small order for goods,"
the member of the firm continued. "I don't know how vie
came to mention the matter. But anyway he stated what
he saw very clearly. He regards y_o ung Fairlane's tale as
absurd-and so it is when one comes to think of it."
. "What sort of a looking man is this Mr. Jaxon ?"
'"rhat I don't know. His conversation was with Mr.
Goldoll."
Again I was baffled.
:M: r. Goldoll had left the building after arranging son\e
minor matters.
He had driven direct to the ferry, from where he/ was
to start on a prolonged business tour through the West.
"Do you know where I should be apt to find this Mr.
J axon?" I queried.
'rhe senior partner shook his head.
"By the way," he said, after a pause, "he mentioned, 1
remember Go~doll saying, that be was the purchaser of
the gray horse, and be meant to try the animal's mettle in
the park this afternoon. That bit of information ought
to be useful to a detective, that is if y,ou really think we
shall require him as a witness against young Fairlane."
It was nqt to serve as a witness against tl,lc unlucky
· Richard Fairlane that I wanted to find Jasper Ja.xon.
'l'bat afternoon I rode into the park mounted upon the
.best ~ddle horse I could secure from the stables in the
vicinity.
I bad gone early; and I cantered leisurely about the
main entrances, feeling pretty sure that sooner or later I
ahould catch sight of a powerful dappled gray horse which
I knew I should recognize again anywhere.
· .,_.,_.__,...,__,
I had not lo:oi tx> wait.

· J was less than half a block awa3· from the most fashionable drive when a lady and gentleman galloped past me
ancl' into the park.
And there was the gray horse; anc1 in the saddle sat a
handsome woman whom I instantly concluclecl m1u;t be th e
mysterious "Countess C'ora."
Her companion was ,tlie Londoner with the cockney
accent whom 1 had interviewed on the prev.ious day.
But he had changed his appearance sligJ)tly, howeverunfortunately for himself.
He had sac.;ificed his bushy red "mutton chops"; his
face was dean sha,en except for a neatly-trimmed musfochc which was dyed a jet black.
As he passed me I consulted a small photograph whi ch
[ had canied for some weeks in one of my pockets.
"Great Jupiter ! Wh}' didn ·t I recognize the mun before?" I said to myself, as I headed my horse for · a bridle
path which I knew would intercept their route.
As I neared the junction of the two paths, there was a
sudden startling uproar; and as I trotted around a curve,
the scene of tumult opened before me.
'l'he gray horse had become unmanageable; with ils eyes
like coals of fire ancl snorting steam from its blood-red
nostrils, it had suddenly plunged madly awa~·'l\1~0 or three equestrian,s and a number of the mounted
police had started promptly to the aid of the encla11gerd
woman, who kept her saddle bravely.
But it was her companio11 whose darjng arm and grip of
steel checked the maddened. brute.
It was a heroic act, and for the moment I regretted the
. fact that, by virtue of the photograph in my pocket, I was
obliged to claim him as my prisoner.
Both dismounted, the handsome woman trembling still
with terror of the da_nger from which she had been saved,
and the man clinging desperately to the hit~ of the only
half conquered runaway.
I slipped from my saddle and stepped. quietly beside him.
"'l'urn the horse over to the mounted officer, and lenil
the lady your own, .Jasper Jnxon-,Jerr,y Jasper Kai1.1e·
you mu,;t come with me," I sn id in a low roie:e.
'l'he name which I had spoken la,.;t wus.Hwf of one of
the most daring and 11otorious impostors uncl confidence
'
men of the day.
As I spoke the name 'he whirled wiih a look I shall never
forget; fury, desperation, defiance-an were there.
It neecled but little more imcstigation io bring to light
1
the adroit maneuYcr by whiuh he hall snatched the money
parcel from young Fai'r·lane·,; keeping.
He had been in the bank when Richard drew the money,
and he had followed the young man, watching his opportu11.ity to effect the bold robbery. H e had depended from
the fir.:;i: on turning suspicion againsl the :rnung fe1l0\r.
'l'he "Countess Cora'! was not an a('eomplice of: his
crimes. The man idolized her, but her lore was an expensive luxury, and her pet whim of the grny horse had ,
sealed his fate.
They were married in prison just lJeCore his sentence-a.
heavy one it w:1s, too .
Messrs. Silvering & Goldoll recovered the larger portion
of the money-and Richard ]fairlane, perhaps as compcnsation for the injustice done him, was shortly afterward
admitted to membership with the firm.
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J oscph Smfth, of ·Independence,
-~011 of the ,founuer
of the )1.onnou Cb nrt:h and president of the Reorganized
Laher .Day ~ainb, is tlie head of an organiza.ti:011 which
does not believe allcl nernr has believed in polygamy.
,
As an insi.ru1ce of what l1ousewives are doing on Ida
County farms, Jowa, it is pointed out th.1t l\f rs. John
J cnscn, the wife of a prominent farmer, has sold $1,J t>G.60 1ror(h oJ poultry and dairy products the past year.
Dncks 11ctLcc1 her $39.50, cl res::;ed chickens $172.87, butter $709.07, cream $22.05 ancl eggs $215.11. She gathered
and sold 1,084 dozen eggs cl uring the year, an a remge of
three dozen a day.

.. 'l'o lestify ill ])ehalf of h~r son, who is held at Pontiac,
l\Iieh., on a, eharge of assault 11·ith intent to kill, Mrs.
John Weston, sixty, walked eight miles through country
roads covered with snow and slush,' in company with
\Veston's wife . . Absolutely penniless ancl unable to secure
enough . money for railwa.y fares, the aged woman had
asked that the hearing be delayed until her arrival. . Weston was ac-cn~ed 01' as~aulting R.ichard Cole with a knife
at his home 11ear Eames, in Orion township. A complaint
of assault a11d battery. has been made against Cole by \Veslon's wife, who claims he kicked her when she · tried to
~arc her lrnsband from his assault. Prosecutor Doty asked
for i.he ;1')-·m's discharge.

In a typewriting contest held at C0penhagcn, at which_ Seventy-two of the Yale seniors who will be graduated
machines from leading manufacturers ,vere ente-red, there in Juno have signified their intention of becoming lawwere sixty-nine competitors, and about fort_y of the op- vrrs. 'I'hirty-i.hree professions are represented in the list
erators contesting for prizes ui;ed American machines. lt of chosen occupations, but that of law is far in the lead.
is interesting 1.o note that the first, secorid and ·third Busine s pursuits come next, being tne choice of forl Y...,,
prizes were alJ ,1·011 on Antcri<:hn typewriters, and only thl'ee. Here is the full list 0£ selections: Lawyers, t'l;
1.wo <;onlestanl,, 11Sing machines other than American suc- b1Lsineds men, 43; mam\facturers, 28; physicians or sitrceeded in re('Ct viHg ~nention.
:;eons, 14; bankers and brokers, 13; scienti.fic £armer~,
l;J; merchants; 12; clergymen, 10; engineers; 10 _; elec:A mililan consnii:~t who refused 1.o work on Satnrday h1e;:.tl cngi11ecrs, 3; chemical engineers, 2; civil engi neerH,
pleaded before a court-martial that he c:ould ·not do so 2; journalists, S; railroad men, 6; architects, 6; 1ni,;sioubec·ause 1.hc Jewish 'c reed, to whic:h he subscribe's, forbade aries, 5; mechanics, 4; insurer~, 4; authors, 3; publishers,
it. The court imposed a sentence of three months im- 3; real estate, 3; musicians, 2; army officer, advertiser,
prisornnent despite the religions plea. 'I'his · apparently builder, entom6logist, government senant, foreste1:, i!lusshow,; that the French military eo11l'ts are less ChrisLian tnttor. pai11ter, sociologist, l each .· 'l'wenty-one of the 'men
than the ~panish, as one of the lnl(er acqlJitted a rntval intencl illg to study law will do their work in the Yale
oflicer who rcfosed to attend ma.,s bec·ause hr ,rn a Protes- Law School, while twenty will enter the Harvard Law
tant.
School, eleven , will come
Columbia and two to. New
Yori, Un 1\'Crsity .
_ _ _ _ _ _ ...J_

Jo

. \ 111rdiu1l se:ientist det·lare,; 1:hal i.lie arcrnge human
hearL beat,; 7:3 times per mim1le. 1.•;pl'li hom it beats -1,'l'h e Ro~·al Automobile Club of England has jt1st ai1321). Bnt:11 day it beats 10;1,G80, and in eac:h vear. it be,tts nouncecl that it will hold a competition next year fo1· in3':',S-l::.>,:.l00 tini,es. At eac:h beat 0£ Lhe heart about hrn lemal com)Jl1stion turbine motors. A double novelty is
ou1H:es or blooll is pumped out and as an ounce liquid here-a motor car run by a turbine and turbine worked
measure i,; npprox1mateJ.v one ounc:e di;y measure, there- by intemal combustion. It was said years ago that an
fore, at the ·end of one minute the lien rt has pumped 1H in\emal combustion turbine would be possible, if only
ounce,; or nine pounds. Eac·h hour there is pumped .:;+o plri,tinum we;re not the most precious of. metals-the ,idea
pound~. Eac·h clc1y there is pu.mped 12,960 pounds. It being that nothing but platinum or some similar practicaltakes three rnim1i.cs for the blooa to completely circulate iy infusible metal could be used for the moto1· blades. The
tl1,rough the body.
action of the Royal Automobile Club in announcing this
, col.I).petitioJ1 indicates that Sllbstantial progress has been
.\ corr;;spoudcnt :in Tunis wrote to ri, l"i'rench scientific made, for otherwise tbeTe woulc1 be no reason for such
newspape r asking for achi<;e as 1.o the best way of ridding an announcement. ':As a matter of. fact," writes W.
his farm o[ :scorpiom. .Answ'crs poured in from all ornr Whtttall, motoring editor of the Illustrated London News,
the world, a11d, extraordinary as it may seem, almost all ,"I am able to say that not only has .such progreBs actually
garn the same remedy-chickens I It seems that com-; been made, but that there is in existence at th!=l present
mon barnrard fo1~·ls are nerer attacked by scorpions, but moment au internal combustion turbine motor which I
kill them ·'w ith one peck and .love. to pick the flesh out of am. fold 0;1, excelle~i,t authority does com11ly with all the
their shells. Another commonly suggested remedy was requirements i;ie9essary for success. In power .outp~t for
cats. These animals hunt scorpions with as much aviclity weigl;i.t of i:rwtor. 'it compares quite favorably with el).gines
as they lrnnt mice, b1lt kill the poisonous creatures with of the ,r eciprocating type, while in point of fuel effi¢.e.ncy
one blow of their paw.
I am told that it lea res little to be desired."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
A MYSTERIOUS CLOCK.

whose vicious clog was killed by policeman, lost his damage

Many persons must have wondered how the transparent case for $500.
Miss Lucia Martin, seventeen, Yonkers, in police court
for 1:unning away from home, declared she left because
she was fed too much mush.
Herman E. Atkins; a photo-engraver, suing for a separation, says his· wife attempted suicide when he refused
to lend his mother-in-law $300.
Not hal"ing money enough to pay a .fine of $12 for pedcllmg ·rain coats without a license, Leon Harmels sold
enough garments while in the Paterson guard room to get
the money.
'·
.
Witnesses summoned to appear at murder trial in Pater8on were so poor, prosecution had to advance street car
fare. M.an who didn't get his to go home with slept in
jail.
After prO\·iding in her will for the disposition of her
KIKGS PLENTIFUL IN NIGERIA.
body, Anne Dowling, of Cold Spring, L. I., failed to
Captain W. V. Nugent, who commanded the British state whnt disposibou she wished mac1e of her estate.
section of tlt.e Anglo-German Demarcation Commission,
Mrs. J oJui Chisliolm, of Highland Falls; saw a sncuk
which surveyed the ·· Nigeria-Cameroons boundary, told thief crawling aloug a window sill and broke a tumbler
some remarkable talcs at a meeting of the Royal Geo- over his head. He dropped wbat he ha<l stolen and . esgraphical Soci'ety.
caped wtth a cut head.
·
Among the many 'thousands of natives who watched the
Hungry clog c:aused Charles' Mayhew to investigaite
work 01 the commission with the keenest interest were' whining. He found the owner, Th{)mas Wilcox, a hermit
members of a tribe who, in physiognomy and activity, re- at Continentalville, j.n bed helpless from a paralytic
sembled nothing so much as apes. "Each king generally 3hoke.
brought a fowl or a basket of limes," said the speaker.
Halph Snvcler, arrested for stealing a lantern in Yon"And no 'king' forgot his emblem of office. Each car- kers, pleaded poor eyesight. He said he took it to
guide
Tied a long stick surmounted by a brass crown. There him home.
were first, second and third class 'kings' and the size of the
Anton Putz, No. 1511 Charlotte street, the Brqnx,
crowns varied ac:cordingly."
throws cat in fu1'nacc, bakes out its nine lives, takes fl.ye
Among numerous "jujus" found in the deserted huts days in jail rather than $25 fine .
of the Zumperi, small, repul1'ive looking• cannibals, said
Sam Schepps ( not the Becker case Sam, but a grocer),
Captain Nugent, was a grotesq;ue mask which ,me.ant in-. No. 1410 Washington a '('nue, the Bronx, fined $5 for
stant death to any woman who saw it. When the com- selling matches on Sunday.
·
munity ran short of meat all the local witch doctor did
Walter Berg, 1'r, of Hoboken, denied permission to
was to clo1i the mask and run about the hills until he had wear his Sunday clothes on l\1onday, stole a snit from a
met a likely looking victim, who was seized, killed and tailor and was arrested with "his girl" at a theater.
eaten.
A destructive person placed carmine dye in linen sent
to Puritan Laundry, Long Island City. Hundreds of
QUEER HAPPENINGS.
white garments ruined.
Si~ cannon balls, relics of the Revolution, were u.nMembers of Housewives' League in New Brun_swick,
earthd in a Catskill aqueduct at Ardsley.
N. J ., plan to buy vast quantity of eggs ancl store them
Atlantic City will have a Chippewa Indian on the beach for next winter.
as lifeguard this summer.
·
Michael Kametz, Hackensack, N. J., fined $20 fo;r
Because a story of scandal connect ed with detectives hol~ing a wild snow bird that flew in his ' store, and
in his office was published, the P ublic Prosecutor at At- "sassing" I). game warden. lantic City says no more news will be given to offending
"I dare you," said boy companions, and John J 3<vaski,
newspapers.
Rutherford, N. J., caught dangling telegraph wire in his
Wong Tong, Atlantic City Chinaman, suspicious when hands. Shock may kill him .
detective poses as fiend, and asks fo r opium, gives him . · Women anti-sulrragettes in East Ora1+ge, N . J., acpink pills instead.
·
cused of taking down announcement cards bung in stores
Burglar took thirty-five silver dollars from New H a- to advertise. a suffrage meeting.
ven Railroad station in H arrison and threw $200 in bills
Chicken whose crop -was sewed up after acc:ident py
in the waste basket.
owner, Mortimer Ogden, Norwalk, Conn., recovel's and
Former Village Trustee Edgar R. Taylor, East Orange, is now :Iayiµg eggs.

clocks which seemingly ,have no works to 'move the hauds
· ·
·
· :
This dock, which is ·seen here a11d ther((in shop win~
dows, consists bf a plate of glass, half a yar4 square, with
a d'ial marked on it and having a pair of hands pivoted in
tlie center. It is suspended from the ceiling or from a
peg by two thin strings. No works are to be seen, the
glass is transparent and the suspending -strings cannot,
of course, conduct electricity, nor is there any "wireless"
apparatus in sight. The . hands may be spun around • at
will in ·either- direction or they may be held in one position, together, for any iength of time and upon release
both will return and point to the· correct time.

are run.

\

ITCH

POWDER.

t.JTTl,ll: CT.JNCHltR!I

Gee whiz (what fun
With a pair ot these creepers
you Clln have wlth
cttnchecl on your shoes you can
this stuff'.. Molsten the
defy the o!lpperlest Ice 01 snow.
tip of your finger, tap
No matter how slippery the
it on the co·ntents ot
road or how oteep the hill,
the box, and a little
these claw, or steel will carry
bit will stick. 'fl.ten
yC\u safely over them. A child
shake hands
wlth
can ad.1\,st them In SO •econds.
your fri end, or drop
No nall s, straps, s crews or
n speck down hla
rivets arc needed. They will
b:1.ck. In n minute he
not lnju r~ your shof"s. No need
will feel as if he had
to remove them lndoors--atmthe seven yearll" itch.
ply told the heel-plate for•
It "111 lllake hlm scratch. rear, squlrm and
. wo..1·d,
reversing the eptke1
make races. lint it ls perfectly harmleas, as
under the Instep.
They a.re
It ls made frolll the seeds of wild roses. The
comforte.b\e, durable a.nd In·
horrible Itch sLOps In a fe-;v wlcutes, or can
vl,;H,le,
Just the thing tor
be checked 1mwedla tcly by rubbing the spot
poatmen,
&'0ltera,
hunters,
with a wet clotb. While It ls working, you
woodemen, bre.kemen, n1iner1
wlll be apt to laugh your suspender buttona , and all who would lnoure lite and Umb In
oil'.. 'l'he bllst joke of all. Price 10 centa a winter weather. 2~ cont• a pair, pootl'alll.
box. by mail, postpaid ..
JL F. LANG, 1315 Ce11tre St., B'kl:,-11, N. Y,

' Riderln es.oh
Agents
Wanted
town to 11deand•xhlbitsam:p1eR.l.nrar
btcyoles. Write for our latut apectal 01ft1r.
Flnoot Cuarantoed
40 "1'·
,e14 Modole
"P
"'
wltb Ooaster-l)ralreo, Punctur&-Proot tlrea.
1e1z & 1913 'llodcla
lo .,,,
•,·~
all of lleet "'akH.... "P
111-

•27

•tQ

•7

100 Second - Hand Wh-1•

$•

All mako• and modelo,,j
3 lo a,
Ore&t FACTORY OLE
ING SALJI
We Ship on AP11reval tDlthout e1
o,mt "9otrit. par, th• .frd~M.,. and alloy

cood .. n•w.................

· 10 DAY'll FRE~ •RIAL.
TIRE8,

OOHt•r-l>rake

....,

wheel•1

~!:: IU33rl:of'~y•:S,~~:. •:.:~~':.':.
=•~ioti;· e:-.:"a:Z T 188 e111._, IU.

WOLFF NOVELTY ()O., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
GOOD LUCK BANICS.

Ornamental as well as u1e...
ful. Made oC highly nickeled
brass. It holds .1 ust One Doi•
lar. When Hlled it opene lt·
1elf.
Remains Jocketl until
reftlle<l.
Can be used as a
wo.tchcharm. M\'>ney refunded IC not ea.tlst\ed.
Price,
10c. by ma.H.

B. F,
1815 Centre St., B'klYII, N. Y.
_____________________
CACHOO OR SNEEZINI, J'OWDEJt.
The ,i;rea.test fun-maker oJ
them all. A amall amount

or thi1 powder, when blown
tn a
room,
wt!I
c,Luse
everyone TO saeeze wlthc>ut
auyon, knuwtnr where it
cornea rrom. lt la vory light, will float In the
atr for aome time, and penetrate every npolt
and corner of a room.
It Iv perfectly harm·
J~a,. Cu.choo 1• put up in bottle•, and one
bottle conta~n11 enou~h LO Ue used from 10 to
16 tlm••· Price, t,y m!lil, lOc. each; l! tor 2~e.
WOJ,FF NOVl!:LTY CO., 29 W. 20th St .. N. Y.

T1fl!: SWUOJJNO FJ!IR
Hero ta -. fine mechanlca•
toy, It l• an Imitation gnld·
fish, a.l>out 4¾ Inches long.
and contains a water·tight
compa.rtment whkh w!11 not
a.now it to sink. rro ke.&.> lt
In ,. natural position, the lower
lo ballaated
with lead.
To make lt work, a sprln1,· 11
wound up. You then throw it In the water,
and the machinery h:slde cau.,,ea the tall to

nn

WIDSTLEPUONE
Thls ls one ot the
greatest musical
l n•
struments ever 1nvented. It ls made entirely
or metal and ls almost
Invisible when ln use.
Wlth lt, In n rew mo·
1nents, you can learn
to play all kinds ot
tunes, :-;ave Iota ot tun, please and amuse
yaur friends and make some money, too. Fine
1 for either song or piano accom1>anlment or
by it~eir alone. You place the whJstlephotie
ln the mouth with half clrcle out, pla~e end
ot tongue to rounded part and blow gently
a s lf to cool the lips. A few trials wlll ena•
ble one to play any tune or air.
Price G cents , ...cb by man, post-pailll
Children'• TYPEWJlITEJl ,rlven FREE for
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y. selling
12 Scarr Pins at 26 centa each. Write
•rODA. '<, E. B. A. YRES, Box L, 253, Hillsboro,
Ohlo.
CARTER AEROPLANE No. 1.
Will fly on a horizontal
line 160 feet I Can be flown
in the houoe, and will not ·
Injure lt•elt nor an}'thlnit
in the room. The most perfect little aeroplane made.
The motive power le furnished by twisted rubber
bands contained within th&
tubular body ot the machine.
It l• actuated by
a propeller at each end revolving In opposite
d!rcct1ons. Vnrlatlon in height may be obtatned by moving the planes and the balance
wolght. It oa.n be made to fly either to the
right or the left by moving the balance side•
wlso before It Is released for fllght. Price,
86c. each, delivered.
. H. F, LANO, 1815 c,--11tre St., B'ldyn. N. Y,

O

1

I

:~:a-lew~~~ f[ 0f;~.1td:w~h~h~ 0~~1!1fri~~: ~:ru 1 - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - -- - - -

It lo recovered, a.nd It can then be rewound.
Race• between two ot these fl:rhe.- a.re very
lJ\tereatin~. Price, %6 cent• each by rnail , poat.paid.
C. Bt.:IIlt, 150 W. 62d St,, Nell' York City.

LAUGHABLE :S0G TRICK
This Is th e funniest
trick ever exhibited and
always produces roars or
lau g hter. T h o pert'orm•er says to the audience
tha.t he requires so1ne
eggs for one ot his experiments. As no spect ato r carries any, he
calls his assistant, taps hlm on top or th.e
· head, he go.gs, and an egg comes out or his
1nouth. · 'l'his is r epeated until six eggs a.re
pJ"oduced. It ls an easy trick to perform, once
you know how, a11a always makes a hi..t. Directi o ns given for working it. Price, 2o cents
by mail, postpaid.
U. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N, L

f

I

MICROSCOPE.
By use ot this wonderful llttle mt ...
cro,cope you ca.n magnify a drop ot
stagnant water until you see dozens
rir c ~:J~~fin!r°"";:!/n , le P~~~~
and numei::.,ous other articles.
This
little Instrument does equally as
good work ~s the beot mtcroecopes
and Is Invaluable to the household.
Is made or best Hnlshed braes; •lze
when cloBed lx2¼ Inches, Price, 30c.
JI. F. LA~G. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

1

SLIDE THE PENCIL.
The pencil that keeps them
guessing.
Made of wood and
lead Just like an ordinary pencil, but when your victim starts
to wrlte with It-presto! the
lead disappears. It Is so con·
structed that the slightest pres•
1uro on the pa.per makes the
lead ollde Into the weod. Very
tunny and a practical joke.
Pric 1Clo. each by mall, postpaid; S !or ~5o.
IL F, LANG, 1815 Ce11tre St., B'kl:,n, N. Y,
0

X-RAY WONDEr.
This is a wonderful litt10
optical llluslon. In use, you
appn1·ent1y see th e bones in
~
your hand, the hQle in a
pipe-stem, the lead tn a pencil, etc.
The principle on
w hich it is operated ca r.not
be lllsclosed here, but lt will afford no end o(
fun for ~any pe1·son who hfis one. Price, 15
cents each, by mall, postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1315 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
VANISHING CJGAR.
This ct,;-ar 11 made in
exac t lmlta'lon ot a 1,ood
o·ne. It ts 1i.eld by a rl)bber cord which. with the
attached aafe,y pin
la
fastened on the lnsid'e at
the sleeve. When offered
about t.o be;-nken, it wtll
Price, lOo. each by mall, postpaid.
() • .B.Kll&, loO W. 62d St., New Yo.r_k City

tm:-.in;n3is!~~!o.~~

~f;~~'.

•

PIGGY IN A COFFIN.
Thle lo a wlclred pig that
died at an early a£e, and her~
he ls In his cot!ln ready for
)>urlal. There wlll be a i;reat
many mourners at his funeral,
tor thls coffin, pretty as lt
:ooks, is ve:ry tricky, and the man who gets
St open will teol real grleC. The coffin Is made
of metal, perfectly shp.ped aljd beaut!Cully
Jw:Quer ed. The trick ts to open tt to see the
pig, The man t)iat trieo It gets his Hngera
&lid feellngs hurt, and piggy comes out to
punt n.t hJS victims. Tl,6 •,1bular end ot the
I ('Offin,· which e¥eryone (ln lrylng to opeh)
I presses Jnward, contains a needle whtcn stab1
I the victim ln his thllmb or nnger .. every ti~~;
I Thls le the late•t and a very
lmpressl,e
trick. It can be opened easH:r by anyone In
the secret, a.nd ae a neat catch-joke to save
i8~.r;seJt f~~otse~, t6~~p~~d~n~~~p~6:ed; b~r~c;:
pi·ess, 75c.
1
\VO!.FF NOVELTY CO., WW. 28th St., N. Y,

®

8-0LD OCIJN• W.&NTJllP-!1
• T.T6 Po.IC. for It.All.it d1He lM:l Quarten

acd f¼ wlihout a.rrowa.

1um1 paid on llundreda

<.:ASH prem•

or

old uolna.

K cop I\II money datod betore lll16 ""4
ren4 'i' lil N cont.a •'- one• l4>t NG•
Jll-.1\rated Coln Value ilook, al•t 4"7, Gu !'011'4
and :.:::ia.ko money t&MJ, c. ~-. CL~liE.1' &; co~ Cet•
Dealers. Box il, Lt! li<>7, N. r.

MARBLE VASE.
A clever and puzzling effect,
ea.sy to do: the apparatus can
be mlnutel1· examined. Etrect:
A marble can be mac!e to pa,•
from tho hand Into the closed
vase, which a moment bc!ore
bea.utltul enam:f:-3
lo a
30
Price. 2011<
M. V. GALLIGAN, 419 'IV. li6tb St,, N. Y.

:~,?n~a ~~gJY;, ~:11•

'GOOD LUCK PUZZLE.
!t consists ot three hc:,rseshoes
fastened
tog~thu.
Only a very clever per::1n11
can take of'! •he clo,ed
horseshoe trom the two
linked horseshoes. · But It
can be done in a moment when the 3ecret J:e
kn·.)wn. Prlce, by mall , Joe-. tiar.:h.
B. F, LUll'G, 11115 Centre St., B'k.17D, !11. T,

CQ
.D

BLA.'CX-EYE JOKE.
New and amusing joi<er, 1'he
victim Is told tc hoid the tuba
close to hia eye 110 a.t to excluda
all light rrom the back, and then
to remove the tube untll picture•
app110.r In the center. In tryln~
to l~cate the pictures he will re,
ceJv~ the ft~el!t black-eye you evelj
saw. We turnish a small box o\
·blackening preparation with each
tu be, so the Joke can be used In•
cletlnltely. Those not In the trick
will be caught every time, A.hoo~u~~1 :ifc~rmless. Price by mall lOa. each;
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., llO \111', 16th Si.. N, Y,

I

I

DEVILINE'S WBTSTLE.
Nickel plated and
proIt
polished ;
d uces & near--plerclari::e
,ound;
lng
Illustrat ion
seller ;
Price,
a.ct ua.l alze.
12c. by ma.II.

Fll'l'L
Aleo kno,,.n •• •
Japa.nese butterffy. A
plea.sin& novelty en•
closed In an ·. envelope.
When the envelope I•
opened Fltll wlll fty
ou t throu gh the air
for s e v e r a 1 yards.
:Ma.de of colored pa.per
to represent a butter•
Price, 10c.
.
Ay six inches wide.
M. V. GALLIGAN, U9 W . 56th St,, N. Y.

IAPA.NEBE TWDtLBB,
A wonderful Imported papl1'
B y a simple manlpu•
novelty.
latlon of t h e woqden , handles •
number of beautiful dirures ,c an
be prod_u ced. ft takes p_n several
o o rn b 1 n a t I O' n s of macnltlcent
Price. lOc., poatpald.
color•.
WOLFF NO1' E LTV CO.,
29 W. 26th St .• N. Y.

WOLFF NOV ELT Y CO., 29 ,v. 26t h St., N. Y.
THE INK - B L OT JOKER.
Fool Your Frlen<1a,
, THE GEBMA..~ OCARINO.
- Th" grea.te1t novel•
A handsome me t al lnstru•
JP
ty ot the age I • Have
a. joke which mak ..
::.t~~ ~n.cu?i:~ma~Kt
I a u g h.
enrybody
swee t muelc can b e p roduc ed.
A lady' • f&n made '
More tun than any
shape, which reaem•
odd
Its
other nov elty that
~ of colored silk cloth.
,·
b lea a torpedo boat, will a t t r a ct much atten•
The !a.n mS:y be uaed
·
'
haa been shown In years. P lace It on a de 1k, tlon.
each lnstru•
ructions
t
s
in
d
sen
We
and
,
t
ahu
then
and
,
·
•
tablec loth, ot a ny vre ce ot furniture, as ah own :nent, by the aid of which waith
n yone can In a
w h e n It open s as;aln,
In the above cut, near 1 o m& va.l~ab Je p a p ers,
roduce very
p
and
tune
y
a.n
lay
p
time
short
It ta.Us In piece• ; shu't
.
·
,
or on fine wear.'.'iJg a pp a r el. W atch t he re ..
an4 open ag-&ln &nd It
aultl Oh, Gee! Price, llic. each, post paid.
a,veet music on ti~~c~~11:.oi~ ~~1r ~~?~! ·id.
Is perfect, without a
C. B E HR, 160 \V. 6 2d St., N ew Y ori< City.
H. F . LA.NG, 18ll'i Oentre St ., B'klyn, N. Y.
elgn ot & brea.k. A gre&t aurprloe tor tho•
THE FLUTOPBONE.
not In the trick. Price, 85c. by m&ll, poatpal4.
H. F . LANG, 1815 Oe11tre St•• B'kbn, N. Y.
ELBOTRIO PU$B BU'l'oA new mualcal ID•
TON.-The baoe le m&do of
1trument, producing the ·
s•.rAB AND ORSSVUT
\
mapl'e, and the center plec:a
aweotest dulcet tones ot
PtJZZLJ!ll.
of bl'&ck W; tnut, the whole
T h e upper
tho nute.
part ot t h e !nstrumont
The puzzle 11 to sepa•
' ~~~et!~ou~,l~ 1:ch~et~~
Is pl a ce d In the mouth,
rate the one .fttar from
hook on the bac k so that
t he lips coverlnc the
the linked atar o.nd ere•·
It may l!• slipped over edge
opening• In the centre.
cent without uolnr; force.
ot the vest pocket. Expose
Then by blowing centl,Price by mall, poatp&l4
to view your New JDlectrlo
upon It you can pla:r
•
He,; 3 for 21111.
Bell, when your friend wlll
But
whl9tllnc.
any tune dealrecl u ea.ally u
1
11 requlrecl to become a dnlahe4
practice
little
WOLFF NOVELTY co~
t:,ut•.a.,re !~Z:!n!i
J.!•~oo~~
Ill W. 21th St., N. Y,
The
m~~ ~ttre~~d' r~1ft~.tr':i~t~~~ the liveliest danclnc ,-ou ever wltneaeed.
Jlllectrlc Button Is heavily cha.reed and will
. with each Instrumen t.
,pushed.
11
button
the
when
•hock
amart
a
slve
Price 8 cents, by ruRil, postpaid.
Prlc• lee,, by ma.II, post paid.
SPRING TOPS
A. A. WARFORl>, 16 Hart St., B'kl.:rn., N . Y
,WOLFF N OVELTY CO ., 20 W. 26th St., N . Y.
Somethlnc; new for the
A top y ou can
boy1.
THE AUTOPHONE.
apln without a atrlnr;.
THE PEG JUMPER.
A sm ..11 musical lnatru•
Thia I• a decided novmen t that produces very
' A v e r y effective
It 11 et le.re•
elty.
pocket trick, easll,awee t mus ical notes b;r
alse, made at lua11, and
to be performed by
1
balance
heavy
hu a
~~1'nfh;t
any one. A miniature
l'lm. · Thia shank conedce, and blowlnc cently
paddle Is show n. Cen•
,
taJns a powerful 1prlnc
Into tho Ins t rument. The
tral holes are drilled through It. A weoden
and h&a • an outer ca~lng. The top ot the
no t es produced are not
peg- Is Inside of the upper hole. Showing now
ahank has a. milled eG.ge for wlncllnc It up.
unlike thoae of the fife
looth sides ot the paddlfl , the performer causes,
When wound, you m~rely lift the oute r cal•
and ftute. We send full
by simply breathing upon It, the peg- to leav e
lnC', and the top aplna a.t auch a. rapid apeed
Pl'lnted 1.n st r u c t I o n a
1 0
1
8
whereby anyone can p lay
~h eri'~fefu~t:· t";,nfh!P1P,,8.;!r ho\!~ ~'1d fo t'he~
that the balance rim j<eepa It solnc a lone
any th lnc they can hum, whistle or alnc, with
middle one, and laetly to the upper hole.
Without . cloubt the h&ndaomeat and
time.
Both aldH of the paddle are repeatedly ahown.
best top . ,n the market.
~".::iieJ'.t~:.f:~~~ce. Price, 100.; 3 tor 25e.,
Price by mall, lllo,
Price U ce».ta each, by mall, poat-pald
Y.
N.
B E HR, 150 W • . 62d St., . New York City.
C.
Brooklyn,
St.,
Hart
16
WARFORD,
A..
A.
H. F. LANG. 18UI Centro at.. B'kuJL lll'. 'I'.
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Look! - A CRAND Look!
PREMIUM

One of these :fine watchel!I FREE te anyone sending us

$Z.SO

Oae-1 year's subscription at ,

Two-6 months' subscriptions at •
Fcm--t3 months' subscriptiou at

F0r either of the following: "Moving Picture Stories,"
, "Kappy D&ys," "Wild West Weekly," "Fame a.nd Fortime Weekly,"' "The Liberty Boys of '76," "Secret
Service," "Werk and Win," or "Pluck and Lucic."

-,,,,

--

p

.

J.25 each

0.65 eaclt

'fhw• ta oaly one condltioJ1-tend u1 the money ($2.60)

IMUi you tlle watch, and uy on.e o! the above
pv.~Ucatl0Jl1 tv the perled ilubscrlbed for.

a.nd w. w.Ul

"-

'

I

· reip~apon ',,,
'

:Date.\,~· __ ., .... ..__ ',

.

I

Description

~f, the

Baok

Watch

I
rt ts .Amerleaa-made, open tace. stem wind and set, and will run from 30 to 361 hours

',_. with oDe wtnduag. Tiu moT~ment 'ts the same size as an expensive r~lroad timepiece,
~ 1118 f : l ~ ~~ t · ',..., alllltk~ aceura.te. and each one la 1uanui.teed. The cases are made in Gold Plate,
1
Poll1hed Nickel, Gun:metal with Gilt ceDter a.Ild plain Ollll-metal.
wtth ',,
,
1ubacriptkm price enTu deelgn on the back case Is a- fancy engraTed scroll.
.
"
t1tle1 tlu1 bolder tD P.r•
, ..._S·erid In Your Sul;>scrlptlons Now to
m1um mentioned.

=~rf~wufed

:...: "
·-··iii~~..·~ ',, FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher

Name ...............~~-·~
Addi-esa .................

CIQ" .'. ~· •• - •••• State.····· - · ••.,•-.- •••'',,.

I

168 West 23d St., N. Y. City

'VV':l:LI>

'VV'EST

LATEST ISSUES
1567 Yo~~fiid!.lld West Surrounded by Gold: or, A Treasuro Worth a
1568 Young Wild West Baffling Death; or, Arletta and the Chasm.
669 Young Wild West and the Reckless Regulars; or, Saving a Com-

pany or Cavalry.
1
570 Young Wild West "Busting a Show; or, Arletta and the Actress.
571 Yoi~,tl~~~- West and the Broncho Boss; or, Catching a Crafty

572 Young Wild West at Six-Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
. Fortune.
573 Young Wild West rrapped by Greasers; or, Arletta all'd the Secret
Passage.
574 Young Wild West r.ocatlng a Lode; or, The Orphans of Bowle
Bar.
575 Young Wild W,est's Government Contract; or, Arietta and the Pony
Express.
576 Young Wild West's Big Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper of the
B. B. Ranch.
1577 Yoong Wild West's Twelve Shots; or, Arletta and , the Raiders.
1178 Yoong Wild West and the Golden Image : or. Lured to the Valle~

.

~D~fu

1179 You ·,g WIid West Balking a Raid: or, Arlettn' s Leap tor Liberty
680 Young Wild West Hunting In the Sierras; or, Arletta and the
Cinnamon Bear.

681 Young WIid West and Spider Bill: or, The Man With the Iron

Grip.
682 Young WIid West Saving the Block House: or, Arletta and the
A Illes' Attack.
1183 Young Wild West and the Redskin Traitor: or, The Siege In the
Sand HIils.

584 Young Wild West Holding a Herd: or, Arletta's Fiery Rae.-...
686 Young Wild West and the Ten Cowpunchers; or, Bes ng a
Bad Bunch.
686 Young Wild West Caught In a Cavern; or, Arietta's Snot in
the Dark.
687 ¥oung Wild West Dividing the Gold; or, Settling a Claim Dispute.
688 Young Wild West After the Trail Thieves; or, Arletta's Round
Up.
689 Young Wild West and the Pawnee Paleface; or, The Old
Hunter's Secret•
690 Young Wild West Racing a Flood; or, Arletta Shooting the
Rapids.
691 Young Wild West and "Pinto Peter"; or, The iflght at Buc-kborn Ranch.
692 Young Wild West Escaping D e ath ; or, Ariettas Fifty Mile
Race.
593 Young Wild West Lost on the Desert ; or, The Luck a Sand ·
•
Storm Brought.
59! Young Wild West and the Broken Gun; or, Arletta' s Quick Wit.
591\ Young Wild West Fighting the Cowboys; or, The Doom of the
"Hurrah" Outfit.
596 Young Wild West and the Death Dip; or, Arletta Baffling .the
Smelter Fiends.
:'lldrl:~ and "Tarantula Tom"; or, The Worst "Bad
5117

ir.°i:i~1

1
598 Young Wild West and the Sllent Six; or, Arletta's Round-Up ID
a Cave.

1

599 Young Wlld West and "Broken Bow" ; or, The Siege of the

.
Settlers.
600 Young Wild West Gathering Gold; or, Arletta's Wonderful Find .

•

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy,

in

money or postage stamps, b:,

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NUM'BERJ'
of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers,,they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and
fill In your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want a.nd we will send them to you by return mall.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publishe:.:,

:B<><>~S
No. 46, HOW TO MAKE AND. USE ELECTRJCITY.-A de1crlptlon of the wonderful
uses of electricity and electro magnetism; together "'Ith full Instructions tor making Electrlc Toys. Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A . M.. M. D.· Containing over fifty ltluatraUons. .
ROW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
Nfl. • 7 ·
DRIVE A HORSE.-A complete treatise on
the horse. Describing the most userul horses
tor business. the best horses for the road: also
valuable recipes ror diseases peculiar to the
horse.
HOW TO BUll.D AND SAIL
No. 48.
CANOES.-A handy book tor boys, containing
full dlrecttona for constructing canoes and the
moat popular manner of aatltng them. Fully
Illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlng rule•
for conducting deb a tes, outlines for debates.
queatlona for discussion, and the beet aourcee
for procuring tnformatton on th e queittone
cfven.

No, 60. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND
ANI.MALS.-A valuable book, giving lnstructlona In collectlng, prepar ing, m ounUng end
preserving birds. animals and Insect•.
ROW TO DO TRICKS WITH
No. 51,
CARDS.-Conta lnlng explanatio ns or the general principles of slei g ht-of -hand applicable
to card tricks ; of card t ri cks with ordinary
cards. and not requiri ng s le tght·of- hand ; of
tricks In volving sleight -of- hand , or the uae of
apectally prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 62. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvlng

/:,~~t;~:.

with a lull deacriptlon of everything , aa ellglneer ahould know.
No. 60. HOW 1'0 BECOME A PHUTOGII&PIIER,-Contalnlng uaeful lntormatloD regardlng the Camera and how to work It; alao
how to make Photographic Magic Lantern
Handaomely
SUdee and other Tranaparenoiea.
111
TO BECOME A WEST POINT
MILITARY CADET.-Explalna how to gain
admittance, courae of Study, Examination•.
Duties, Staff of Offlcera, Poat Guard, Poll,
Regulations, Fire Department, and all a bo i
ahould know to be a cadet, By Lu SenareDL
No, 68, ROW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete ln1tructlon1 ot how to
gaJn admlln!lion to the An.napolta Naval Acad·
A1ao contatritng the course of tnatn,..,.
emy.
tlon. description of grounds and building•.
historical sketch, and everything a boy ahoul\l
know to become an officer tn the Un lted State,
N~'!: 6~: ~otn¥t,n•1\IAKE ELECTRICil
MACHINE8.-Containtng tun directions for
making elec .. rfcaJ machine•, indu ction colla,
d y namos. and many novel toya to be worked
by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully IIlus t rated.
No. 66. MULDOON'S JOKES. -The moat
original Joke book ever published. and It la
It contain• a
brimful of wit and humor.
lar.ge collection of songs, jokes, conundrum•.
etc., of Terrence Muldoo n. the greet wit. bumorlst, and practical joker of the day.
No. 86. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Contalntng over three hundred fntereatlns puzzle• and
A complete
~~~~~dr;ltl;"y /rl!~tr!~!d,to _aame.

~-:!.r~~~dHow

BOW TO DO ELECTRICAL
No. 67a
M1uech::ie~r1:~~ge,rublasl~~~c~g:1t_~.l~:.
Pedro Sancho, Draw P oker. Auction Pitch, All . TRICKS.-Contalnlng a large collection of InFours. and many other popular game1 ot atrucUve and hi•ghly &mualng electrical trick•.
together with tllustratlona. By A. Anderson.
cards.
No 68 HOW TO DO CHEllllCAL TRICKS.
-Containing over one hundred highly amuaNo, 6S. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
Ing and Instructive trick• with chemlcala. By
wonderful little book, telllng you how to
A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
wrlte to your sw eetheart, your father. mother,
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIG~T-OF-HAND.
alster, brother, employer; and, In tact, every-Contalnjng over fl.tty of the lateat and beat
body and anybody you wtsh to write to.
trick• used by maglclana. Alao containing the
No. 64. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
aecret of aecond 1lght. Fully Illustrated.
l;'ETS.-Glvlng complete lnrormatlon as to the
No. 70. HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.manner and method or raising, keeping, tamContaining tull direction• ror making Magic
Ing. breeding, and managing all kinds of pets;
Toya and devices ot many kinds. Fully illusalso giving ful. Instructions for making cagea.
trated.
etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight illuaHOW TO DO ~IECHANICAL
No. 71.
tratlon1.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND TRJ<'KS.-Contalnlng complete lnotructlona tor
perrormtng over atxty Mechanical Trlcka.
COINS.-Contatnlng valuable Information reFully Illustrated.
gard lng the collectlng and arranging of
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
Handsomely Illustrated.
atamps and coins.
WITH CARDS.- Embraclng a.II or the lateat
HOW TO BECOJIIE AN ENNo. 36.
and moat deceptive card tricks, with llluaGINEER.--Contalnlng rull lnatructlons how to
traUona.
become a locomotive engineer ; also directlona
No. 78. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMfor butldlng a model loct>motlve; together
For sale by all newadealera, or wlll be sent to auy address on receipt otprlce, 10 eta. per copy, or

FBANK TOUSEY. Publisher,

BERS.-Showlng maDy curious trick• with
figures and the magic of number•. By A, Andereon. Fully llluatrated.
No. 14, HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Contalnlng full Instruction• for
writing letters on altnoat any 1ubject; alao
rule• tor punctuation and composition. with

'PN';~;G~ lefi~W TO

BECOME A CONJURER.
-Containing trlcka with Domlnoea, Dice,
Cupa and Balla. Hata, etc. Embraclnc thirtyatx Ulnatratlona. By A. Anderson.
No. 76, HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
THE RAND.-Contalnlng rule• for telllnc
fo,:tunea by the aid ot lines of the hand, or
Alao the secret of
the secret or palmlstr:-,-.
telltng future events t,y ald ot mole. marka.
1care. etc. I!Iuetrated.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS
WITH CA&DS.-Contalnlng deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurer• and
1
TO DO THE BLACK ART.Containing a complete de1crlptton ot the myaterlea of ?.lagtc and Sleight-of-Hand. together
By A.
with many wonderful experlmen.t a.
Anderson. Illustrated .
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.Containing complete Instructions how to make
up for varlou• charactera on the atage; together with the dutle• or the Stage Manager,
Prompter. Scenic A rtlst and Property Man.
No. 80. GUS Wll-LIAMS' JOKE BOOK.Containing the latest Jokes, anecdote• ana
tunny stories of thl1 world - renowned Germ&ll
comedian. Sixty-four pages; handaome colih:d aii;i;. containing a half-tone photo of

,.

m~i~ ;:,•·-uow

No. 81 . HOW TO MES~fERJZE.-ContataIng the moot apprond method• or me1merlam;
also how to cure aJl ktnde ot dteeaaes by
animal magnetism, or magnetic healing. By
Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S .. author of "How
to Hypnotize." etc.
No. 82 . HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Contalning the moat approved methods of readIng the line• on the hand , together with a ruU
explanation of their meaning. Also explainIns phrenology, and the' key fer telling character by the bumpa on the head. By Le• .
Hugo Koch, A.C.I!!. Fully Illustrated.
No. 8S HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contalnlnc
YaJuable and lnatrucUve tntormatton regardIng the aclence of hypnotlam. Alao expll,ID•
Ing the most approved method• which are
employed by th • leading hypnotl• t • of the
world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.8.
No. 84 . HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR.
-Containing lntormatlon regarding choice of
aubject1. the use of word• and the manner of ,
AlH •
preparing and aubmlttlng manuacrlpt.
to ta.•
containing valuable tntormatJon u
~:~~=~:.;:glblllty and geDeral composltlo,a of
a tor 2:1 eta.• to moue, or .;oatage atampa, by

168 West 23d St .• New York.

